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Odili Donald Odita’s colors are not easy. Like those of Ellsworth Kelly or Ad Reinhardt,
they sear into the eye with deep chromatic intensity. For Odita, hue produces a complex set
of relations, a rhythm. In the artist’s show here, his abstract paintings—made on wood
panels topped with striated wood veneers—glow with acrylic shapes arranged into
scintillating configurations, which touch and then break away, dehiscing into what feels like
ceaseless multiplication. While looking at Odita’s works, I forget their edges, for it seems
that his patterns could spin out beyond the boundaries of the panel, filling the surrounding
space.

Yet, in lingering with these compositions, concrete realities begin to surface, making his
elegantly conceived paintings difficult to bear. Take the exhibition’s namesake, Burning
Cross, (all works cited, 2022), which features groupings of elongated knifelike triangles
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that stretch across the composition’s four quadrants to form something resembling the
titular figure. While the title of this work makes a direct reference to racial violence in the
United States, other pieces, such as Global, operate with a bit more stealth. Here, a quartet
of jagged shapes rendered in pleasant hues—salmon, lavender, mint, and dove gray—have
been laid out so that a swastika becomes visible in the negative spaces formed between
them.

Odita’s critique of power is layered, levied not only through his subtle references to history
and its dark iconography, but also via the works’ internal architectures. When they are
visually broken apart, the artist’s loaded symbols reveal recurring modular shapes—
partially inspired by his study of West African textiles—which helps route his abstractions
away from any presumed Western origins. Odita reminds us that so-called political content
can be intrinsic to aesthetic forms, and that painting bears its own responsibilities within
the structures of violence addressed in the image of a burning cross.

— Zoë Hopkins

https://www.artforum.com/contributor/zoe-hopkins


Odili Donald Odita, "Time and Space" (2022), acrylic latex paint on aluminum-core fabricated wood panel with
reconstituted wood veneer, 50 x 50 x 3/4 inches (all images © Odili Donald Odita, courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman
Gallery, New York)

Odili Donald Odita challenges the long-held belief that abstract art began with Paul Cézanne, and that it is a
purely Western tradition in which Pablo Picasso’s appropriation of African art played an important role. This is
the tradition with which most abstract artists align themselves. In this narrative of art history, Europe is at the
center and the rest of the world is on the margins. Starting in the 1940s, American artists and critics helped shift
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the center to New York. And critics such as Clement Greenberg, Donald Judd, and Rosalind Krauss helped to
strengthen this perception.

Thankfully, not everyone agrees with this. Odita’s brightly colored geometric paintings on reconstituted wood
veneer register all the different ways that he has stepped away from the white masterpiece tradition in which the
artist applies oil paint to large swaths of canvas or linen. More importantly, he has never tried to establish a
signature style and make formulaic paintings (one of the pitfalls of this tradition), which many regard as the
epitome of success. Odita’s paintings are recognizable, but the compositions are never mechanical. He’s not
phoning it in, as they say. Conceptually, it seems that he has thought his way through Western abstraction and
the parallel movement of pattern and decoration, which often relies on repetition, as well as Op Art and its
reliance on optical illusion. Whatever traces remain of these styles in Odita’s art, the viewer can be assured that
he has done something to them. 

These are some of the reasons I visited the exhibition Odili Donald Odita: Burning Cross at Jack Shainman
Gallery (January 10–February 18, 2023). Of the show’s 12 vertical, square, and horizontal paintings, all but four
are in acrylic latex paint on reconstituted wood veneer, which is black or dark brown. For the acrylic on canvas
works, in which pattern and sharply angled shapes press tightly together, no ground is visible. I do not think
Odita’s color choice is purely aesthetic. In 1965, Richard Artschwager famously recounted that “Formica, the
great ugly material […] was a picture of something.” In Odita’s paintings, the reconstituted wood veneer is a
picture of Blackness, reminding us that there is nothing neutral about working in oil on canvas. In the early
1970s, Joe Zucker used cotton balls to depict subjects such as Eli Whitney and the invention of the cotton gin,
which shaped the economy of the Southern states, and views of plantation life and slavery. Odita’s
consciousness of materials and color helps distinguishes him from his peers. He is not trying to comfortably fit
in. 

Odili Donald Odita, “Void” (2022), acrylic on canvas, 60 x 60 x 1 1/4 inches

https://jackshainman.com/exhibitions/od-2023


Odita never uses the same color twice in a painting. This slows the viewer down, drawing attention to difference
rather than similarity. I think this is one of the artist’s primary impulses: he wants to challenge our assumptions
and push beyond our comfort zone, even as this viewer at least finds great pleasure in looking at these works. He
wants to open up a space for reflection.

In “Void” (2022), the symmetry of the composition of eight-sided irregular polygons and pentagons (derived
from the polygons) is undermined by the use of different colors. At the center of the painting is a cluster of four
polygons fit tightly together, their triangular edges touching. One pair is blue and dark blue, almost black, while
the other is orange and red. While the choices don’t seem arbitrary, it is impossible to identify the underlying
logic. Improvisation and systems overlap smoothly. Here, Odita is in a color world all his own.

Odita, who was born in Nigeria in 1966 and raised in the United States, has stated that the scalene triangle in
many of his works has its roots in African forms found on textiles and often seen on the painted clay walls of
homes in West Africa. His father, Emmanuel Odita, was an important member of the Zaria Arts Society, a
modernist Nigerian art movement — a reminder that modernism was born and developed in multiple places
around the same time, not only in the United States. 

In “Time and Space” (2022), the arrangement of the scalene triangles divides the square support into four
smaller squares. Again, nothing is repeated. The wood grain brings to mind an aerial view of a logged forest. We
see rings within rings, circular shapes crowded together. The juxtaposition of scalene triangles (and their
allusions to Africa and hyperspace) and a forest of logged trees — the new and the old — is unsettling. From
where did the materials that compose the wall or structure in which we stand come? What kind of destruction
took place? Odita does not take these things for granted. 

“Poison Mind” (2022) is built on four-sided shapes with no parallel sides. Adjacent to each side, two stacks of
these shapes rise from the bottom to the top edge, with a space between them. Again we must marvel at the use
of a set of related but not repeated tones. Meanwhile, the black ground, speckled with white, becomes its own
totemic, abstract shape. The dialogue Odita establishes between figure and ground adds another layer of
consideration into the work. The thoughtfulness of these paintings is unusual in the age of sound bites and
visual distraction. Odita is a major artist who deserves deeper examination.



Odili Donald Odita, “The Poison Mind” (2022), acrylic latex paint on aluminum-core fabricated wood panel with
reconstituted wood veneer, 92 1/4 x 54 inches

Odili Donald Odita: Burning Cross continues at Jack Shainman Gallery (513 West 20th Street, Chelsea, Manhattan)
through February 18. The exhibition was organized by the gallery.

© 2023 Hyperallergic.
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J
ack Shainman Gallery is pleased to present Burning Cross, an

exhibition of new work by Odili Donald Odita at the 513 West

20th Street location.

Burning Cross
The premise of this exhibition stems from the idea of trust, or the lack

thereof, in American life. There are many reasons and circumstances in

the last few years that can be cited for this lack of trust: white-

nationalism, antisemitic rhetoric, anti-Asian street attacks, sanctioned 
police brutality, the institutional persecution of LGTBQ persons and 
their families, as well as recent propagandist actions such as the 
movement of entire migrant families via private jet to various Sanctuary 
cities throughout America.

My understanding of these symptoms has come to a single notion

—‘the threat to democracy’. What is the threat to democracy? What 
would the opposite of democracy look like? Could it be exempli�ed by 
those living under the multi-color/multi-cultured pretense that

“everyone is welcome to work hard and be given the opportunity to 
succeed and prosper,” all the while realizing in a long and downward-

spiral the farcical lie that is conditionally embedded into this belief. In 
this whitescape, it is ultimately the will of Power to attack the mind and 
senses in order to make one senseless, helpless, and thus hopeless.

Reclamation of a Burning Cross – (Black Fist, Throwing Star)

Is the burning-cross a sign of the beginning of the end of time as we 
know it now, or is it the start of something new, of better change?

Perhaps its �ames are the actions of new collective agency re-presenting 
itself sight unseen.

In life, we enter into the unknown every day. It is an entirely beautiful 
process to understand our capability of engaging ‘the new’ on a daily 
basis. I see this spectacular process as likened to a walk, without fear, 
into possibility. Fear is a necessary survival instinct, yet at its worst and 
with a vengeance, it can stop us completely in our tracks. It knows how 
to make us stand still and silent.

Nevertheless, time is potential and can be directed to great end—

imagine being able to see past the binary of black and white into a 
complex space of gray, and better still, of being able to see color existent 
within this complexity. This space I am suggesting here is not new; 
rather, it has always been possible. The space I am seeing is one where
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senses in order to make one senseless, helpless, and thus hopeless.
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Is the burning-cross a sign of the beginning of the end of time as we

know it now, or is it the start of something new, of better change?

Perhaps its �ames are the actions of new collective agency re-presenting

itself sight unseen.

In life, we enter into the unknown every day. It is an entirely beautiful

process to understand our capability of engaging ‘the new’ on a daily

basis. I see this spectacular process as likened to a walk, without fear,

into possibility. Fear is a necessary survival instinct, yet at its worst and

with a vengeance, it can stop us completely in our tracks. It knows how

to make us stand still and silent.

Nevertheless, time is potential and can be directed to great end—

imagine being able to see past the binary of black and white into a

complex space of gray, and better still, of being able to see color existent

within this complexity. This space I am suggesting here is not new;

rather, it has always been possible. The space I am seeing is one where
actions are reconsidered and wisdom updated to help guide our steps 
forward in time.

Odili Donald Odita, December 2022.

.    .    .

Odili Donald Odita (b. Engu, Nigeria in 1966; lives and works in 
Philadelphia, PA has exhibited extensively in museums and 
institutions such as The Contemporary Dayton; Baltimore Museum of 
Art, Maryland; Crystal Bridges, Bentonville; Columbus Museum of 
Art; Savannah College of Art and Design; Yerba Buena Center for the 

Arts, San Francisco; Newark Museum; Contemporary Arts Museum, 
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 Houston; the Studio Museum in Harlem, New Y ork; Institute of  
Contemporary Art, Philadelphia; Nasher Museum of Art at Duke  
University , Durham; Ulrich Museum of Art, Wichita; and Princeton  
University . In 2007, Odita’s installation Give Me Shelter  was 

featured  prominently in the 52nd V enice Biennale exhibition Think 

with the  Senses, Feel with the Mind  curated by Robert Storr. Odita 

has  completed many large-scale site-speci�c installations, most 

recently at  the University of Iowa Stanley Museum of Art; Moody 

Center for the  Arts at Rice University; Penn Medicine Pavilion; 

Philadelphia Museum  of Art; Boca Raton Museum of Art; and 
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.

Odili Donald Odita  , a monograph surveying over twenty years of  
Odita’s career, will be released in January 2023 by Sternthal Books.
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An intersecting kaleidoscope of colorful, angular lines stretches from floor to ceiling on a wall in the 
lobby of the new Stanley Museum of Art. 
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The nonrepresentational mural is the first work of art installed in the newly constructed building, and 
the artist behind it, Odili Donald Odita, has his own abstract connections to the University of Iowa. 
Odita was born in Nigeria in 1966. Soon after, his parents fled the country because of the Nigerian 
Civil War and immigrated to the U.S. — where they initially moved to Iowa. Odita’s father studied 
design and printmaking at the UI, while his mother studied social research. Later, the family moved to 
Columbus, OH, where they stayed for the rest of Odita’s childhood. 
 
The young artist spent a few years living in Iowa City and wouldn’t return until years later, when he 
was contacted by the Stanley Museum of Art to design and paint a mural in its future lobby. 
His mural, titled Surrounding, is meant to reflect one of the most famous pieces in the UI’s 17,000-
piece art collection — Jackson Pollock’s 1943 masterpiece, Mural, considered one of the artist’s most 
seminal works that marked a transition from representational art to the fully abstract “splatter” style he 
is known for. 
The Pollock painting will be featured as part of the new museum’s inaugural exhibition, displayed in 
one of the second-floor galleries in time for the building’s Aug. 26 grand opening. 
When Odita saw Mural in-person and in color for the first time after years of viewing Pollock’s work 
solely through black-and-white photos in art textbooks, his view of the painting drastically changed. 
Odita initially viewed Mural as a “problematic” work of Pollock’s, citing the enormous piece’s intense 
design and seeming lack of balance — however, after seeing it in color, the artist said it “totally made 
sense.” 
“I understood how he was using color in opposition to the drawing, the intensity of the yellows and 
the whites to complement the structure of the drawing,” Odita said. “It made complete sense as to the 
balance, it was just really impressive.” 
Odita’s work will be the first in a series of lobby-displayed artwork, which the museum has titled 
“Thresholds.” Due to the sunlight expected to filter in through the lobby’s large windows, it will only 
be a temporary exhibition to prevent extensive sun damage to its vibrant colors. 
It is expected to remain up for a few years before being painted over. 
When taking on larger projects and wall paintings or murals, Odita said he views the space that the 
mural exists in to be just as important as the piece itself. He considers how one’s body may feel existing 
in the same space and time as the art. 
“Whatever the space is, and wherever the space is, it definitely is an important factor in the work and 
part of the work,” Odita said. 
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Although the style he has become most well-known for is decidedly abstract, Odita’s work didn’t 
always take on the often angular and prismatic patterns that can be seen in Surrounding. Growing up, 
the artist was largely inspired by comic books, and the paintings and artwork his family had around the 
house. 
His Nigerian heritage also greatly influences his interest in art, Odita said. He describes his childhood 
as one surrounded by art and art history — his father fostered much of the material that got Odita 
started, including pieces of African art, various prints, and art books on topics like the Renaissance or 
Picasso. 
“When I was a kid, my dad had these prints, I’m not sure what they were of, or what they were for, but 
I would spend my time just copying them one page after another, until I would fall asleep,” Odita said. 
“To think back on all that stuff I looked at, it’s just interesting to see how it panned out.” 
Odita said he always knew he wanted to do something with art, and was previously interested in 
avenues like photography, illustration, and graphic design. Ultimately, however, he said he doesn’t 
have enough patience for those approaches, and simply prefers a bigger scale — though he has respect 
for artists who “muster the diligence” for those kinds of mediums. 
The painter’s true “devolution” into abstraction, as Odita describes it, occurred during his 
undergraduate years at Ohio State University, when a fellow student told him to find his own style. 
“There was somebody whose work I admired at school, and you learn by copying, so I was always 
taking from work he was making — one day, he came up to me and was like ‘Hey man, you’re copying 
my style, you have to figure out your own thing,’” Odita said. “It was very hurtful in a sense, but it was 
very helpful because it just forced me to think about my own path, and from there I just slowly 
devolved into being an abstractionist.” 
Odita has taught at various institutions for nearly 20 years and has lived in Philadelphia since 2006. 
Odita presently works as an associate professor of painting in the Tyler School of Art at Temple 
University, though he is currently on an unpaid leave of absence while taking on personal projects. 
While he has only visited the UI a few times to visit faculty members or speak in lectures as a visiting 
artist, Odita said that his mural in the Stanley serves as a tribute to not only Pollock, but to the 
museum and its space as well. He noted considering Iowa City’s seasonality during his different visits, 
making for a piece he ultimately hopes will give people joy to see. 
“I really wanted to make something that is conditional to the environment here, because I’ve been in 
the city at different points when it’s freezing terrible cold, as much as when it’s like beautiful this 
spring and summer,” Odita said. “I hope it just stands up to the audience, and gives people joy to see 
it.” 
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A	group	of	pioneering	prints	from	the	Philadelphia-based	Brandywine	
Workshop	and	Archives	now	hang	on	the	walls	of	the	Harvard	Art	
Museums	in	a	new	exhibition	that	marks	the	museums’	first	presentation	of	
these	recently	acquired	works.	The	Brandywine	provides	a	fertile	
environment	for	artists	from	diverse	backgrounds	to	experiment	with	
printmaking,	and	this	year	marks	the	50th	anniversary	of	its	founding	by	
artist	and	art	educator	Allan	Edmunds.	
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Representing	the	output	of	nearly	30	artists,	many	of	the	prints	on	display	
address	urgent	social,	political,	and	cultural	issues.	As	a	tribute	to	the	
engagement	the	workshop	fosters	in	its	communities,	the	museums	
developed	their	own	creative	community	on	campus	that	contributed	to	the	
exhibition.	Members	of	museum	staff,	students,	faculty,	scholars	in	related	
fields,	and	artists	shared	their	personal	responses	to	the	artworks	via	
written	labels	on	the	walls	of	the	exhibition.	

“Prints	from	the	Brandywine	Workshop	and	Archives:	Creative	
Communities”	is	open	to	the	public	and	on	view	through	July	31.	Interested	
in	sharing	your	viewpoint?	The	museums	are	now	welcoming	contributions	
to	an	online	companion	to	the	exhibition.	
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“Cut,”	2016,	by	Odili	Donald	Odita,	is	connected	to	the	Nigerian-born	
artist’s	2015	mural,	“Our	House,”	painted	on	the	outside	of	the	Brandywine	
workshop	building	in	Philadelphia.	“Like	its	exterior	relative,	this	print	
derives	power	from	its	diagonal	line	—	the	cut,	or	what	the	artist	calls	‘the	
coming	together	and	coming	apart,’”	wrote	Narayan	Khandekar,	senior	
conservation	scientist	and	director	of	the	Straus	Center	for	Conservation	
and	Technical	Studies,	Harvard	Art	Museums. 
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Installation view of Color/Code at Morgan Presents gallery (all photos by the author)

Art  Reviews

A Transgenerational and Intercultural Look at Ab-
stract Painting
At the root of these works is the issue of poetics — painterly and textual for Jablon, dynamic,
multicolor geometry for Odita.

by Alexandra M. Thomas
23 hours ago

A world steeped in abundant color and enticing designs, Color/Code at Morgan
Presents embraces the mystery and expressive possibility of abstraction. Staging a
visual dialogue between two artists of di�erent generations — Sam Jablon and
Odili Donald OditaOdita — the exhibition is an invitation to ponder the chemistry
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between varied approaches to abstract painting. Largescale works are dispersed
evenly throughout the white cube gallery with two on each side wall and one on a
�oating wall furthest from the entrance. From across the gallery, the painting facing
the entrance is legible: “BAD BAD BAD” in yellow paint against a cloudy, midnight-
blue-hued background. Evocation of such pessimism — BAD BAD BAD — is at �rst
discombobulating in an exhibition replete with bold, happy colors. When exploring
the other paintings, Color/Code becomes a riddle: There are no wall texts, but the
QR-code-enabled press release includes a checklist. Deducing the artist of each
painting is possible through recognizing each artist’s style or following the checklist
like a scavenger hunt: the “BAD” textual paintings are by Jablon and the rainbow
geometric designs are by Odita.

What, then, are we to make of the meaning, various colors, and visual impact of each
artist’s style? Both paintings by Odita are of angular lines jutting across the canvas
to form pointed, neat geometric shapes rendered in deep, earthy shades of brown,
blue, and red. One Jablon painting has a cotton-candy hued background with orange
letters: “NO BAD DAYS.” The harshness of the word “bad” is softened by the blurry
letters and swirled backgrounds, while the sharp angularity of Odita’s paintings lend
the energetic, colorful works a distinct edginess. Both artists are harnessing the
power of abstraction as opacity: The so-called “meaning” of each painting is
seemingly impenetrable. Is Jablon attempting to manifest a world without badness?
Or are these days and nights so endlessly rife with bad that this insistence is playful,
even laughable? Likewise, the playful energy of Odita’s contrasting warm and cool
colors invites further exploration until we are gently stymied by the impassable,
criss-crossing pointed lines. At the root of these works is the issue of poetics —
painterly and textual for Jablon, dynamic, multicolor geometry for Odita. Displayed
alongside each other, the paintings spark questions about the limits and possibilities
of abstraction to communicate feelings or ideas through text, color, and form. 



© 2021 Hyperallergic.

Installation view of Color/Code at Morgan Presents, at left, Sam Jablon, “NO BAD DAYS,”
(2021) oil on canvas, 90 x 80 inches; and at right, Odili Donald OditaOdita “Power Line” (2003)
acrylic on canvas, 84 x 109 inches

As the inaugural exhibition for Morgan Presents, Color/Code sets the tone for
exhibitions that promote deeper looking and experimental dialogue, instead of
merely communicating a linear art historical narrative or a neatly packaged
curatorial philosophy for commercial purposes. Eschewing didactics such as wall
texts and longer form exhibition essays, visitors are left to their own devices. Such a
bold curatorial decision, especially for a brand new gallery, sincerely emphasizes the
importance of transgenerational and intercultural exhibitions where the viewer
must make meaning for themselves. 

Color/Code: Sam Jablon & Odili Donald OditaOdita continues at Morgan Presents (155
Su�olk Street, Lower East Side, Manhattan) through November 2.
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HEALTH SCIENCES

Philadelphia artist Odili Odita’s Pavilion mural is a ‘kaleidoscope landscape’

W
hen designing the wall mural that spans two floors of Penn Medicine’s new Pavilion,
Philadelphia-based artist Odili Donald Odita
(https://jackshainman.com/artists/odili_donald_odita) aimed to transport viewers from the
insides of a hospital—where they may be going through a stressful time—to a vivid, outdoor

scene.

Philadelphia-based artist Odili Donald Odita aimed to transport viewers to a colorful, outdoor scene. (Image: Penn Medicine
News)

“I wanted to create an exterior space within an interior—to give the idea of being portaled to the outside,”
Odita says of the mural titled “Field and Sky.”

The abstract painter achieved this vision, not by painting literal images of mountains, birds, and sunsets, but
instead through the creation of a kaleidoscope of brightly-colored geometric shapes, which mirror the

https://penntoday.upenn.edu/topic/health-sciences
https://jackshainman.com/artists/odili_donald_odita


complexity of the world around us, according to Odita. “Each shape creates an individual landscape,” he
says.

Born in Nigeria and raised in the American Midwest, Odita’s art regularly combines aspects of Western
modernity with African culture. He has lived in Philadelphia since 2006 and is a professor at Temple
University’s Tyler School of Art and Architecture. A wall mural by Odita is also on display
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7TDTztRbcU) in the Philadelphia Museum of Art, where it was
originally part of the “New Grit: Art and Philly Now” exhibit that featured 25 of the city’s key creators this
past summer.

“Field and Sky” welcomes visitors who enter on the lobby floor of the Pavilion, along with the striking art
installation (https://www.pennmedicine.org/news/news-releases/2021/january/penn-medicine-partners-
with-renowned-artist-maya-lin-for-pavilion-art-installation) designed by renowned artist and designer
Maya Lin. Both works embody the health system’s mission to create a calming and healing environment for
Pavilion patients and visitors through art.

Read more at Penn Medicine News. (https://www.pennmedicine.org/news/news-
blog/2021/october/philadelphia-based-artist-odili-odita-designs-field-and-sky-mural-for-penn-medicine-
pavilion)
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A Room with a View: Philadelphia-Based Artist Odili Odita
Designs ‘Field and Sky’ Mural for Penn Medicine’s Pavilion
October 26, 2021 |  by Lauren Ingeno

Philadelphia-based artist Odili Donald Odita aimed to transport viewers to a colorful, outdoor scene.

When designing the wall mural that spans two floors of Penn Medicine’s new Pavilion, Philadelphia-based artist Odili
Donald Odita aimed to transport viewers from the insides of a hospital — where they may be going through a stressful
time — to a vivid, outdoor scene.

“I wanted to create an exterior space within an interior — to give the idea of being portaled to the outside,” Odita says of
the mural titled “Field and Sky.”
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The abstract painter achieved this vision, not by painting literal images of mountains, birds, and sunsets, but instead
through the creation of a kaleidoscope of brightly-colored geometric shapes, which mirror the complexity of the world
around us, according to Odita. “Each shape creates an individual landscape,” he says.

Born in Nigeria and raised in the American Midwest, Odita’s art regularly combines aspects of Western modernity with
African culture. He has lived in Philadelphia since 2006 and is a professor at Temple University’s Tyler School of Art and
Architecture. A wall mural by Odita is also on display in the Philadelphia Museum of Art, where it was originally part of
the “New Grit: Art and Philly Now” exhibit that featured 25 of the city’s key creators this past summer.

“Field and Sky” welcomes visitors who enter on the lobby floor of the Pavilion, along with the striking art installation
designed by renowned artist and designer Maya Lin. Both works embody the health system’s mission to create a
calming and healing environment for Pavilion patients and visitors through art.

At 50 feet long and roughly 20 feet high, Odita’s mural stretches behind the lobby escalator and leads you up to the
building’s first floor, where it extends across a 127-foot wall.

I asked Odita four questions about the space, his art, and his inspiration.

Tell me about the mural you’ve created for the new Pavilion. Where did
the idea for the artwork and its title come from?
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The mural spans two floors of the Pavilion, stretching behind the lobby escalator and up to the building’s first floor,
where it extends across a 127-foot wall.

The approach was for me to consider the space and see what I could find of value in the architecture and what it’s been
designed for. In this case, since the space is a hospital serving patients and visitors, I wanted to create a mural that
would give the viewer a view, a space to contemplate, one that’s separate — and bigger — from the space that they’re
actually in.

The colors are rich and bright and are associated with nature, to generate the idea of being in different stages of
daylight. If you can imagine taking a walk in late spring, early summer — it’s color like that.

The title “Field and Sky” comes from what I was seeing in the structured pattern of the painting and the ways the lines
separate the colors. I was seeing some aspects of the color as if it was ground, and other aspects of the color as if it
was atmosphere — so landscapes and horizons. I liked the effect of the multiple color spaces and appreciated how this
could be understood by different people as they moved through the work.

How did you create this piece?



I first draw on graph paper. I do a lot of different designs and drawings to get a sense of what it could be. Then I make
those drawings relative to scale. I’m starting with an 8.5x11 paper, but I’m drawing to the scale of the space, so I can
match what I have on the paper to the wall. Then we do the translation with ratios between the graph paper and the wall
to get proportions correct. There is a preliminary drawing done digitally, so that we can get close to what the wall will
look like. And then it’s drawing with blue lines and pencil on the wall, and then filling the shapes with the color.

Does the city of Philadelphia influence your art?
Absolutely. I really love Philadelphia. It’s a city with so much history — and I think it’s got this kind of history that’s
underserved, unrecognized. But people who know about Philly, they can appreciate the wealth of the city and what it
can offer. It’s a poor city, but it’s a grand city, for its place in American history. Not just revolutionary history, but I’m
talking culturally — from music and sports to art and architecture.

What is it about creating art in a public space that excites you?
The idea of the wall painting being for or of the people, that’s an important part of the work. I like how people interact
with murals more freely than with canvas work. In a hospital, you’re concerned with your own health or the health of
your loved ones, and I wanted to create art that would give people the space to be transported somewhere else for a
moment, and then brought back refreshed and recharged with more positive energy in their present circumstance.
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ODILI DONALD ODITA with Tom McGlynn

“Then I started to realize that any color is African color. You just have to be able 
to go beyond these preconditions that limit your thinking.”

OCT 2020

Odili Donald Odata, pencil on paper by Phong H. Bui.

This past July I had the pleasure of discussing Odili Donald Odita’s work with him, live on Zoom, in the context of the Rail’s New Social
Environment series. Over the last few decades I’ve tracked the way in which Odita has brought a renewed sense of purpose to abstract
painting. In both his individual paintings on canvas and in his wall-sized commissions he exerts a rigorous draftsmanship and a very
particular palette that I was anxious to discover more about. Working in the general vicinity of formal abstraction myself, I was curious
to hear another such painter’s take on the continued valency of abstraction: its purpose past “purposelessness” perhaps. In our
present moment of hyper-pluralistic aesthetic investigation (and social and political upheaval and evolution) Odita explores with me
here that limit where the assumptions of the abstract painterly tradition ends, and the potentialities of its extended relevance begin.
What follows is an edited transcript of our discussion.



Odili Donald Odita, Mirror 2, 2019, Acrylic latex paint on aluminum core fabricated wood panel on reconstituted wood veneer, 92" x 52"
inches. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

Tom McGlynn (Rail): Good to have this chance to talk, Odili. I've considered your work for a long time and having this opportunity
get into it comprehensively is a real pleasure. As you know, I'm an abstract painter too. Perhaps we can begin with the whole question
of formalism and abstraction. I know that you’ve made a reference somewhere that people in general don't like or understand formal
abstraction on some level. So I thought it might be interesting to parse some of the formal symbolism in your work, for instance how
you deploy the diagonal. There is that apocryphal story of Mondrian and van Doesburg having a serious falling out over the latter’s
introduction of a diagonal into De Stijl, yet beyond a purist creed the diagonal also obtains a range of mixed cultural meanings. The
graphic art of your Nigerian heritage, and it’s Yoruban mythology of Shango, uses diagonals to symbolically indicate a lightning strike
which correlates with the intervention of knowledge, enlightenment. And going back to the genesis of utopian thinking in abstraction
you see the diagonal prevalent in the Rayonist compositions of Natalia Goncharova and Mikhail Larionov. Then of course there’s the
Barnett Newman “zip.” And besides these cultural and art historical instances, on a basic design level the diagonal can indicate the
indeterminacy between the more stable vertical and horizontal orientations.

Odili Donald Odita: Thanks for bringing up those references, especially as related to the utopian roots of abstraction. It helps me to
go back a little bit into my own project and to remember that when I initially started it, there were aspects that I wanted to engage:
information pertaining to cinema and television at the time, and now, even greater so, a relationship to the internet. But I was also
thinking about a kind of utopia that would be linked to an idea of the United Nations. This idea of the nations united for the pursuit of
peace and freedom in the world. This kind of high-minded utopia that came to me through a comic book I had when I was a kid. And
looking at a lot of the structure of late or high modernist abstraction, there are a lot of these types of shapes that come into view, you
know, from Suprematism, Cubism onward, but they come into use as a kind of quasi-language for late modernist abstraction in the
’50s and ’60s. And so that's how the painting actually started, thinking about those ideas in the sense of my being Nigerian, raised in
America, and experiencing aspects of this utopian ideal, but seeing it fail in so many places. 

I wanted to engage the painting project from that point forward. I came of age as a student in the 1980s looking at “Neo Geo,” in
particular, and Neo-Expressionism. At the time, there was this criticality based on an “end of history” notion that is also extremely
myopically Western. I saw this historical crux for abstract painting as an object that had language, but a language that has become
silenced over time with its use. Silenced because those same patterns were to be found everywhere. I would find them on rubber balls
at Grand Union and supermarkets like that. Or on wallpaper, or papers in the gift wrap section for a dollar. So you could vicariously get
a really fabulous Friedel Dzubas painting that way, you know. So this is the kind of overuse and exhaustion that I saw for abstraction
at that time. But to jump to the issue of the diagonal, I liked what you say about the notion of indeterminacy. In fact, for me, the
position of change, when you talk about measuring space on an X and Y axis, the Z axis is the diagonal. And that's about space,
entering space or exiting space. It’s the transition from here to there. And in a way it speaks to the physical, it gets it to the third
dimensional. And what you say is really important, actually, because in making it more real in the phenomenal sense, it holds for high
Modernist abstraction reiterated in the everyday on a Cheetos bag design, for instance. You're getting this kind of experience in a way



Odili Donald Odita, Iron Butterfly, 2019, Acrylic on canvas, 60.25" x 52" inches. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New
York.

Rail: Right. Everyday abstractions like the circular design on the Wonder Bread logo aren't beholden to art history necessarily. Yet
there’s a circular influence between “high and low” too. The Brillo box was actually designed by an aspiring Abstract Expressionist artist
James Harvey. Warhol’s appropriation of it later makes more holistic sense in considering the design’s original genesis. Simultaneously
there persists a cultural hierarchy between what’s considered design and art. The critic Frank Getlein meant it as a put-down, in his
review in the New Republic in 1957, when he tagged Barnett Newman’s paintings as part of what he termed the “Design Division” of
Abstract Expressionism.

Odita: Right, it’s an insult. Like the Italian word design “disegno,” which means drawing. And to me, that's the best way I can think of
design. It's a form of drawing, a form of structuring and organizing. But when you are engaging with the framing, design as a sense of
framing or balance, and with a certain kind of predictability, then I believe it doesn't have any use or it becomes valueless. And maybe
that's the point when somebody talks about it in the sense of the decorative, or decoration, because it certainly starts to lose meaning
when it becomes overly determined in a kind of even-handed balancing act that tends to make it homogenous and boring. 

Rail: Right. And a lot of these designs—they're timeless, immemorial. They can be repetitive yet even in their most boring forms they
retain latent symbolic meaning. When I would appropriate and then deconstruct commercial logos for my own painting and then did
the research, I'd find, you know, some Celtic origin in the classic General Electric logo or a medieval guild design in the Purina squares.

Odita: But you're talking about something else there, because you're talking about the concretization of history. You're talking about
history and time of people being collapsed into this kind of design motif. And when you look at those kinds of things, what you see is
endless shifts—endless shifting shapes, endless shifting space, endless shifting patterns. It just multiplies endlessly. And that's the kind
of thing that I think is magic. And I'm actually interested in that sort of sort of approach, where you can go beyond predictability and
go beyond basically, maybe the structure of the square, you know.

Rail: Yes, and one other thing that I came to mind when thinking about diagonals was thinking about them as kind of like free radical
orthogonals if we think of the history of Western painting as determined by the ordering of perspectival symbolic form. It seems to be

that's maybe missing, misinformed, and misdirected from the original “high” concept or content. But on another hand, it becomes part
of the real world. And then in that sense, it's like, what can we do with it, or how can we take it to another place versus just looking at
it as only the failure of modernist painting. 



Zaria Art Society/Zaria Rebels, 1958. From left, front row: Bruce Onobrakpeya, Yusuf Grillo, Uche Okeke and Demas Nwoko. Back row:
Oseluka Osadebe, Late Nwagbara and Emmanuel Okechukwu Odita, all seven of the eight early members of Society of Nigerian Artists
(SNA) . Photo: Bruce Onobrakpeya Foundation.

Odita: Yes, this image is of the Zaria Art Society in 1958, the inaugural year of the society in the Fine Art department of the Nigerian
College of Arts, Science, and Technology. Subsequently the school was renamed the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. The Zaria Art

what you're doing is taking that diagonal perspective orthogonal and distributing it across the lateral expanses of your paintings.

Odita: You're bringing up the idea of the horizon—the horizontal, and the horizon as well. When I was younger as an undergraduate in
art school, I really loved the artist Blinky Palermo, who would talk a lot about the peripheral. And this idea of seeing something at the
corner of your eye, at the edge, and for me over time—and this understanding I have is through some very generous help from a
friend, Rochelle Feinstein, when she was a teacher of mine at Bennington College. We talked about the space of the square, and the
idea of space within the edge of the square, the canvas. Rochelle said within that space is the center of the world, and that everything
outside of the edge of the canvases is non-existent. This comment was in relation to a painting I had made with mulch and wires
extending beyond the canvas’s edge. 

Later, I came to understand in the 1990s that the peripheral is also the space of the Other. That everybody and everything else that's
not necessarily important nor significant in the space at the center of the West is placed outside of that canvas square. So, when I'm
dealing with horizon, I'm trying to think of a couple of things. The idea of landscape, and in particular, with the paintings I want it to be
able to picture multiple things: the scape of cinema, the scape of say, a comic book panel, the scape of a television screen with its test
pattern, and also the scape of say, the tourist who goes to some place to dream and vision. So, in that sense, I felt as if I was painting
my imaginary Africa. And I was looking at it from the outside, and not from within. I was looking at it like this. And my body then
becomes the vertical, in the sense that my body becomes the zip; that's the Barnett Newman zip. In this sense he's remaking the
landscape space of a Caspar David Friedrich painting. 

In my context, the painting itself was this atmospheric landscape space and the viewer became that tourist, that dreamer, looking into
this space. That's when I realized this whole thing about the body and the significance of it, with a relation to the painting. When I got
to the installations and then started seeing people do that for themselves, it confirmed my concept of placing the body in the viewer’s
position with the painting. But at that time I was only coming at it from the idea of one-point perspective. With the wall installations I
saw the expansiveness of space and time being extended in that experience, and then to see the audience without instruction, finding
a place within the wall painting and asking a friend to take their picture right at that spot. It just rammed full circle to what I was
thinking originally about the idea of landscape, body, positioning, and space.

Rail: That transition from painting as image to canvas as place. Speaking of place, you’ve provided us with some autobiographical
information about your family origins in Nigeria.



Odili Donald Odita, Authentic African, 1997. Digitally manipulated photo, 40 x 30 inches each. Collection of the New School, New York.

Rail: It's illuminating to see this early work, I’m most familiar with your later paintings.

Odita: After I left graduate school, I went to Ohio State University. Then I went to Bennington College, and then I was in New York
and you know, trying to work and make my “late high modernist work.” Ultimately, I just stripped it all down to house paint on canvas.
But at a certain point, I stopped painting because I didn't feel that painting was really questioning all of the reality I was experiencing
in New York, particularly in the early ’90s with the onset of identity politics. So I went into photo-based work. I realize in hindsight that
in my photo-based work, I was still thinking as a painter, but in the case of the work, I think it was hitting on content that at the time I
didn’t feel that painting could address. 

Society were also called the Zaria Rebels. The person who is standing in the back row, just at the other side of the bow tie fellow,
that's my dad who was part of this group. Why it's significant for me—beyond just my family ties—is the fact that this is where social
change actually starts. It starts with students, it starts with people who are young like this. From the protesters out there today to the
protesters in America in the ’60s, to protesters in Western Europe, in the ’60s and ’70s, to the protesters in the different countries
within the continent of Africa. All of them have the same impetus of wanting to change their universities, or wanting to change the way
in which they're being educated in this specific case: to have it better fit and adapt to the realities that they want to speak to in their
work. And in this case, they were challenging the curriculum to be able to get to more purposeful content in their work that was about
local politics, local ideas, and local vision rather than, say, Western European expressions through art. So, this to me is a picture that
symbolizes the way in which I want to approach my painting, which ultimately is with the idea of freedom.

When I look back at how I was educated, it wasn't really about what I could do with possibility, in as much as how well I could recite
the laws of painting, particularly Western painting. It was all about making paintings to recite what I was taught, rather than to use the
skills and tools to make something brand new. And this is also respective to the idea of content, being able to speak about things that
mattered to me, versus having to speak about things that mattered to Western art. So this is that. And then I did this conceptual,
photo-based work called Authentic African in 1997. It's really an American question that I got most of my life growing up in the
suburbs in Ohio. And so this is an image of myself in different symbolic African costumes with a “yes” or “no” test bubble underneath
each image for the viewer to guess, and maybe pick the correct “authentic African.”

Rail: That leaves the viewer thinking, you know, “Is this like a behavioral exercise?” or, “What is my appropriate response to this
behavioral exercise.”

Odita: And another work from that time, Object (1999) was made up of photocopies. That wallpaper in the back are photocopies of a
still from a film called I Walked with a Zombie (1943). The image is of a Black male being found with a flashlight by a white female. I
was thinking a lot about the idea of the discovery of Africa as this dark continent. The light bulbs in front of the black pigmented
rectangles are formal parallels to what's happening in the image where, again, it's this discussion between white and black and using
the idea of value scale to speak about the work in this particular context. And so, it's heightening this notion of discovery. And then at
the end of the day, for me the title implies an action and a connection for me: I “object.”



Odili Donald Odita, Object, 1999. Photocopies, light bulbs, wire and lighting fixtures, framed pigmented panels on wall, approximately
8 x 9 feet.

Rail: I could see in this piece too the formal aspect of the arrangement coming in: the grid format.

Odita: Yes, I'm making space. I'm making space in a flat context. Yet there are a multitude of them: the photograph space, the
photocopied space, the electronic space, the space of the pigmented—those rectangles actually have material that you can see on
them; you could touch them. So it's this other kind of tactile space. So the senses are being incorporated in many different ways. It's
this polyrhythmic thing that art can do.

Rail: And it refers back to what you were talking about in formal and symbolic terms, of the lateral extensivity of the space, rather
than the limit being, you know, the square.



Odita: Right. I love that about cinema too, just the idea of the big screen, the idea that it's endless, and the idea of the pictures
versus the text. At the end, you get the credit texts that just rotate upward. And for me, it was always, where does this begin? It
begins on one edge, ends at the other edge, but does it continue—does it literally continue? You have that Star Wars opening where
the letters are made to go pyramidical into the space, perspectival, but in the case of this film ending, it just goes up and then it
disappears. But what happens after that edge? And that was always my question relating to information, relating to culture, relating to
ideas and societies.

Rail: You could probably critique that Star Wars perspective prologue as pretty reactionary. [Laughs] It’s much more interesting to see
the credit’s vertical scrolling counteract the illusionistic depth of a film: shallow against this cinematic picture, this grand lateral
extension held in tension with basic information.

Odita: That’s very perceptive of you. Over time, I've come to understand that perspectival space is not as big or as dominant as
cubistic space. There's more space in Cubism than there is in perspectival space. And why? It's because we have the computer. The
infinite virtual space of the computer mimics Cubist space. When you think of the idea and notion of what the computer screen is, what
it does, with all its hypertexts boxes. And then with imagination that happens and comes into being, in the fact that you're absorbing
information of all kinds, reading things, looking at things and imagining things. You're realizing that this relationship is expansive, more
than the quasi-literal of perspective. And it's not to say—it's not to put a downer on figuration. For me, the best figuration is highly
abstract in the way that it deals with its items, those things that we look at in figurative paintings, versus the ways in which the best
abstraction can bring us to a sense of reality that is more, that can be as real as what we see and touch around us, and hear and feel
around us. And it's not that abstraction is a limitation, but it's in fact a means of getting to the point and opening oneself up to
possibility.

Rail: There’s an early Barnett Newman painting entitled Death of Euclid (1947). Its title is fairly unambiguous about mourning the
inherited representation in the West of three-dimensional space as indicative of “The Real.” 



Odili Donald Odita, Power Line, 2003. Acrylic on canvas, 84 x 109 inches. Courtesy the artist.

Odita: Yeah, it's so simple, right? So beautiful. I did this painting, Powerline, in 2003. There is this particular yellow-white line in the
middle of the painting that was very significant to me at the time I was making this painting, because of the way it cut through the
space. And now I look at it with some better sense of knowledge of what I did. I'm dealing with these value vibrations, and these
chromatic hues, and there's a certain overall dullness or darkness in the space. When I squint and look at it, I can see that the other
colors operate as a tonal space. There's an energy in the yellow-white shapes that in fact, makes them almost like flashlights in a
darkened space. I thought of them simply as an electrical powerline, but I can also metaphorically go into different kinds of
considerations of what this is meaning. And then on another level, I was beginning to think of these abstractions as physical spaces in
a realistic sense, and so that darkened color, that brown-black shape that's in there, to me, it becomes the shattered body. So, this
ripping line that gets dismembered becomes my body, or a Black body that's electrified, or body that's stretched as a result of this
powerline. “Beam me up, Scotty,” you know. It's particularized, it's molecularized, and it's being moved through space.

Rail: I'll make these anecdotal associations of my own because of the suggestion of the title. For me, in the middle of this painting
there's kind of like a lag, you know. There's that weight of a powerline. But also simultaneously there's this refractory energy. An
interesting tension exists between the drawing which is “weighted” in the middle and the refractory energy, when you're talking about
the light in the dark room or something like that, or a diamond where one facet is refracting more light than another. So despite
anecdotal illusion the indeterminacy of abstraction like this is expansive. It's not reductive to mere symbolic representation.

Odita: Right. I don't want it to just sit, rest still, and be predictable. Movement has always been very much a part of the work
considering my sources in music, thinking of speed and time, thinking of distance, remoteness and place. When you understand the
nature of the relationship between drawing and color, or drawing and painting, the simplicity of this relationship can produce so much
enormity. You realize that you kind of have the world at your fingertips. This of course demands that I have to trust myself, and trust
my sense of drawing, which my dad, my father, being an artist/art historian, impressed upon me. And it's everything. And so, it helps
to control, and hold, and paint, and it helps to make paint and color become space. But you have to be able to understand how
drawing and painting can relate to each other. 

When I was working as a visiting artist in one of Robert Bordo’s classes at Cooper Union, he made mention to me that Franz Kline
made sketches of his paintings on Post-it paper, and then basically blew them up. So I was like, “Oh, so that's why the drawing in his
painting is so awkward.” Because it's just a blow up of something, rather than, “How does drawing that sits in one space work when
you move the drawing over to another space?” Because the fact that painting, just like anything else, is not the same from one context
to the next. Where the painting is representationally situated—as a copy for instance—does not make it the same thing. Also, as an
object, if it's hung in this place, place A, and then hung in place B, it’s not the same experience. So, it's to understand how things can
change, and how there's a certain kind of organic, and physiological, and psychological thing that happens in each moment.

Rail: Most everybody inherently understands the kind of situational awareness you describe between objects and their placement. It’s
imprinted since infancy. Artists tend to be a bit more sensitive to the indeterminacy of the objects they create simply because they are
objects “self-made” and not simply encountered as inevitable in the world. So the mutability of an object’s existence is something they
instinctively play with. And that contingent, moving, meaning can be then incorporated into their work.

Odita: Well, it's called strength, and particularly, confidence in being able to say that you can allow yourself to do something if there's
a certain awareness that's imbued in that trust, that something's at stake. And that's what makes trust so righteously valuable,
because you're not just saying, “Oh, I trust myself. Where's my chewing gum?” It's like, “I trust myself, and I know that I can fall off
this rope doing it, but I trust myself to go across this space in any case.” For instance, in this painting called Nomad (2012), I was
really starting to restructure the way that I wanted to deal with painted space. 

I thought of this as a top, middle, and bottom, and the top and the bottom kind of relate and connect to each other, and this middle
portion is like a field of play. This field of play is a play, maybe of clusters, groupings, dismemberment, formations and reformations,
and space within space within space within space. But the idea of “Nomad” as a title was reflective of this kind of traveling body in as
much as the way in which all these spaces shift, these colors and spaces shift with no sense of apparent location within the painting.
It's being able to allow that to happen versus over-determining things in advance of the experience. I think this is particularly
important when you want to understand work that's not from, say, your foundation, or your space. I really dislike the way in the West
that a lot of artists like Alma Thomas, Jack Whitten, Sam Gilliam, Howardena Pindell—how any of these artists, as profound as they
are, in certain cases, Norman Lewis, they were taken as second-rate artists, only because the frame was Western art. 

The thing is that one has to understand the context from which the person is speaking from, and the platform from which they're
addressing their references. So, I cannot look at Carolee Schneemann and compare her unfavorably to let’s say, Robert Morris. She
has a different set of considerations that she's engaging in the work to make it what it is. And what has happened to a lot of these
Black artists is that because they saw their forms, their materials, their drawing, their concepts, let's say their visual concept, their
formal concepts only as, “Oh, it relates to our guys. Okay. We've seen this before.” So then it’s declared as second-rate, which is just
totally incorrect. It would be better to ask, “What are they actually talking about? Where does this sound, visual vibration come from?
How does this visual context exist within the history of America, and not in an one-note America story, but within the entire scope of
America’s history?” 

At present there's a massive reeducation that's happening in art. Even as we see this in the ongoing protests from George Floyd’s
murder. There's a massive reeducation. In the least, people of all kinds are starting to reflect on George Floyd, “Oh, this guy died
without mercy given to him by the police, and he has a family, and some people will miss him. Oh, he's a human being.” Let's actually
start to consider that Black people are human beings. Here, we can say the same thing in art, “Oh, these artists are human beings,
and they have experiences that are unique to themselves as human beings.” And let's try to engage those ideas to see why this thing
exists as it does versus the same old, “It doesn't look like our stuff, or, it looks like the stuff that we've seen before, so it must be
second rate.”

Rail: Right. As with a painter such as Bob Thompson and his relation to the influence of Matisse, one could say that his work was
“second-rate” Matisse, as you say, and by doing that simultaneously potentially deny his historical relation to that painterly
progression. As if Thompson was completely unaware of that stylistic relation. 

Odita: Thompson’s color is profound, as is Stanley Whitney’s unique palette. The way he explores and deals with color is unique. Same
thing with Jack Whitten, for example. And that's to be seen exactly in Bob Thompson and to be understood that way. But I've



encountered certain so-called knowledgeable experts who’ve said, “Oh, that second-rate guy yada-yada-yada, like a Basquiat.” I could
not believe it. 

Rail: Basquiat is an interesting case because of his openness to influence. One can think about Basquiat assimilating Guston and de
Kooning and that's his prerogative as well. Pollock’s assimilation of Siqueiros didn’t necessarily make his style derivative. The question
is why is the assimilation seamless if it's done by someone who's only considered within a dominant, often exclusive, narrative of
influence.

Odita: Yeah. It's been brought up in my work as well. The critic and curator, Stamatina Gregory wrote about it. She wrote about how
I'm doing a reverse of “assimilation,” by taking something back from abstraction and using abstraction to bring new possibilities, not
only as reclamation, but to revitalize it in a way in which it might have been vital before, or to revitalize it in the way that it can be
something different now.

Rail: Right? And you know that comes back to that idea of the utopian in abstraction, which can be seen as romantically retardataire:
we were once believers and it's not possible anymore. Much of the imperative of Postmodernist theory is proscription against projecting
a romantic subjectivity onto a utopian collectivity.

Odita: I think the thing ultimately is to respect the notion that there were high stakes put into abstraction and there are high stakes
put into art in general, in the progression of art, and the progression of painting. And for all of us to be able to come to a sense of the
depth of painting, or the depth of art is to on one hand, understand that our relationship to monuments has changed in the way in
which you see people out there now, pulling down monuments off of their pedestal. It's to say that the situation has changed. It's not
to disregard the intent from the beginning up till now. But it's to see how—and this relates to an idea my dad has always told me, that
tradition and those values stay alive if and when they adapt to the present, and when they become useful and still maintain use value
in the present. So it's not about maintaining something just because it happened. But to find ways in which what has happened is still
useful, in use and in value today.

Rail: Yes, basically a Dewey-like pragmatism. 



Odili Donald Odita, Great Divide, 2017. Acrylic on canvas, 74 x 90 inches. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

Odita: This next painting is Great Divide from my show in 2017. Conceptually it’s doing a lot of things. In a way it mirrors itself. It
mirrors itself and yet breaks that idea of over-determined balance and harmony by the ways in which color shifts to basically break the
framing, or break the structure of closure. And then there’s this dividing line which has a certain color. It's like a red-brown color,
maybe it's a space of skin, or of an idea. Maybe this is the space which makes noticeable the divide within a geography, or within a
landscape. So, is it a question about modernity and the space of painting? Is this, is this brown line breaking that color space? Is it
shifting, re-shifting the notion of a holistic space? 

Rail: The title is initially very allusive. But when I look at what's happening with color, with that dividing line, I think of Josef Albers's
middle color exercise—how the middle color is this kind of demilitarized zone between assimilative or contrasting colors, but it always
winds up being a rather undersaturated light or dark color. Albers's formal exercises are experiential yet one can also extrapolate other
meanings from them. For instance, the undersaturated color in the middle could take on political content: it simultaneously unifies and
separates the two colors it mediates. 

Odita: Albers’s Interaction of Color is amazing to me, because it's so much about this idea of this possibility of having a better world.
Because he talks about interaction, and interactivity. And that space you're talking about, that third color. What I understand and how
I teach it to students, I say, you know that third color is not just a mix of one and two, it's not literal. If you’re talking about painting,
for instance, which is subtractive color, when you mix A with B, it breaks down, it doesn't build up, it actually breaks down and goes to
gray as you mix, so it's subtractive. But to understand that that virtual third color is not just something less. It's actually unique, and
it's more. So whatever A is and whatever B is, they don't have to be hetero, they don't have to be homo, they just are things separate
from each other, and they in turn make a third thing.

Rail: Seems you are speaking to a certain conceptual dimension to that third color. In my own work I’ll sometimes build in what I call
a “semantic element,” which functions as a “third color” acting like a qualifying foil or control element to the other colors. One of my
recent paintings is titled Control Group (2019) in fact. Often that qualifying color is black or a very under-saturated hue.

Odita: That semantic void is actually very important because it implies the space of silence, you know, like Quaker spaces: you have
the meetinghouse; you have that empty center. In James Turrell you have the same empty center, and in a lot of his spaces he's
creating these meetinghouses for people to have that silence and contemplate together. 

Rail: And you know there are those edges where there's a simultaneous contrast between color, or light and dark keeps that whole
thing perpetually energized. The edge condition creates its own armature integral with the drawing, or disegno, of an image. So the
relation between energy and repose, sound and silence applies to painting. Its phenomenology isn’t limited to optics. 

Odita: Yeah, and I loved that as a kid. I just loved it in comic books. I’d look for those exact transitions in comics: how the color and
the drawing worked together.

Rail: Let’s take a look at some of your installations, like this one at the 52nd Venice Biennale in 2007.

Odili: Okay, this was the space I had, positioned between the black paintings at the very end, which is Sigmar Polke, and the room
just before, which contained Nancy Spero’s work. This was the transitional space, so I understood it that way. I conceived it to reflect



Odili Donald Odita, Third Space, 2008. Acrylic latex wall paint on wall. Ramp Space Project at the Institute of Contemporary Art,
University of Pennsylvania, September 4, 2008–December, 2009. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

Odita: This is Third Space at the ICA, at the University of Pennsylvania. And this is a uniquely interesting painting, because you have
the painting in this very tall, vertical, narrow, hall space. And all this shifting within the painting is to talk about the shifting of
movement in the space. Yet, from another vantage point it becomes a traditional painting, in the sense that you can see everything at
once from a single perspective. One has to stand across the street and look at the building to get this view. So, the shifting context of
body space in relationship to this installation was profoundly significant to me in my understanding of what's possible. 

what I was experiencing in Venice every day during the install. So the color down below represents a type of reflection of light off the
water against the arches of the wall above. The light was reflected off the water and the buildings that my family and I would see while
cruising in vaporettos from one place to the next. I wanted my work to relate to our real experiences, versus an international artist’s
“jet–set” thing of just going to a place, hanging something off of a nail, and then leaving when the opening is done.

Rail: Was it important for you that those places translate to the viewer in the same way you experienced them?

Odili: It's important for me as a means of motivation. I use it as a way of trying to make something. The clarity of the work is not to
be something like a letter, this letter equals that letter, this number equals that number. It's really about the spiritual and artistic
integrity of motivation, just being able to have the reason to make something, and to plan something, and to try to make it work.
That’s important to me, because it makes something more real than not real for me. And choosing a specific color is just to say the
same thing in another way. You wouldn't pick up any old kind of color and just throw it onto the space. It doesn't work like that,
because you have different things that happen with color. If you took words from the alphabet and just started sticking them together,
sometimes you might accidentally make a clear word, but in most cases you'll just have gibberish. With color, it’s a matter of really
understanding what you’re using and its potency. And the gaming of this work is always about that. 

It's very real for me to ask myself, “What’s my motivation here?” It’s about having a sense of import within myself, a sense of clarity
within myself to be able to communicate, and not necessarily letting myself rely only on old tricks, but to use what I know to make
something new. And the new is not literally form. It could be the way in which I made the form, and the way in which the form allows
me to understand something deeper about form, or the way in which form allows me to understand something deeper about content or
motivation, and so forth. It's about pushing myself, and that's the ambition that I believe is inherent in the abstraction project, and to
what I think the abstraction project is all about; the ambition to be able to reach the center of the mind at the same time as the center
of the world, and speak about it.

Rail: What about this other installation, done in Philadelphia in 2008–2009?



Odili Donald Odita, RISE, 2015. Acrylic latex paint on wall. Commission for Ezra Stiles College, Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

Odita: Yes, this is a piece I did in the commons room at Yale University, Ezra Stiles College in 2015. This picture shows a really
beautiful performance to inaugurate the piece. And these images show the social dynamic that's occurring with the wall installations,
how they're being used by people, and how people are activating them and they're becoming something else: not just a background,
inasmuch as how the energy of the work inspires people, and conversely, how people reflect back the energy in the painting. There's a
back and forth dialogue that's happening within the space. 

Rail: This was conceived as a collaboration with this performance group?

Rail: And there's a similar kind of value interplay, as in your paintings, between something that's in shadow and something that's in
light. So there's a dialogue between the installations and the standalone paintings that extends their respective boundaries.

Odita: In fact, my color in my canvas paintings became better after the installations. I had this initial prejudice with color, which I
think is really important to understand. When we want to assign too much meaning at the beginning, we can limit things, and hence,
we don't allow them to become whatever is outside of our mind. So, I was making paintings that represented a so-called African color.
Over time and through the installation work, that notion became the most ridiculous thing I could ever imagine doing. It’s not that the
work before failed, but I've understood that there's no classification that can be put to color that says, this is Japanese color versus
American color. You might have states that have flags, and they use colors, and you might have countries that have flags that use
color, but that's not to say that this represents that space, or that thing. Then I started to realize that any color is African color. You
just have to be able to go beyond these preconditions that limit your thinking. It's another aspect of undoing my education. I had good
teachers, but if I talk about white supremacy in the systemic nature of knowledge in the West, I'm going to say that my whole practice
is about going beyond that. That's what all this protest is about. We're not only going beyond white supremacy or male fascism, we're
going into the space beyond these determinants, maybe even beyond the limits of language itself.

Rail: I think that's a great point. And I believe you’re describing the political dimension and potential of abstraction. Of course in the
past, formalist abstraction has been alloyed with retrograde or even fascist ideology—aspects of how the accelerationist utopia of the
Futurists lined up with Mussolini’s rhetoric, for example—but it is more often associated with emancipatory narratives. 

Odita: Politics in abstract art, or in art in general, can still exist in a way which not only represents some ideal or idealism, but also in
ways in which it projects the force of its form. I'm interested in looking at things of that nature, because it's about understanding, or
responding actually, to sheer power—and understanding how it imagines itself.

Rail: I'd like to talk about one last installation. It looks as if there was a performance involved with it?



Odita: I was surprised. I didn't know this would happen. These were students from Yale. They were members of an acapella group
called Shades of Yale that performs music from the African diaspora. They wanted to perform in front of this wall. This wall painting
was very important for the school, because it is part of the change at Yale to engage more people of color in projects like this on their
campus. It is the university’s way of working against some of the histories of whiteness that permeate that institution, and bringing
something more reflective of the changing student population at the school. 



Odili Donald Odita, Shadow and Light (for Julian Francis Abel), 2015. Acrylic latex paint on wall, Dimensions vary. Commission for the
Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina.

A similar event occurred in front of my piece Shadow and Light (2015) at the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University. A dancer
unknown to me performing in front of the piece. The installation is in part a commemoration to Julian Francis Abele, an architect who
was the primary designer of the West Campus of Duke University (from 1925–1954), but was never able to see those buildings in
completion due to Jim Crow laws at the time in the United States. In 1986, there were ongoing protests by students at Duke to have
the university divest from apartheid South Africa. A student sent a letter of outrage to the editor of the school paper, stating that the
architect of beautiful campus buildings would feel so dishonored by all these protests happening in front of them. Ironically, it was
Julian Francis Abele's grandneice, Susan Cook, who was attending Duke at the time, and wrote the letter that publicly acknowledged
Abele’s architectural role at the university, stating that he would have been proud of the protests for change. As a student, Julian
Francis Abele was class president of the Architectural Society at the University of Pennsylvania, and was the first African-American to
graduate from the Graduate School of Fine Arts. He would later contribute to the designs of more than 400 buildings, including the
Widener Memorial Library at Harvard University (1912–1915), the Central Branch of the Free Library of Philadelphia (1917–1927), and
the Philadelphia Museum of Art (1914–1928). The title of my wall painting, Shadow and Light, refers to how Abele had lived for so long
in the shadows of history, yet through struggle and eventual understanding, he has since been carried out again into the light of day.

https://brooklynrail.org/contributor/Tom-McGlynn
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An Abstract Painter Defines a Space of His Own 
In his clashing compositions and use of artificial colors and materials 
Odita generates something very different from artists associated with 

geometric abstraction and Minimalism. 
 

 
 

Odili Donald Odita, “Another Space” (2019), acrylic on canvas, 84 x 108 inches (© Odili Donald Odita, courtesy the artist and Jack 
Shainman Gallery, New York). 

 
In a 2009 interview with Ian Sternthal, publisher of Sternthal Books, Odili Donald Odita made the following 
statement about his work: 
 

The paintings you referred to do indeed incorporate a triangular geometric formation that is 
African in origin and conceptual in intention. A triangular block of color starts from one point, 
incrementally expanding as it reaches the other end of the canvas. The motif expresses the 
mathematics of infinity — two lines that never really touch, expanding towards infinity and 
beyond. […] The triangular shapes stacked above and below, constantly repeating. This idea 
came to me from staring at the computer screen, as well as the cinematic screen. […] This idea 
of the edge and beyond — the edge and within — was something that I began applying towards 
my understanding of the Western world’s boundaries, in relation to the surrounding “peripheral” 
areas. 

 
In this statement, Odita connects a geometric shape that originates in Africa with the mathematical 
conception of infinity, the digital screen, and a Eurocentric conception of what is central and peripheral in 
importance. 
 
The fluidity of Odita’s expansive thinking runs counter to the reductive conceptual models employed by 
artists he has often been associated with, from Frank Stella to Kenneth Noland to Peter Halley. His 
inclusive approach extends to his palette, about which he has said: “In my process, I cannot make a color 
twice — it can only appear to be the same.” 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Odili Donald Odita, “Echo” (2019), acrylic latex paint on aluminum-core fabricated wood panel with reconstituted wood veneer, 92 x 
52 x 1 3/4 inches (© Odili Donald Odita, courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York). 

 
The cacophonously colored, interlocking, scalene triangles one sees in many of the paintings in Odita’s 
current exhibition, Odili Donald Odita: Mirror at Jack Shainman Gallery (September 10–October 31) 
reflect his statement as they encompass this African form, found in textiles and on painted clay walls of 
homes in West Africa, along with the accelerated motion of hyperspace, past, and future. 
 
This imaginative melding draws on other aspects of the artist’s life, including learning to paint flat shapes 
from his father, Emmanuel Odita, who was part of the Zaria Arts Society, a modernist Nigerian art 
movement, as well as coming with his family to America as an infant, and going on to write for Flash Art 
International and Nka Journal of Contemporary African Art about Black artists such as Frank Bowling and 
Stanley Whitney in the 1990s, after graduating from Bennington College with an MFA in 1990. 
 

 
 

Odili Donald Odita, “Fire” (2019), acrylic latex paint on aluminum-core fabricated wood panel with reconstituted wood veneer, 92 x 
52 inches (© Odili Donald Odita, courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York). 

 

https://jackshainman.com/exhibitions/mirror5


It seems to me that Odita’s deep and complex relationship with Africa shares something with Wilfredo 
Lam, who grew up in Cuba and had firsthand experience with Yoruba rituals and practices, and Martin 
Puryear, who was a member of the Peace Corps and worked in Sierra Leone, West Africa, from 1964 to 
’66, where he learned various indigenous crafts regarding wood joinery. 
 
Through their direct experience with African spiritual and craft practices, Lam and Puryear gained a 
different understanding of the relationship of these practices to Western culture from that of their white 
counterparts. Their experience also helps explain why neither of these artists elected to fit into the 
movements of their time, Surrealism and Post-Minimalism. Instead, each followed a distinct trajectory that 
rejected key attitudes of Western aesthetics, such as appropriation and fabrication. 
 
I feel similarly about Odita’s work. All the connections that have been made between his abstractions and 
the hard-edged paintings of Stella, Noland, or Bridget Riley, and geometric abstraction and Op Art strike 
me as superficial, at best. Odita’s work addresses a deeper issue, the foundation and inherent biases of 
the Western painting tradition. 
 
In his clashing compositions and use of artificial colors and materials — for instance, reconstituted wood 
veneer, whose design can be determined by a computer — Odita generates something very different 
from artists associated with geometric abstraction and Minimalism. By exposing clearly demarcated areas 
of the patterned, defect-free veneer and avoiding a symmetrical, all-over pattern with his geometric 
shapes, he distinguishes himself from artists who allied themselves with a Western Eurocentric aesthetic 
that often took its cues from Clement Greenberg and similar gatekeepers. 
 

 
 

Odili Donald Odita, “Dark Angel” (2020), acrylic latex paint on aluminum-core fabricated wood panel with reconstituted wood veneer, 
92 x 52 inches (© Odili Donald Odita, courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York). 

 
He has developed an unstable, unpredictable opticality, and referenced his own heritage in African 
shapes, further updating, as well as reconfiguring, non-Western art to produce what we might call 
postmodern painting. Odita is nothing if not thorough in defining a painting space that is all his own. 
 
In “Dark Angel” (2020), Odita overlays a black wood veneer ground with two bands of equal width 
spanning the painting from its top to bottom edge. The placing of the bands gives the black veneer, with 
its whitish striations, equal prominence. Each band is divided into sharply tapering scalene triangles, all of 
which are painted a different color. The edge of the band’s tightly painted skin presses up against the 
wood veneer’s textured surface. 
 



On each side of the black wood veneer that defines the central axis of the painting, the interior facing 
sides of the bands seem to mirror each other, starting with a swiftly narrowing yellow triangle descending 
from the top edge. As we move across each band to the outer edges, the mirroring of shape and color 
stops abruptly. At the same time, we are likely to discern that the colors in each band don’t exactly match 
those in the other band. 
 

 
 

Installation view, Odili Donald Odita: Mirror, Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, NY, September 10–October 31 
 
As with the other paintings in the exhibition, I kept refocusing my attention, especially regarding similarity 
and difference. From velvety dark veneer marked by contrasting striations to the wild array colors not 
found in nature, Odita’s paintings revel in their luxuriousness and exuberance, while also acknowledging 
such sources as the mass-produced paneling one might see in a playroom, den, or inexpensive 
restaurant. 
 
The wood veneer is both a thing and a flawless substitute for a more expensive and exotic wood. At the 
same time, formally speaking, the painted bands and black wood veneer vie for attention, with neither 
conceding to the other. “Dark Angel” is a figure-ground painting, which is another feature that 
distinguishes it from Western abstraction, particularly minimalism and geometric abstraction. Each of the 
bands is defined by a distinct clustering together of different colored, sharp-edged geometric shapes. The 
color of the shapes changes both tonally and starkly, with no discernible logic. Although they shared 
some colors and their shapes were from the same family, I could detect no underlying order connecting 
the two bands. They are as different as they are similar, a visual paradox that this viewer found 
captivating. 
 
In addition to his incorporation of a shape that is African in origin, another influence on Odita’s work 
seems to bebop, a style of jazz that developed in the early 1940s, coinciding with the rise of Abstract 
Expressionism and the general move toward abstraction in art. What the artist’s use of color and 
geometry shares with bebop are rapid chord changes and improvisation within an established structure. 
 



 
 

Odili Donald Odita, “Blackbird” (2020), acrylic latex paint on aluminum-core fabricated wood panel with reconstituted wood veneer, 
92 x 52 inches (© Odili Donald Odita, courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York) 

 
Odita has transformed Pattern and Decoration’s lulling comforts and Op Art’s underlying reliance on 
order, as well as geometric abstraction and Minimalism, into something unstable, unpredictable, and, 
most importantly, pleasurably enthralling. He has done so by connecting himself with a tradition that the 
Western Eurocentric art world has treated as peripheral and to be colonized. His synthesis of 
reconstituted wood veneer, a vast array of colors, and a vocabulary inspired by both African art and digital 
graphics amounts to a major achievement, equal in abstraction to what Kerry James Marshall has 
achieved in figurative painting and the reimagining of American history and art. 
 
Odili Donald Odita: Mirror continues at Jack Shainman Gallery (513 West 20th Street, Chelsea, 
Manhattan) through October 31. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

https://jackshainman.com/exhibitions/mirror5


Laumeier and Jeske Sculpture Parks Display Unifying Exhibition

Bryan Hollerbach
Sep 17, 2020

Laumeier Sculpture Park recently launched “From Periphery to Center,” an exuberant
new free exhibition commissioned from artist Odili Donald Odita.

photo courtesy of Laumeier Sculpture Park

https://www.laduenews.com/users/profile/Bryan%20Hollerboch


The exhibition, which opened Aug. 8, runs till Dec. 20 in a unique tandem

presentation. More specifically, because it seeks “to forge connections between north 
and south St. Louis County,” according to a press release from Laumeier, the exhibition 
involves two sites: Laumeier proper, the 105-acre open-air gem in Sunset Hills, and 7-
acre Jeske Sculpture Park in Ferguson.

Odita’s “From Periphery to Center” takes the form of flags, whose varicolored vivacity 
may well recall Chinese tangrams, the object mechanism of a kaleidoscope or 
particularly kicky stained glass. Five flags grace Laumeier, while 10 grace Jeske.

Laumeier’s press release describes the exhibition as “a meditation on similarities and 
difference, bonds and divisions” and notes that the artist took particular interest “in 
the conversations on inequity and social justice that ensued after the [Aug. 9, 2014] 
killing of Michael Brown by police, which brought local conditions and events to 
national and international attention.”

It continues that with “From Periphery to Center,” the artist wishes “to address the 
idea that concepts of periphery and center are subjective and changing, and that events 
do not cease to make [a] significant impact when they occur outside of a broader 
horizon of attention.”

Laumeier curator Dana Turkovic details what inspired the exhibition from Odita (born 
in Nigeria but nowadays based in Philadelphia).

“Odili was part of an exhibition I curated last year, but he has shown in St. Louis a 
number of times, so he has a familiarity with our city,” Turkovic states. “While doing 
research for that exhibition, I became aware of a piece he did for [the citywide 
contemporary art triennial] Prospect New Orleans working with the flags.



“I liked how Odili’s project there looked
at geography and place with an
expansive view, asking the audience to
travel to each site. I also responded to
the translation of his approach to
painting to a public art practice, using
his research to create a composition
that was layered with meaning and
about history and place.”

Turkovic also explains the
commission’s evolution: “I think Odili
really expanded the project in terms of
the amount of flags he designed for the
project, and he really thought through
each design, both conceptually and
formally” – especially the flags’

placement relative to other works and
the surrounding landscape, for a
potentially new and surprising experience of a given space.

photo courtesy of Laumeier Sculpture Park

Otherwise, Turkovic discusses a visitor’s potential “takeaway” from the exhibition,
aesthetically or otherwise, and enthuses about collaborating with Jeske.

“I think with Odili’s work for ‘From Periphery to Center,’ one of his hopes – and ours –
is that each installation within the context of a sculpture park can be a place for
conversation and dialogue,” she says. “Odili’s combination of abstraction and public
sculpture sets the tone for universal interpretation.

“Also, it’s exciting to work with another park with a similar mission and to expand the
footprint of an exhibition. The collaboration with Jeske invites and encourages visitors
to experience the [metro area] in a much bigger way and to travel to areas they may not
have been to or haven’t been to in a long time.”



Finally, given that the pandemic has caused many area residents to limit travel,
Turkovic calls this “the perfect time to get to know your own city and to really explore it
geographically and historically,” adding that, in that respect, “Odili’s multisite
installation becomes about much more than the objects themselves.”

Laumeier Sculpture Park, 12580 Rott Road, St. Louis, 314-615-5278, laumeier.org

Jeske Sculpture Park, 211 Thoroughman Ave., Ferguson, 314-521-4661, 
jeskesculpturepark.com
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Odili Donald Odita 
NEW YORK 

at Jack Shainman 
by Re’al Christian 

 

	
Odili Donald Odita: Great Divide, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 74 by 901/4 inches; at Jack Shainman. 

	
Entering Jack Shainman Gallery’s Twentieth Street location for Odili Donald Odita’s recent 
exhibition, viewers were met with The Other Side of the Wall (2018), a beautiful large-scale 
painting on canvas. The work did, as its title suggested, appear a little at odds with the space, its 
kaleidoscopic pattern of hard-edge shapes standing in contrast to the gallery’s plain white walls 
and concrete floors. Bold contrasts are in fact key to Odita’s work, in which different-colored, 
angular forms are arranged in compositions defined by rhythm and tension. 
 
The show, titled “Third Sun,” brought together fourteen new and recent paintings by the 
Nigerian-born, Philadelphia-based artist and demonstrated his singular abilities as a colorist and 
abstract thinker. His exploration of the expressive potential of color places him within the 
tradition of black abstract painters such as Alvin D. Loving, Howardena Pindell, Alma Thomas, 
Stanley Whitney, and William T. Williams. Yet his work bears an energy and complexity that 
are all his own. 

Especially striking are the ways in which Odita’s colors seem to both complement and resist one 
another. In contrasting soft hues with hard lines and piercing dark shapes, the artist creates not 
only movement but ambiguous space into which his colors seem infinitely to extend. Ranging in 
scale from small to larger than life, the paintings in the main gallery produced an array of effects. 
In Place (2018), a rectangle of horizontal, angled shapes in a dark, muted palette energizes a 
background of brilliantly hued vertical wedges. Great Divide (2017) is bisected diagonally by a 



thin, gray band that essentially acts as a visual ellipsis in the brightly colored composition. In 
three paintings on wood—Van Gogh’s Trees(2016), Time Machine (2016), and the show’s title 
work (2017)—Odita has left large portions of the support exposed. The wood’s texture offsets 
the flatness of the acrylic and adds dimension, while its natural hue serves as a foil for the bold 
paint. 
 
Celebration and subjectivity are the themes Odita touts in a statement that accompanied the 
exhibition, and his works do have a euphoric, evocative quality. “It is my intention to utilize the 
idea of ‘celebration’ as a performative for freedom,” he writes. Though Odita’s paintings are not 
explicitly political, their offering of celebration as a form of resistance is particularly powerful 
given this nation’s dire circumstances, as is his ability to show how color can reflect the 
complexity of identity and our attempts to place ourselves in a complicated world. 
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April 10, 2020 

By Julie Belcove 
 

16 Contemporary Artists Respond to the Covid-19 
Crisis With Poignant New Works 

In an exclusive Robb Report portfolio, Rashid Johnson, Avery Singer, 
Richard Tuttle and other acclaimed artists share the work they've 

made while isolating. 
 

With the world shutting down and waiting out the deadly scourge of Covid-19 in our living rooms as if 
trapped in a bad sci-fi flick, Robb Report asked some of the most compelling contemporary artists working 
today for their take on these eerie, unprecedented times. Some poignantly expressed the existential fear 
and anxiety that have become a near-universal emotional state, while others found beauty in nature, joy 
in maintaining connection at a distance or humanity in the simple but profound act of creating. 
 
Odili Donald Odita: ‘Untitled’ (2020) 
 

 
 

PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE ARTIST. 
 
 

“The drawing represents a rupture in continuity. I want this drawing to convey what it feels like to have a 
stop in flow or a halt within a process. This moment is the blink that exists without time; it can last a 
second and, in this case, for days and months. 
 
“Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, my exhibition has been postponed. For me, this decision respects 
both the unprecedented threat of our time and the time and energy that I put into making my new body of 
paintings. 
 
“In the end, it is all about the audience. I understood what I would have lost without this—that special 
energy found in the dialogue between the artist and their audience, which becomes realized in an 
immediate present.” 



Odili Donald Odita Murals
Special Commission

August 18, 2015 – July 28, 2019

Commissions Celebrating a Decade
As part of Nasher10, a celebration of the first decade and beyond, the
Nasher Museum commissioned two large-scale murals by abstract painter
Odili Donald Odita. His wall painting inside the Nasher Museum’s Mary
D.B.T. Semans Great Hall, Shadow and Light (For Julian Francis Abele), is
inspired by the African-American architect who designed most of Duke’s
campus. (https://spotlight.duke.edu/abele/) Odita’s wall painting visually
connects the Nasher Museum to downtown Durham, where he painted a
second mural on the Foster Street wall of the Downtown Durham YMCA,
218 W. Morgan Street. That painting, entitled Time Bridge, was inspired by
the city of Durham, which is, according to the artist, “a city that has an
awareness of the complexity of its individual interests, and at the same time
is open to allow those interests to thrive together as a community.” Time

Bridge is a temporary exhibition, on view through summer 2019.

Odita was born in 1966 in Enugu, Nigeria, and lives and works in Philadelphia. His abstract paintings explore ways to trigger
memory and address the human condition through color, pattern and design.

“We were very proud to bring Odili Donald Odita to Duke to kick off the celebration of our amazing first decade and the
decades to come,” said Sarah Schroth, Mary D.B.T. and James H. Semans Director of the Nasher Museum. “His beautiful,
abstract wall paintings demonstrate a rare use of color and pattern executed through a rigorous process. Odita’s colors reflect
his vision from his travels around the world. His painting inside the museum will visually connect with a monumental wall
painting in downtown Durham, symbolizing our enthusiastic commitment to the community.”

Both of Odita’s mural projects inspired educational initiatives and public programs that have strengthened the museum’s ties to
Duke and the community in new ways.

In a partnership with Durham School of the Arts, the Nasher Museum created Nasher Teens, a group of high school art
students who served as tour guides and educated the public about Odita and his murals.



Odili Donald Odita, Time Bridge, 2015. Acrylic latex paint on wall, dimensions variable. Commissioned by the Nasher Museum of at Duke University, Durham,
North Carolina. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, New York. © Odili Donald Odita.

(https://nasher.duke.edu/stories/mural-durham/)

Mural Durham 
The Mural Durham (http://www.muraldurham.com/) living archive was inspired by a series of mural tours in downtown 
Durham created by the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, in partnership with Preservation ...

November 30, 2018



The Making of a Mural
Visiting artist Odili Donald Odita, with three painting assistants, created the wall painting "Shadow and Light (For Julian Francis
Abele)" at the Nasher Museum over the course of three weeks during the summer of 2015.

“With this installation, I wish to pay attention to the various qualities of action and event in color in the

way that Mr. Abele’s highly tuned attention to historical detail and his fine sense of texture elevated

his grand designs at Duke. In tandem, the wall painting will utilize a constant and continual push of

figure-ground relationships where forms live and breathe in direct affirmation to their immediate

surrounding.”

— Odili Donald Odita



Bicycle Mural Tours
Watch this video about bicycle tours of murals in downtown Durham, including the wall mural by Odili Donald Odita at the
Downtown Durham YMCA. The tours are co-organized by Preservation Durham, the Museum of Durham History and the

Nasher Museum. Docents lead the 90-minute tours, which include about 13 murals and take place on fourth Saturdays, May
through November.

Artist's Statement
In title and concept, this work is made in gesture and commemoration to architect Julian Francis Abele.  Until events in 1986,
there was little knowledge of Julian Francis Abele’s direct hand in designing most of the campus of Duke University as chief
designer of the Philadelphia-based Horace Trumbauer architectural firm.  In 1902, Julian Francis Abele was the first African
American to earn a degree in architecture at the University of Pennsylvania, Graduate School of Fine Arts, and received many
prizes during his studies including being elected class president of the school’s Architectural Society in his senior year at the
university.

In 1906, Julian Abele was hired by Horace Trumbauer to join his architectural firm based on Trumbauer’s notice of Abele’s
award winning work at the University of Pennsylvania.  By 1909, Abele became the firm’s chief designer.  In his capacity as
chief designer, Abele would design over 250 buildings, including Harvard University’s Widener Memorial Library, the
Philadelphia Museum of Art and Philadelphia’s Free Library.  Tobacco millionaire James Buchanan Duke was a Trumbauer
client (they built his residences in New York City and in Somerville, NJ) and would later hire the firm in 1924 to transform and
expand upon an existing college in Durham that become Duke University.  Abele had his hand in designing most of Duke,
including its library, the football stadium, gym, medical school, religion school, hospital, faculty houses, the Cameron Indoor
Stadium and Duke Chapel.

Surprisingly, it was a letter to the student newspaper in 1986, written by Susan Cook, a Duke student and a great-grandniece
of Julian Abele, that brought light to Abele’s central role in designing Duke University.

Duke students were infuriated by the school’s investments in (apartheid South Africa), and built shanties in front of the
university’s winsome stone chapel, which was modeled after England’s Canterbury Cathedral.  A student wrote an editorial for
the college paper complaining about the shacks, which she said violated “our rights as students to a beautiful campus.”

Susan Cook wrote in to the student newspaper contending that Abele would have supported the divestment rally in front of his
beautiful chapel.  Her great grand-uncle “was a victim of apartheid in this country” yet the university itself was an example “of
what a black man can create given the opportunity.” Cook asserted that Abele had created their splendid campus, but had
never set foot on it due to the Jim Crow laws of the segregated South.[1]

Shadow and Light makes reference to this conditionality of Julian Abele’s history at Duke University.  His was a story placed in
the shadow of history based on the values of an American culture at that time.  Through a circumstantial moment of strife
coupled with familial will, Abele’s full legacy at Duke University again saw the light of day.  With this installation, I wish to pay
attention to the various qualities of action and event in color in the way that Mr. Abele’s highly tuned attention to historical detail
and his fine sense of texture elevated his grand designs at Duke.  In tandem, the wall painting will utilize a constant and
continual push of figure-ground relationships where forms live and breathe in direct affirmation to their immediate surrounding.

Odili Donald Odita
Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University
July 31, 2015.



	

 
9 Art Events to Attend in New York 
City This Week	
BY The Editors of ARTnews POSTED 01/02/18 1:21 PM 
 

Opening: Odili Donald Odita at Jack Shainman Gallery 
At Prospect.4 in New Orleans, Odili Donald Odita is showing a flag he crafted hung 
up high. The patterning on its fabric looks something like an exploded prism, and in 
that it’s a typical work for Odita, whose work looks at the role of color in our lives 
and the ways in which it can express aspects of African culture. (Odita hails from 
Nigeria and is currently based in Philadelphia.) For his latest show at Jack Shainman 
Gallery, Odita will debut new group of abstract paintings about celebrations. 
“Celebration is the force that can remind us of our success on this count,” Odita 
writes in a statement, “and it can pave the way for future and further action in this 
regard.” 
Jack Shainman Gallery, 513 West 20th Street, 6–8 p.m. 

	



 
 

Odili Donald Odita at Jack Shainman Gallery, New York 
BY BLOUIN ARTINFO | JANUARY 23, 2018 
 

 
Odili Donald Odita. X, 2018. acrylic on canvas. 74 1/8 x 159 x 1 1/2 inches 

(Courtesy: Odili Donald Odita and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York) 
 

Jack Shainman Gallery is hosting an exhibition “Third Sun” by artist Odili Donald Odita at the 
gallery’s 20th street location in New York. 
 
The exhibition presents a series of new paintings by Philadelphia-based African American 
abstract painter Odili Donald Odita (b.1966, Enugu, Nigeria), who is being represented by the 
gallery for the fifth time in a solo. An M.F.A. from Bennington College in Vermont, Odita’s practice 
explores color from the figurative historical context as well as from the socio-political point of 
view, enunciating pragmatically about Africa and its rich culture. The artist has been 
commissioned for numerous large-scale wall installations including the City of Philadelphia Mural 
Arts Program in 2015; George C. Young Federal Building and Courthouse in Orlando, Florida in 
2013; United States Mission to the United Nations in New York in 2011; and most recently at the 
Newark Museum in 2017. His works have been subject to a host of exhibitions in the USA and 
abroad, including in the 52nd Venice Biennale exhibition “Think with the Senses, Feel with the 
Mind”, where Odita’s large installation “Give Me Shelter” was featured prominently in 2007. 
 
The exhibition pivots on two prominent themes- celebration and subjectivity. While the artist 
attempts to express the idea of celebration as a performative element for freedom, he also 
investigates the expression of resistance as a counter-force against anything that holds the 
potential to dampen this sentiment whatsoever. The artist believes that celebration is integral to 
forming and shaping the identity of people within cultures, which augments in the 

http://www.blouinartinfo.com/artists/215738-odili-donald-odita


acknowledgement of existence of any entity. On the context of current global socio-political 
environment, where marginality and abomination has taken precedence over humanity, the 
artist advocates the scope for hope for mankind through the mode of celebration. 
 
The exhibition is on view through February 10, 2018 at Jack Shainman Gallery, 513 West 20th 
Street New York, New York 10011. 
 
For details, visit http://www.blouinartinfo.com/galleryguide/jack-shainman-gallery/overview 
 
Click on the slideshow for a sneak peek at the exhibition. 
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Artist Odili Donald Odita Emphasizes Human 
Discrepancies Through Color and Lines at Jack 
Shainman 
	
Adam	Lehrer,	CONTRIBUTOR	
	
Nigerian-born and Philadelphia-based artist Odili Donald Odita’s work presents a 
fascinating dichotomy and works in two distinct but complimentary ways. In one sense, 
they are beautiful, bright, and colorful efforts of fabulous design, once described by Janet 
Koplos as “showstoppers” in Art in America . His large-scale abstract paintings are 
beautiful and utterly impossible to dismiss. But once the painting has you, its rich use of 
colors and meticulously designed and drawn lines speak to you. There is a message and a 
story within the work. Employing a technique he describes as “thought-provoking colors,” 
Donald believes that all colors form personal associations. Through the contrast of colors, 
a narrative can be formed, much in the same way as Jazz music uses contrasting notes to 
thread a mood and a story. “What does this color remind you of,” Odita asks. “Did you 
ever see that color somewhere and what were the circumstances surrounding that 
encounter? What did it make you think and what did you feel?” 
 

 
The Velocity of Change, 2015, acrylic latex wall paint, image courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery 

 



Odita was more or less destined to become an artist, having formed a powerful 
relationship to fine art as a youth through conversations with his father, a fellow artist. 
After receiving his MFA from Bennington College in 1990, Odita entered the art world as 
both an artist and a critic, writing for Flash Art International and other publications and 
interviewing future peers such as Frank Bowling and Stanley Whitney. Since 2006, he has 
shared his approach with young art students as Associate Professor of Painting at Tyler 
School of Art. Through his work as a teacher, a critic, and an artist, Donald formed a 
unique approach to art: equal parts conceptual and spiritual, in a sense. 
 
Odita’s most recent exhibition at Jack Shainman Gallery, The Velocity of Change (ended 
January 31), continued his quest to explore humanity through patterns, structure, and 
design. Always interested in the African history of textiles, Odita uses color to emphasize 
the “complexity of the world.” “I cannot make a color twice – it can only appear to be the 
same,” says Odita in a quote from the gallery. “This is important to me because it 
highlights the specificity of differences that exist in the world of people and things.” 
 
Odita possesses one of those wonderfully absorbent artist minds that make conversation 
with him fascinating. Though he is soft-spoken and deeply considerate, he presents 
absolute conviction in his work and his ideas. He can espouse critical and conceptual art 
theory and abstract politics in the same breadth as expressing his love for John Coltrane, 
David Bowie, and comic books. Odita took the time to speak with me about his last 
exhibition, his conceptual practice, Jazz music, the death of David Bowie, and the 
narrative possibilities within color. 
 

 
The Velocity of Change, 2015, acrylic latex wall paint, image courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery 

 
Forbes: Do you think that your time as an art critic informed your conceptual practice at 
all, or that you are more in tune with art history and where you see yourself in it? 
 
Odita: I think it’s a combination of teaching for a number of years and my own 
background. My dad was an artist. My conceptual practice also developed through 
educating artists, writing about art, and focusing on my own art. 
Forbes: You’ve discussed the ideas of self versus institution, how a sense of self can be 
almost false. Are you at all trying to point that out? 



 
Odita: Yeah, most definitely. Media and institution inform us all, and we try to achieve a 
sense of self. At one point I wanted to use African colors when I was painting and talk 
about Africa. I know now that that is the most ridiculous idea because how do you define 
that? Like, American colors? There is the American flag, but another country might use a 
similar palette for their flag. It’s really about understanding how we renew and re-imagine 
ourselves in the world in a way so that we reach our full potentials. We just have to 
understand how things are very specific: time, geography, and location. There is no 
absolute. 
 

 
Chasm (2015), acrylic on canvas, image courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery 

 
Forbes: I know you were at first very interested in the African history of textiles, and 
things of that nature, but your conceptual practice grew more political and more abstract. 
Did you always have a political aim? 
 
Odita: The political intent was always there, but they grew. In the late ‘80s I was looking 
at the work of artists like Peter Halley and Jeff Koons, and the politics relative to 
commodity. But I’ve always liked artists like Agnes Martin, as well, but they were more 
about the politics of self that came out of abstract expressionism. It’s more about a choice 
running counter to something else or how you’d like to live life: “I don’t want to consume,” 
or “I want to be with nature.” 
 
On that level, it was there. I dealt more specifically with institutional politics and racism 
in the late ‘80s and ‘90s, and was living in New York in the ‘90s and experiencing the 
whole world of identity politics that defined the city at that time. 
 
Forbes: I know you’re very into music, and I can certainly see a connection to music in the 
spectrum of colors you use and the variety of stories you tell. You can take Jazz music, for 
instance, and guys like Coltrane, Sun Ra, and Albert Ayler were able to tell amazing stories 



without ever uttering a word, just using a spectrum of tones. Is that a connection you 
strive for in fine art? 
 
Odita: Absolutely, I love that. I went to Bennington College and studied with Bill Dixon 
there, he had a jazz class where we would just listen to records. 
 

 
First Light (2015), acrylic latex on panel, image courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery 

 
Forbes: Wow that must have been an amazing class! 
 
Odita: Yeah, it was intense (laughs). He would teach us how to really listen and realize 
things like, “This guy is making the sound of chickens from the coop where he grew up, 
or the sound of traffic.” I was recently talking to a friend about late Coltrane. I told him I 
didn’t get it. He told me to listen to North African snake charmer music, not Indian. I 
listened to that and went, “Oh my god,” if you know anything about this music it’s all 
about calming the beast. That is totally what he was talking about [in the music]. This was 
the music ‘Trane made when he stopped using drugs and wanted to enter into a calmer 
frame of mind. 
 
Forbes: It was A Love Supreme when he first got off heroin? 
 
Odita: Yeah. I’m also really obsessed with David Bowie having passed away. I was shocked 
going online and realizing how many people LOVED his music. In all these obituaries I 
read about how this guy helped people embrace the strange within them and to nurture 
and utilize it. That’s music: an emotional and an intellectual way to tap into your spirit. 
 



 
Other World (2015), acrylic on canvas, image courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery 

 
Forbes: I’ve read you often using the phrase, “thought provoking colors.” How do you 
identify thought provoking colors, is it intuitive? 
 
Odita: Like most things, it’s intuitive. I teach a class called “Color Theory” and try to 
explain to students that color is connected to your personal association and experience 
with it. I present a situation asking my students what they would feel if men that were 
wearing orange suits and masks ran into this room. What would you feel and think seeing 
that situation? Color can create these situations that trigger memories. Same thing if you 
smell steak and your stomach rumbles if you’re hungry. Color is a sense, which means it 
triggers a physiological reaction. 
 
Forbes: Right, when you mentioned men in orange jumpsuits I started thinking about ET 
and Elliot being quarantined. So I start thinking of false imprisonment and isolation. And 
you have these memories and you know that they trigger something. 
 
Odita: Yeah and then that trigger becomes a part of your history and memories. 



 
Fissure (2015), acrylic on canvas, image courtesy of Jack Shainman Gallery 

 
Forbes: It certainly works in music, took. I’ll hear a Ghostface Killah song and I 
immediately think of being stoned in my 1994 Corolla in high school with my buddies. 
Odita: (Laughs) Exactly. 
 
Forbes: In BOMB Magazine, you said you consider your work of part of a tradition and an 
aesthetic. Let’s say that it is the aesthetic espoused by Stanley Whitney and others. Was 
that a goal? Or did you identify with the aesthetic early on. 
 
Odita: If somebody seriously wants to be a painter than it’s always a goal to be seen as 
being able to hang with the big guys and to be a part of a tradition. It’s really rewarding to 
be seen in the same sphere as those you admired. You realize you’re working towards that 
space, but it can be scary to worry about seeming important. If musicians came in thinking 
they were great and they were only going to make great songs, they won’t make a good 
song. You have to learn to play to be part of a canon. 
 
Forbes: There is has to be some sense of insecurity to make anything of substance. 
 
Odita: You want to push yourself to be better than yourself. That is art. 
Forbes: Your paintings to me have a dual quality. They have this relation to the 
environment and they are very noticeable for their bright rich use of culture, but if any 
single piece catches you attention for any amount of time it draws you into considering 
the piece conceptually. Looking for a story. It’s almost like design meets concept. 
 
Odita: Absolutely. The design thing really comes into play when I consider Italian 
drawing. Design is drawing. I love Renaissance works and African art and sculptures and 
I’m looking at the drawings and the significance of these lines. I create these compositions 
to intensify a relation to space. You even see it in writing when a really strong passage has 
a sense of space to carry the body into it. The space has to be strong enough to carry the 



body into it. 
 
Forbes: Your work appears to have narrative despite its abstraction. Would you say that 
is accurate? 
 
Odita: The narrative in the work is fascinating to me. I look at other painters I love but 
I’m not seeing narrative. I love stories. That’s why I love music: even when there are no 
words, you feel a story. I don’t know what it is that I’m tapping into. 
 
Forbes: Despite your work dealing with race and the socio-political landscape, it doesn’t 
feel angry. That’s interesting to me because there does seem so much to be angry about. I 
was curious if you ever find yourself distancing yourself from anger for a more total 
narrative. 
 
Odita: I admire people like Obama, who had the right to be angry but knows how to stay 
even. Or think of it like this: a child that was abused that grows into a parent that doesn’t 
abuse their kids. That is an amazing thing. That’s a step beyond. They are doing something 
beyond themselves. But don’t get me wrong: I do react sometimes. I was just in 
Switzerland with my wife, and everyone was talking about Africans like they are only one 
kind of people. I was getting mad, and wondered why. I realized it was because they were 
talking about Africans as one type, but everybody is different. My daughter has a Swiss 
Mom and a Nigerian Dad. Someone will tell her she’s black, but she can be whomever she 
wants and live the way she wants. 
Forbes: It reminds me of the classic example: Malcolm X coming around to the 
philosophy of Dr. King, or in comic book terms Magneto coming around to the philosophy 
of 
Odita: (laughs) Professor X, yeah! Everyone wants vengeance, but to not indulge 
vengeance is a testament to strength. 
 
Forbes: Has what has been going on in the news come in to your conceptual practice? 
 
Odita: I love history. What the Internet originally provided me was a land of opportunity 
to learn, but now has become a land of commerce. But with twitter, people can and do use 
the ‘net for protest. I was just researching Abbie Hoffman, and he thought everything was 
jaded in the ‘80s in the Reagan era and he ended up committing suicide. If he had lived 
today he would have thought, “Wow.” Look at these kids today, they protest everything, 
and have the right to do it: Black Lives Matter, what’s going on around universities. 
There’s an intellectual debate that totally trumps what we had in the ‘80s and ‘90s because 
the understanding of our culture and our reality is evolving. 
 
Forbes: And the access to information is just better. 
 
Odita: When I see my students, I’m just like, “wow.” These kids are doing amazing stuff. 
 
Forbes: It’s good to hear you say that because I am only 28, I am a millennial and people 
pigeonhole us as an apathetic generation but what I have seen these last few years that 
just isn’t true. 



 
Odita: No it’s not true at all. You guys have so many different conditions. I had my parents 
over for Thanksgiving and my dad was talking about how terrible it would be to be young 
today. 
 
Forbes: It’s also the first generation where people can do everything right: work hard, 
study, become an expert at a skill, get all the right degrees, and still grow up and be 
underpaid until they are 35 years old. 
 
Odita: Absolutely. 
 
Forbes: I am fascinated by the title of your most recent show, The Velocity of Change, 
because your work deals with light and color, which of course moves at the speed of light. 
The velocity of change is slow, even if it is speeding up. Could you explain the title? 
 
Odita: There are no lines in nature, only forms. When we look at and contemplate a space, 
we are looking at the edges of objects that are not lines but shadow and light. The shift of 
shadow that defines form is based on the velocity of the light, or the velocity of change of 
light. I was thinking, “Wow, no lines. What are lines? They are separations, or containers. 
It’s something in a simplistic way that makes a form on a piece of paper.” If things have 
no lines in space then the lines we see in forms are the lines that we draw to separate us 
as human beings, to be structured. I like to think of things deeply, because it’s fun. 
 
Forbes: It’s the pushing back of those lines. 
 
Odita: Exactly.	



 
 

 
 

ODILI DONALD ODITA | CREATING IN 
VAIN 
In Visual Arts. by Kurt McVey January 18, 2018Leave a Comment 

 

In the lead up to the latest exhibition by Nigerian-born, American-raised artist Odili 
Donald Odita-his fifth solo outing since 2006 at Jack Shainman Gallery-all press 
materials pointed to this particular show being called Celebration. But in the days 
leading up to the exhibition’s January 5th opening, the show’s title evolved, one 
could say. It is now Third Sun. 
 

“There is more than one way of understanding a piece of artwork or body of work,” 
says Odita over the phone, his voice resonating with an urgent sense of clarity. “These 
things are not binary, but multi-dimensional.” 
 
“Evolution” as a word, works here because Odita has by no means thrown out all the 
implications of the word “celebration,” rather, he’s absorbed it. Much like the title of 
multi-media artist Nick Cave’s November 2017 exhibition at Nashville’s Frist Center for 
the Visual Arts, Nick Cave: Feat, Odita also recognizes that a solo exhibition at a major 

https://quietlunch.com/category/entree/visual-arts/
https://quietlunch.com/odili-donald-odita-creating-in-vain/#respond


gallery or institution, let alone a successful career in art, and by an artist of color 
especially, is no small feat, should not be taken for granted, and is continued cause 
for-you guessed it-celebration. But why the last minute change? 

“Third Sun means many things,” Odita offers, “but I’m thinking of it as a third try, 
maybe in an ecological sense, or a third option, or third space, as opposed to the third 
world or third people.” It should be noted here that this interview took place just 
moments after President Trump, allegedly, in an intimate Oval Office meeting, 
referred to several smaller countries, especially those in Africa, as “shithole[s].” Odita, 
who was born in Enugu, Nigeria in 1966, was only six months old when his family fled 
the West African country due to the Biafran war, a brutal civil conflict with lasting 
geopolitical implications. 

“My father had a scholarship to study in America. 

He later became an Art Historian and founded the History of African Art and 
Archeology Department at the Ohio State University. If it weren’t for the kind people 
in America in the ‘60s who embraced international education scholarships, I 
wouldn’t be here. If this happened in 2017, I’m not sure if I would have drowned in 
an ocean. “ 

Growing up in the Midwest (Columbus, Ohio), Odita struggled with this exact 
derogatory perception of Africa his entire life. Such extreme Western viewpoints in 
regard to the admittedly complicated nature of an entire continent (Africa is violent, 
backward, etc.) of course, become internalized, but to hear such callous rhetoric from 
the mouthpiece of our highest office (though not surprising) is not only triggering, but 
frustrating to an almost debilitating degree. Jordan Peele’s notion of a “sunken place,” 
coined and illustrated beautifully in his breakout directorial debut Get Out, might be 
the most appropriate metaphor for this suffocating, disheartening metaphysical state 
of mind. 

“Celebration was something that was pivotal for me in 2016, after the presidential 
election,” says Odita. “It was a ‘create in vain’ situation as I was unable to make work 
for a number of months. I couldn’t really justify work being made under these 
auspices. I saw a certain kind of bullying and the denial of people’s accomplishments 
and traditions, the erasure of other people’s history, all as an absolute type of 



censorship. I understood celebration coming out of that as a means of acknowledging 
oneself despite those who wish to make you disappear.” 

Celebration, one could say, is a kind of memorial in the face of struggle and the gross 
denial of human action. Third Sun, as an extension, is a greater appeal toward 
sophistication, a positive approach to an appreciation of complexity, despite the word 
“complex” often being used as a lazy excuse for topical dismissal. For Odita, this latest 
exhibition is evidence that he has and will continue to overcome personal, 
physiological and creative difficulty. 

“The creative block I had was really about the overt racism that was openly spoke of 
and utilized to get the guy in office,” says Odita. “Some people laugh at this guy and 
his rhetoric, but someone was killed in Charlottesville. White supremacists were 
emboldened to say this country is theirs again. There are people of educated mind 
with prosperous lifestyles and jobs that voted for this guy despite his racist, sexist, 
xenophobic, heartfelt evil statements. That was a depressing time. After Obama, after 
the so-called world of post black kinfolk, I saw white racism and sexism come out in 
full glory.” 

One of the more rewarding elements of speaking to artists at any stage of their career 
is discovering how they pull themselves out of a state of disillusionment-a 
psychological sunken place. “It came from a deeper understanding of what celebration 
is: an affirmation of what has been accomplished, that there is still a struggle and a 
fight. It’s not something that is done once but needs to be done every day.” 

A great example of this exasperating truth, is the story of African-American architect 
Julian Francis Abele, who Odita deeply researched when he was commissioned back 
in 2015 to create two large-scale murals as part of “Nasher10,” a celebration of the 
first decade of the Nasher Museum’s founding and commitment to culturally 
conscious programming. Odita’s mural inside the Museum’s Mary D.B.T. Semans Great 
Hall, Shadow and Light, is inspired by the architect, the first ever black graduate of the 
University of Pennsylvania who is credited with designing most of Duke’s campus 
many years before he would ever be allowed to attend. In a tragic sense of irony, Abele 
was barred from even visiting the university due to fierce Jim Crow segregation in the 
South. Abele’s great-grand niece, Susan Cook, a sophomore at Duke, would later 
highlight this systemic expression of America’s hypocrisy in the university newspaper, 



not long after campus-wide South African apartheid protests in 1986 divided faculty 
and student body. 

“Everything my parents told me, all these stories. They’re real,” says Odita, who like 
many marginalized voices debates whether or not he relaxed a bit too much during 
the Obama years. “Everything is real. We need to be alert.” 

There is a similar conversation happening in the art world at large, built around the 
realities of equity, inclusion and representation. From a writer’s objective viewpoint, 
things are getting better. Though one is both eager and hard-pressed to say we’ve 
“turned a corner,” it must be noted that there is often another corner around said 
corner. This similarly allows for a corner to be turned (and celebrated) while remaining 
alert. For Odita, who has found a decade-plus home at Jack Shainman, a notoriously 
inclusive space for artists of color (a constant cause for celebration, not to be taken 
for granted), his perspective from a cultural epicenter of said conversation is 
fascinating to say the least. 

“On one hand we have this good thing,” Odita begins, acknowledging this cultural 
shift. “Does the good wipe away the bad? Does the bad wipe away the good? I want 
to acknowledge accomplishment and what’s been successful, but also to understand 
that the struggle for quality and justice and creative freedom still needs to be worked 
out. Even with galleries like Jack Shainman or the Whitney Biennial, there’s oversight 
and missteps. We need to keep asking: How can we grow as human beings?” 

As one might guess, the conversation turns to Dana Schutz’ “Open Casket,” 2016, the 
most controversial work at the recent Whitney Biennial, which depicted Emitt Till in a 
colorful meta-commentary on abstraction, authorship, censorship and cultural 
appropriation and invited several protests and boycotts. In diving back to this topic, 
Odita brings out a fascinating if not inherently problematic proposal: the democratic 
selection of potentially controversial, triggering works at massive public exhibitions. 

“I ask myself the question: If we had public debate in discussing something as tragic as 
the Vietnam or Iraqi wars or the destruction of the Twin Towers, we would have a 
debate about whether or not we would include these pieces. This character (Till), this 
figure, is a monument. If there were an actual public debate before the work was 
presented, where would this painting stand?” 



This flips the entire art world paradigm on its head. Is art primarily a reactionary 
endeavor? An individual or a select few (the 2017 Biennial was co-curated by 
Christopher Y. Lew and Mia Locks, both of Asian descent) are deputized to curate and 
select works, arrange them in a box or site specific setting and reveal it to the public, 
who reacts, for better or worse. So what if potentially controversial works submitted 
to the next Whitney Biennial were open to a preliminary public debate and selection? 
Who would be allowed to vote? Whose voices would be heard outside of the parties 
already in place at such an institution? Would Jordan Wolfson’s shocking VR piece, 
“Real Violence,” have made it in? 

“I think art making and production is a reflection of human consciousness,” says Odita, 
after sitting on this for a moment. “I do feel that art needs to somehow, but not 
always, live above morality. Art should have the opportunity to challenge moral 
opinion, expanding upon those notions or rethinking the notion of what we 
understand in the world. But dealing with something specific, I think, in a monumental 
sense, in the case of what happened with Dana Schutz; I think something else should 
come into play. That is a responsibility, not by the judge and jury, but by the artist.” 

But one has to ask: Did Schutz know exactly what she was doing? Was she abstracting 
the figurative, this human monument, himself abstracted, the larger story-also 
abstracted? Also, should Schutz maintain the right to offend? 

“The censorship or self-censorship of political correctness,” Odita pauses for a 
moment, “I tend to look at it like a painting that’s just not that good. She needs to 
make better paintings than that. She (Schutz) said, ‘I’m a mother. I understand 
empathy.’ I have empathy for a lot of things, but do I have the understanding, the 
knowledge of the history of the subject matter? She should understand it more than 
just, ‘I’m a mother.’ Till’s own mother, in the face of politicians, the governor, against 
all the authorities that were there, said, ‘Keep the casket open.’ This is perhaps the 
single most Avant-garde action I can think of. In comparison to that small painting on 
the wall, it just falls incredibly short.” 

For Odita, the action has to be understood and the action has to be real. This is the 
core ethos that he imparts to his students at the Tyler School of Art at Temple 
University in Philadelphia, where he’s served as a Professor of Painting since 2006 
since 2006. But how can he help young artists find and nurture their most personal, 
unique voice in an increasingly political art world, and during a climate that demands 



activism as much as aesthetics? How can he push students who might not check 
marginalized boxes to push the envelope? 

“They’re all struggling with these realities,” Odita says of his students. “Some ignore it 
and make art as entertainment, others really take on the pressure and responsibility 
that comes with being an artist. It’s about being there every day with them and 
understanding that there can be something deeper, while expressing their 
individuality.” 

Odita enjoys engaging his students in the ongoing art-debate, this being that “there’s 
nothing original, painting may be dead, art may be dead, etc.,” but insists there is great 
beauty in understanding how each of us can be unique and original. “It’s the work that 
we each have to do to find our original voice,” he adds. “So much work is 
overproduced and cynical, but we have to find something pure and when we find it, 
treat it as special.” 

And what about Odita’s unique voice? How can a fierce, professorial mind with an eye 
for social justice and activism create sufficient interpretive space for viewers who may 
not be familiar with the author’s race, gender, class, origins or his political views?  How 
does the lay-public engage with his street murals, for instance? Odita’s somewhat 
abstract, elegant, acute fractal paintings, the contents of which he calls “bodies in 
space,” are not didactic or overtly polemic. At a time where Kehinde Wiley and Amy 
Sherald’s sure to be fabulous portraits of the Obamas could thrive in any major 
contemporary art gallery as much as their eventual home, The National Portrait 
Gallery, how can Odita’s colorful body forms translate and connect politically and 
should they even have to? 

“Keith Anthony Morrison, a fine artist and intellectual of Jamaican decent talks a lot 
about the diversity of the black experience and the complexity of the black Diaspora,” 
explains Odita. “We continually have to overcome binary, simplistic thinking in terms 
of the black experience. The color in my paintings, they’re not the same blue, not the 
same red, not the same yellow. This is the same for black people: it’s not all the same 
hair, same culture, or same food.” 

It’s this notion that activates Odita’s vibrant, audacious color-forms in a political sense. 
This striking but at times subtle complexity stands in the face of Trump’s ignorance; 



from his insulting, “What do they (black people) got to lose?” statements regarding 
the multifarious problems in black urban life in America on the 2016 campaign trail to 
his latest, myopic and grossly sophomoric viewpoints on African and island nations. 

“ ‘It’s all the same people.’ That’s terrible,” says Odita, still trying to shake this new 
normal, which is unfortunately, for so many, just more of the same. “When working in 
abstraction as a person of color, like so many artists before me, I’m saying we have 
the freedom to express ourselves in an individual way. We need to allow ourselves to 
do that as much as we should ask the world to allow us to do that.” 

 

 

 



Ian: How did your family ended up in the States?

Odili: I was born in Nigeria in 1966, right before the start of the Biafran War, a civil war precipitated by the Odili: I was born in Nigeria in 1966, right before the start of the Biafran War, a civil war precipitated by the 
Igbo’s desire to separate from Nigeria. While it was publicized to the world as a religious war, essentially it was 
a war of ideology and belief. I’m Igbo, and my family left Nigeria for the United States due to the war, which the 
Igbo lost. Millions were killed in the process. Had we won, my people would have been called the Biafran 
nation. Nigeria quickly developed from the 1970’s onward; there was an optimism that emerged and continued 
through the 1980’s. Simultaneously corruption was building, and eventually took hold of the country, Nigeria 
remains a rich country, but there’s a lot of inequity and a lot of mismanagement.remains a rich country, but there’s a lot of inequity and a lot of mismanagement.

Ian: Did your parents have a hard time adjusting to life in the U.S?

Odili: Before I was born my father had gone to Indiana University on an academic scholarship to study art, so 
he was already somewhat established in the U.S. We initially moved to Indiana and then to Iowa, where my 
Mother got her degree, and then to Columbus, Ohio where I grew up from the age of four. My father, who was 
one of the Zaria rebels, started the history of African art program at Ohio State university in the 1970’s.

Ian: Who were the Zaria rebels?

Odili: The rebels were a group of academics who wanted to synthesize African and Eurocentric perspectives into 
their practice as artists. They were intent on incorporating traditional indigenous African concerns into the 
academic curriculum. They’re still known today for their contributions to modern art in Nigeria. There were 8 
of them, including Uche Okeke, Bruce Onobrakpeya, Sam Grillo, and of course my father, Emanuel Odita, 
amongst others. They were professors at the Nigerian College of Art, Science, and Technology – known today as 
Ahmadu Bello University in Zaria. My father continued promoting and sharing Nigerian art with the world 
when he came to the United States.

Ian: Your work expresses a lot of dualities – what was it like growing up in the United States in a Nigerian Ian: Your work expresses a lot of dualities – what was it like growing up in the United States in a Nigerian 
household?



Odili: My ‘American experience’ was confusing in the sense that my household was very Nigerian, both in the 
way that we ate food and interacted with each other. The only thing lacking was the language, and our physical 
displacement. When I was in first or second grade, my teachers wanted to hold me back because they said I 
wasn’t making any sense in school. My father worried that I might be mixing English with Igbo, so they decided 
to stop speaking Igbo to us. Today we know that you can speak multiple languages with children, and though 
they may take longer to speak, when they do, they can compartmentalize various languages. I grew up in a 
household where the concerns were more international, as opposed to school – where everything was very local household where the concerns were more international, as opposed to school – where everything was very local 
– to do with American politics, Football, and news. I felt like I was always living between two worlds which 
rarely intersected.  If I brought up Nigerian issues in school – they wouldn’t know what I was talking about. And 
when I brought those concerns that I got in school back home, my parents really didn’t care. Growing up in a 
space of simultaneously diverging realities forced me to contend with both, and my process in work as in life 
has been to try and unify disparate realities.

FLAT COLOR

Ian:  You famously said that “Color in itself has the possibility of mirroring the complexity of the world as much 
as it has the potential for being distinct.” Tell me about how you started painting.

Odili:  My first experience in a painting studio was with my father. I remember being as little as seven or eight Odili:  My first experience in a painting studio was with my father. I remember being as little as seven or eight 
years old, helping him stretch his canvases, applying the rabbit skin glue, cooking it, and gesso-ing his canvases. 
He taught me, and I would watch him draw and paint. His work influenced me in the sense that it I looked at it 
all the time – his paintings were all over our house. I studied the way that the colors were applied and placed on 
the canvas. Though the work was figurative, the way he structured color on the canvases largely influenced the 
way that I see color in space.

Ian: Is your own use of flat color derived from this tradition?

Odili: My father’s color was flat, although he modulated the way that the color existed within the spaces and Odili: My father’s color was flat, although he modulated the way that the color existed within the spaces and 
shapes he created. As within cubism, or Picasso’s figurative works, his colors were laid down as shape, which 
came together to make figurative forms. When I look at the treatment of space in my canvases, I understand 
that although some of the fragmentation within my own work is related to his, my work has a more conceptual, 
almost physiological relationship to color. His color was used as pattern; as within textiles, his palette has more 
of a descriptive quality. I use color to create spaces which engage the viewer’s body, works that depend on a 
symbiosis with the viewer’s perspective, in the construction of a virtual space.symbiosis with the viewer’s perspective, in the construction of a virtual space.

Ian: Is there something African about the idea of flat color or clearly defined spaces of color? How does this 
connect to the history of African art or African textiles?

Odili: There are two types of African textiles; those which were indigenously produced, and those manufactured 
in Europe and distributed throughout Africa. It’s an interesting phenomenon which was dissected in the work 
of the Nigerian artist Yinka Shonibare, who creates large installations with African ‘batik’ or textiles, in order to 
ask a question, I frequently think about – what is Africa? What is African? My paintings allude to African forms 
found within these textiles, but they are not representations of these textiles. I am using these ‘tropes’ as a 
reference to create a new space – conceived either virtually, actually, philosophically, emotionally, or politically. 
Playing with these tropes is but a point of departure, from which I go on to fragment and unify space through Playing with these tropes is but a point of departure, from which I go on to fragment and unify space through 
colors. Juxtaposing colors, placed against another colors, proposes a notion of togetherness and 
non-togetherness, a simultaneous movement both towards and against, derived from within the paintings 
aesthetic dimensions.

Ian: Would you say that your palette has brightened over the years?

Odili: My color has gotten more intense over the years. Formally speaking, I have gotten better at creating color 
combinations, but in a conceptual sense, I feel my palette has gotten closer to African colors. Earlier on in my 
project I was thinking of African color in the sense of how I saw it through memory, dusty, the earth mixing 
with color, eliciting a chromatic power for the sake of getting this naturalness with the Earth. With this idea, in 
this sense, it’s this romantic idea of Africa. Early on in my practice, I was thinking of how to define ‘African 



color.’ I would look at textiles, and cloth patterns, and I realized that there’s no end to category, that to be 
‘Africa’, it didn’t have to be bound to my early romantic conception of ‘African color.’ This realization enabled 
me to open up my relationship to color, formally and conceptually. The wall work helped me be open to how I 
see and compose color; which in turn influenced my canvas painting. In essence, the canvas paintings helped 
me to formulate the drawing in my wall painting and then the color in my wall painting helped to advance and 
complicate the color in my canvas painting.

NEW YORK CITY

Ian: How are these concerns made manifest in the work? When did you move to New York? How did being in Ian: How are these concerns made manifest in the work? When did you move to New York? How did being in 
New York change your artistic process?

Odili: I went to New York when I was 24, right after finishing graduate school at Bennington College in Odili: I went to New York when I was 24, right after finishing graduate school at Bennington College in 
Vermont. New York was a place that I had wanted to go to ever since I was a kid. Growing up I collected comic 
books, listened to a lot of music, and watched a lot of T.V.  –media spaces where New York City was heavily 
represented. It was a place where I longed to be, where I felt I would be free to experience and express myself. 
In the beginning it was hard to adjust, I had to learn to live there. New York is a microcosm for the world, and I 
was able to assume and accept the ‘difference’ that I struggled with growing up in a suburban, homogeneous 
space like Columbus, Ohio. When I was in New York I gathered a lot of different energies, I worked with space like Columbus, Ohio. When I was in New York I gathered a lot of different energies, I worked with 
different kinds of artists, and it gave me the confidence to grow as an artist.

Ian: At your first solo show in New York, ‘Color Theory’ at The Florence Lynch Gallery in 1999, you showed a 
series of geometric paintings which seem to fuse the flat color of the African tradition with these vanishing 
points and infinite geometries. I’m curious as to the origins of these works.

Odili: When I first moved to New York I got a job working for a company called Stitch King, which made 
computer-embroidered logos on polo shirts. We worked with Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator 1.01. These 
programs presented images in a virtual, endless, and deep space. These ideas expanded the way that I was 
thinking about painting. Digital technology made me question notions of beginning and end, and think beyond 
the frame, to imagine what lies outside of the ‘boundaries.’ The paintings I started making at the time grew out 
of these questions. I was starting to think about painting as way of depicting virtual space, unconfined by the 
material constraints of the two-dimensional world.

The paintings you referred to do indeed incorporate a triangular geometric formation that is African in origin The paintings you referred to do indeed incorporate a triangular geometric formation that is African in origin 
and conceptual in intention. A triangular block of color starts from one point, incrementally expanding as it 
reaches the other end of the canvas. The motif expresses the mathematics of infinity – two lines that never 
really touch, expanding towards infinity and beyond. This structure begs the question of what happens when 
the line reaches the edge. Does this space continue beyond the canvas, or does it just cease to exist? The 
triangular shapes stacked above and below move in opposite directions, constantly repeating. This idea came to 
me from staring at the computer screen, as well as the cinematic screen. When I would see the credits at the end me from staring at the computer screen, as well as the cinematic screen. When I would see the credits at the end 
of a film roll off the screen, I wondered whether these texts continued to scroll upwards even though we don’t 
see them anymore, or do they cease to exist? This idea of the edge and beyond – the edge and within – was 
something that I began applying towards my understanding of the Western World’s boundaries, in relation to 
the surrounding ‘peripheral’ areas.

Ian: This questioning of hierarchy and ‘decentralization’ links up with contemporary philosophy’s larger project 
of deconstruction – to do away with Western philosophy’s metaphysical pre-occupations.

Odili: Traditionally, Western painting has been concerned with the space that lies within the four edges of the 
canvas. Everything within the canvas is ‘real’, and everything outside of those four edges is peripheral to reality. 
I started to equate this bias to my experience in the West. The canvas’ center is analagous to the euro-centrism 
of Western consciousness, with everything outside reduced to the ‘space of the other’, the third world. It was 
interesting for me to use basic shapes to address broader philosophical and political issues.

ABSTRACTION AND POLITICS



Ian: I noticed in your first solo shows you were showing abstract work alongside multimedia collages made with 
found images related to race, which seemed heavily involved in an investigation of your own identity. Was this a 
result of the influence that new media was beginning to bear upon your painting?

Odili: The reason for incorporating the photography with the paintings was to situate the paintings within a Odili: The reason for incorporating the photography with the paintings was to situate the paintings within a 
certain context. I knew early on that if I showed the paintings by themselves they would immediately be 
considered within the tradition of Western abstraction. I didn’t want my works to be considered only within 
relation to artists like Frank Stella, Kenneth Noland or Peter Halley. I wanted to be able to have this dialogue go 
beyond the West and into the space of Africa, the space of the other. So, I felt I had to use those photo-based 
works for contextual reasons. In essence, I was bringing my curatorial practice into the realm of my artistic 
practice.

People question how effectively abstract work can function politically, inferring that the lack of ‘recognizability’ People question how effectively abstract work can function politically, inferring that the lack of ‘recognizability’ 
within abstraction somehow hinders the political potential of the work. I think that the political significance of 
abstract work has to consider the process itself, of how and why the paintings are made.  This, coupled with the 
way they are read, is part of their broader social context.

Ian: It seems to me that your use of abstraction echoses ‘the essence’ of the multimedia collages you were also 
making at the time, through the disorientation and confusion of hierarchy achieved through your placement of 
flat color.

Odili: The flatness of the colors in my work creates a tension which emerges within the canvas; Colors are laid Odili: The flatness of the colors in my work creates a tension which emerges within the canvas; Colors are laid 
down to create forms which dissect the canvas into various color segments, which through their pairing – 
beside, under, and over one another – become simultaneously dominant and subordinate, blurring the lines 
that traditionally divide foreground from background. The technique does away with hierarchy. The push and 
pull of the colors transform the ‘forms’ into a ‘space’ which merges illusion with reality, fact with fiction, 
inauthenticity with authenticity, without privilege. This concept connects to those preliminary questions I 
grappled with during my initial experiences with Photoshop: What is there, what is not, what is beyond. I hope grappled with during my initial experiences with Photoshop: What is there, what is not, what is beyond. I hope 
each viewer who contemplates the work connects to these thoughts of ‘here’ and ‘there’, which emerged in 
response to my relationship with Nigeria, and my experience in America. Is my American life the real one or my 
African roots? Am I creating spaces that filled with my experience, or are they portals for others to fill with their 
own experience? The work constitutes what I consider to be another kind of knowledge, one that transcends 
existing realities.

Ian: Your early work is more literally connected to identity politics – whether it be through the integration of 
pop culture imagery into mixed media works, or the curatorial decision to show abstract paintings next to 
media that informs and contextualizes the work, whereas your more recent works and your later work becomes 
more abstract. Are the political issues related to race and geography still present within the abstract?

Odili: Identity politics are as prevalent in my abstract work as in the more literal pieces I made earlier on in my Odili: Identity politics are as prevalent in my abstract work as in the more literal pieces I made earlier on in my 
career. In my earlier work, the political messages were more didactic, communicated through direct imagery, 
and photographs from pop culture. With the paintings I address political notions through concept, process and 
action. On one hand, the paintings are very real they’re color on canvas. I don’t distinguish between abstraction 
and figuration. On the one hand I see my work as existing partly within the tradition that’s called abstraction, 
but ultimately, I have a problem with the concept of abstraction because everything in the world is real to me. A 
straight line across a canvas space is representative of a horizon line, or even just of a line. A line is as real as the straight line across a canvas space is representative of a horizon line, or even just of a line. A line is as real as the 
difference between sea and sky, or between land and sky.

Ian: It seems to me that your use of abstraction echoses ‘the essence’ of the multimedia collages you were also 
making at the time, through the disorientation and confusion of hierarchy achieved through your placement of 
flat color.

Odili: The flatness of the colors in my work creates a tension which emerges within the canvas; Colors are laid 
down to create forms which dissect the canvas into various color segments, which through their pairing – 
beside, under, and over one another – become simultaneously dominant and subordinate, blurring the lines 
that traditionally divide foreground from background. The technique does away with hierarchy. The push and 



pull of the colors transform the ‘forms’ into a ‘space’ which merges illusion with reality, fact with fiction, 
inauthenticity with authenticity, without privilege. This concept connects to those preliminary questions I 
grappled with during my initial experiences with Photoshop: What is there, what is not, what is beyond. I hope 
each viewer who contemplates the work connects to these thoughts of ‘here’ and ‘there’, which emerged in 
response to my relationship with Nigeria, and my experience in America. Is my American life the real one or my 
African roots? Am I creating spaces that filled with my experience, or are they portals for others to fill with their 
own experience? The work constitutes what I consider to be another kind of knowledge, one that transcends own experience? The work constitutes what I consider to be another kind of knowledge, one that transcends 
existing realities.

Ian: Your early work is more literally connected to identity politics – whether it be through the integration of 
pop culture imagery into mixed media works, or the curatorial decision to show abstract paintings next to 
media that informs and contextualizes the work, whereas your more recent works and your later work becomes 
more abstract. Are the political issues related to race and geography still present within the abstract?

Odili: Identity politics are as prevalent in my abstract work as in the more literal pieces I made earlier on in my 
career. In my earlier work, the political messages were more didactic, communicated through direct imagery, 
and photographs from pop culture. With the paintings I address political notions through concept, process and 
action. On one hand, the paintings are very real they’re color on canvas. I don’t distinguish between abstraction 
and figuration. On the one hand I see my work as existing partly within the tradition that’s called abstraction, 
but ultimately, I have a problem with the concept of abstraction because everything in the world is real to me. A 
straight line across a canvas space is representative of a horizon line, or even just of a line. A line is as real as the straight line across a canvas space is representative of a horizon line, or even just of a line. A line is as real as the 
difference between sea and sky, or between land and sky.

I’m interested in speaking to the world through color, line, and form about my experiences. The duality of my 
life – of being African and America; this sense of one the one hand always being in flight, uncomfortable, in this 
place of homelessness and dislocation, and on the other of searching for unity. My conception of home is rooted 
in desire more than memory. It is something that I search for through painting, and often find within the colors 
as they’re brought together in the canvases. The colored mosaics I make represent a self-made of fragments, 
which together construct a whole. In that sense I relate it to the African experience in the world, the African 
diaspora, which has had to make its home in the entirety of the world. I feel very lucky to be able to have this diaspora, which has had to make its home in the entirety of the world. I feel very lucky to be able to have this 
practice that I have now where I am able to communicate in ways that go across national boundaries.

ON COLOR

Ian:  Do you feel that your work is about kind of healing of public spaces with these vibrant colors? You made a 
recent installation at the New York Presbyterian Hospital?

Odili: To a certain extent I think that that’s very true. I think that an artist’s work is always somehow an attempt 
at communicating individual concerns and interests in the world. I don’t know how effective art is in actually 
make effecting change, lets say in a political sense, but we can be influential as artists. We can make 
suggestions. We can comment on the world that we live in. I think that is the strength of the artist, to be agents 
of change in the sense that they communicate their wishes and desires to people. This is what I try to do in my 
work. I try to think about the spaces that I use my painting to speak in and about. The colors are often an 
attempt at healing.

Ian: Can you speak about the musicality of your work? And does music influence?Ian: Can you speak about the musicality of your work? And does music influence?

Odili:  Music and musicality are very essential to my work, compositionally through the drawing, and 
emotionally through the color relationships woven into the works. There’s a rhythmic pattern to the shapes and 
the colors applied, which together create something bigger than any one element. This musicality is also 
experienced by those who absorb the work through their eyes and bodies.

ON IDENTITY AND AUTHENTICITY

Ian:  This question of authenticity appears repeatedly in your works. Tell me about ‘The Authentic African’ Ian:  This question of authenticity appears repeatedly in your works. Tell me about ‘The Authentic African’ 
piece, and how it was received, both in Africa, and in the United States.



Odili: The Authentic African’ emerged as question and a response to what I thought was a uniquely American 
question: Are you authentic? Are you an African? When I was in grade school I remember being asked what it 
was like to live in Africa. Would I have had to dodge snakes and lions to get to school? I placed each image 
above two checkboxes with the words ‘yes’ and ‘ no’ written, reminiscent of multiple choice questions in 
educational testing. The viewer is conceptually asked to ponder which is the authentic African. I had four 
African types in that series: The soldier, the businessman, the traditionalist, and the poor boy – I called him the 
poor shell boy in that series. The ‘Authentic African’ refers to this question of identity, posed from an American poor shell boy in that series. The ‘Authentic African’ refers to this question of identity, posed from an American 
gaze looking at my ‘African body.’

Ian: Does this question of authenticity emerge solely from an American perspective?

Odili: I was invited to exhibit in South Africa during the second Johannesburg Biennale curated by Okwui 
Enwezor in 1997, and I went back again in 2006 to have a group show, and later on for my first solo show. The 
question of authenticity was posed to me from the South Africans. I was asked how I could still speak of Africa 
not living in the continent, not rooted within the soil? Could I understand the context of Africa from abroad? I 
was offended and surprised that an African would challenge the legitimacy of my voice. I believe that I am an 
agent of Africa. I carry it in my heart and my mind even if I am not physically present, like a satellite. In many 
ways my circumstances are the result of a massive brain drain; political and economic situations forced us to ways my circumstances are the result of a massive brain drain; political and economic situations forced us to 
relocate elsewhere in order to survive. Having been born there, and raised with an African mentality, I am 
connected to the continent no matter where I am living.

Ian: Tell me about the pieces you created for the Biennale.

Odili: I created a series of billboards and bus shelter posters for the Johannesburg Biennale. The bus shelter 
posters showed a piece called ‘Endorfin’ sonically connected to endorphin, referring to an energy rush, but 
alphabetically spelling end or fin (which means end in French). The image was of the dancer Bill T. Jones. His 
body was split in half horizontally by a target. In that specific image, I was identifying the black male body as a 
living target. This work was made within the context of South Africa’s reconciliation trials, where the past 
atrocities of apartheid were examined in court. This piece was very timely, and it affected many people in the 
community, to the point where many people stole the signs and posters from different locations around the city. community, to the point where many people stole the signs and posters from different locations around the city. 
Unfortunately, I never got to see the work because of the situation in South Africa. The show signified an 
important first step in the growing globalization of the art world.

Ian: You also exhibited ‘Off Center’ there. Tell me about the work.

Odili: Off Center symbolizes the condition of the African in the diaspora. We have no center, in the sense that 
we didn’t have a place we can return to with a safe feeling of home. In the world we’re never really safe, we’re 
always foreigners or foreigners in a strange land. Having to find ourselves, and our center, without the material 
components.

Ian: At a certain point your paintings literally exploded off of the canvas, and onto walls, floors, ceilings, literally 
enveloping the body in a way you were previously only alluding to. How did this come about?

Odili: In September of 2003 ‘A Fiction of Authenticity’ opened at the Contemporary Art Museum in St. Louis. Odili: In September of 2003 ‘A Fiction of Authenticity’ opened at the Contemporary Art Museum in St. Louis. 
The curator hung three large paintings very close to each other, it was the first time that I saw the paintings 
working together, existing as a wall. I had made a painting on the wall for the first time in 1999, but that work 
didn’t approach the wall as an immersive experience with multiple vantage points. When I saw the three 
paintings together, I understand the potential of the wall, where one could experience the work through 
walking, as something I could work with and push further.

FROM THE CANVAS TO THE WALL

Ian: How did you push this further?Ian: How did you push this further?

Odili: I had the opportunity to make a wall work in 2007 at the 52nd Venice Biennale for Art. Rob Storr, the 
curator, invited me to create a work in the central entry part of the Italian Pavilion in the Giardini. The wall that 
I made in Venice was entirely encompassing in two directions, covering two intersecting hallways. The work 



was partially a reaction to the canals that divide Venice. The walls were horizontally divided in two – with a row 
of lights in the center. I covered the space above the lights with colored arches, representative of the 
architectural richness of Venice, but also as an allusion to the heavens, or to ancestry. It was a celestial space, 
coning and sheltering the color-space beneath. The piece was called ‘Give me Shelter’, a large experiential 
painting that created both a transitory and a sheltering experience for the viewers. I wanted the painting to act 
as a shelter for those who passed through, where they could feel safe, at home, and blanketed by the colors. It 
worked on so many different levels, and with this work many people began to grasp the possibilities. Painting worked on so many different levels, and with this work many people began to grasp the possibilities. Painting 
originated on the wall, but beyond that, the installation showed how painting could speak about trans-cultural 
experience through the use of a space as a canvas – incorporating the viewer within the space, rather then 
having them merely look from the outside.

Ian: After Venice, it seems like the geometric patterns begin to complicate. Can you speak a bit about that?

Odili: ‘Give Me Shelter’ opened a lot of doors for me. After Venice I started travelling more to create site specific 
works that transcended the canvas, and for each project I drew inspiration from the new contexts I was making 
the work in. I usually start by researching the building, or the geographical region where the piece will live, 
drawing information from these environments in order to inform the design – in terms of the colors and the 
formal shapes

Ian: Can you walk us through the process of how these works are made? Do you start it with drawings on paper? 
Is it a mathematical diagram…?

Odili: I start my paintings with drawings made on graph paper, and then I apply the work directly onto the Odili: I start my paintings with drawings made on graph paper, and then I apply the work directly onto the 
canvas or the wall. Only recently, with the commissioned work, have I started making studies. The drawing 
itself holds and contains the color, but it is only while I start applying the color that the final shades are 
determined, and the work takes on a new less predictable direction. Think of watching a river flow over a bed of 
rocks; the bed of rocks, like the graphs, are like an armature, and the color is like the water. The water moves 
and circulates based on the structure of the underneath. If the bed of rocks was structured differently, then the 
water would flow in a different manner, and the colors I chose are also influenced by the structure of the water would flow in a different manner, and the colors I chose are also influenced by the structure of the 
drawing. The works power is derived from this combination of form and color. 

___

Odili Donald Odita is an abstract painter whose work explores color both in the figurative historical context and 
in the sociopolitical sense. Odita has said, “Color in itself has the possibility of mirroring the complexity of the 
world as much as it has the potential for being distinct. The organization and patterning in the paintings are of 
my own design. I continue to explore in the paintings a metaphoric ability to address the human condition 
through pattern, structure and design, as well as for its possibility to trigger memory. The colors I use are 
personal: they reflect the collection of visions from my travels locally and globally. This is also one of the 
hardest aspects of my work as I try to derive the colors intuitively, hand-mixing and coordinating them along hardest aspects of my work as I try to derive the colors intuitively, hand-mixing and coordinating them along 
the way. In my process, I cannot make a color twice – it can only appear to be the same. This aspect is 
important to me as it highlights the specificity of differences that exist in the world of people and things.” Odita 
goes on to express his desire to speak positively about Africa and its rich culture through his work.

In recent years, Odita has been commissioned to paint several large-scale wall installations including The 
United States Mission to the United Nations in New York (2011), the Savannah College of Art and Design 
(2012), New York Presbyterian Hospital (2012), New Orleans Museum of Art (2011), Kiasma, Helsinki (2011) 
and the George C. Young Federal Building and Courthouse in Orlando, Florida (2013). Odita has had several 
solo exhibitions in museums and institutions across the globe including Savannah College of Art and Design; 
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco; Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston; Studio Museum in 
Harlem; Institute of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia; Ulrich Museum of Art, Wichita; and Princeton University.Harlem; Institute of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia; Ulrich Museum of Art, Wichita; and Princeton University.

Odita was born in 1966 in Enugu, Nigeria and lives and works in Philadelphia. He has been the recipient of a 
Penny McCall Foundation Grant in 1994, a Joan Mitchell Foundation grant in 2001, and a Louis Comfort 
Tiffany Grant in 2007. Also in 2007, his large installation Give Me Shelter was featured prominently in the 
52nd Venice Biennale exhibition Think With The Senses, Feel With the Mind, curated by Robert Storr. He has 
been represented at The Jack Shainman Gallery since 2006. Solo exhibitions at the gallery include Velocity of 
Change (2016), Body & Space (2010), Fusion (2006). He has curated an exhibition at the gallery titled The 
Color Line (2007) and a solo exhibition, This, That and the Other (2013).Color Line (2007) and a solo exhibition, This, That and the Other (2013).







Forthright is a rare word in the contemporary art world, one I like to
associate with Odili Donald Odita. Honest, with a sense of integrity
and dignity that comes through in the sophisticated and subtle, yet
deeply engaged nature of his work. 

For over a decade and a half of practice, Odita has remained on
the deep and philosophical plane, seeking beneath the surface of
things, questioning the efficacy of strategies and methods, investi-
gating the limits of language and rhetoric, insisting on the genealogy
and prospect of forms, concepts and words. As an artist he pays
close attention to the historical burden as well as the potential of
every element in his work, be it medium, design strategy or tech-
nique. A painting is not simply a painting; it is also part of a long
tradition, a history, an aesthetic as well as political narrative from
which it may not easily be isolated or divorced. A color is not to be
considered without full awareness of its multiple valences both
chromatic and metaphorical, since color and pigment are concep-
tual anchors and potent signifiers. A traditional support such as
canvas does not escape associations that locate it first within the
Western tradition but also tie it to subsequent moments in the
history of its use, including its adoption in colonized cultures and its
resilient and seldom interrogated genderedness. There is a post-
structuralist sensibility evident in Odita’s work that disassembles
form and sensitizes the viewer to its syntax—and, more importantly,
transcends formal assemblage of fragments to highlight the cultural
imbrications in those fragments. 

Though Odita has produced installations and photo-based pieces

over the past decade, he works primarily as a painter. His paintings
range from hard-edge to tonal abstraction with occasional invoca-
tion of abstract landscape painting. I have related his paintings to
modal jazz for their ability to combine a spare integrity with tonal
effusion. In the same manner that modal jazz aspires toward pure
sound, Odita’s paintings achieve a significant level of visual and
chromatic purity that lends them vibrancy and spaciousness. His use
of space is lean, deep and resonant. Even so, in the same way that
Coltrane’s notes were imbued with the eloquent sound of activism,
Odita’s elements are loaded with social questions and implications,
as well as challenges for abstraction as a language: How does
abstraction deal with the reality of race in the post-millennial age?
How does pigment speak to our obvious diversity and the beauty of
that diversity, as well as the insidious machinations of exoticism and
stereotypy? How do social striations translate on canvas? How does
theory transcend its rhetorical shortcomings and open itself to its
full aesthetic and civic potency? How does beauty serve as vehicle
in the ultimate fulfillment of the creative process that is submission
to the work of art?

Odita rejects as vacuous, indeed nonexistent, the kind of formal-
ist or so-called pure abstraction promoted at midcentury, especially
in America, and insists instead that “all visual materials are culturally
grounded and that it is important to recognize where their meaning
is derived from.” In doing so he reminds us that the challenge of
utopia cannot be escaped through false evacuation of meaning
from beauty or form. 

OLUOGUIBEONODILIDONALDODITA
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Above left: The Third Eye, 2003, acrylic on canvas, 84 x 109". Photo by The Contemporary Art
Center, St. Louis. Right: The Days, 2003, acrylic on canvas, 50 x 60". Photo by Richard Brunck.
Opposite page: Top: Rift, 2004, acrylic on canvas, 84 x 109". Photo by Richard Brunck. Bottom:
Here is Now, 2004, acrylic on canvas, 84 x 109". Photo by Richard Brunck. All images courtesy
of Florence Lynch Gallery, New York; Judith Belot Gallery, Zurich; Schuster Gallery, Frankfurt.



	
The	Language	Of	Painting	By	Artist	Odita	
At	Jack	Shainman	Gallery	
By	Quincy	Childs	-	Jan	25,	2016	
	

 
“Fissure,” Odili Donald Odita Photo: Jack Shainman Gallery 

 
Meet Odili Donald Odita, a tour de force in abstract painting as he explores 
color in a theory based, socio-historical context. Odita is known for his 
“showstoppers” that include installation art, photo-based pieces and a variety 
of other large scale media—all of which are displayed in his exhibition The 
Velocity of Change at Jack Shainman Gallery. In the following interview, Odita 
relays his own experiences as an artist and offers an inside look into his new 
show. All the while, he maintains a cogent theory of language and the 
necessity for change both in and beyond his art. 
 
Quincy Childs: I am a Ludwig Wittgenstein fan myself, so I enjoyed 
your opening quote from Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus: “The limits 
of language are the limits of my world.” Did you study the larger genre 
of modern critical theory or logic before reading him? 
 
Odili Donald Odita: I first became interested in these considerations when I 
was in graduate school at Bennington College. In addition to Wittgenstein, we 
read Art in the Age of Mechanical Production by Walter Benjamin over and 



over again. We discussed that relative to photography and appropriation art. 
As I was developing my own practice, I would read Benjamin’s Arcades Project 
and Wittgenstein’s Theory of Color because of how the comments on color 
were questions, which prompted me to think about color in different 
situations. This led me to question other structures, such as language, which 
Wittgenstein centers on mainly [in his Tractatus Logico-Philosophico]. The 
quote encompasses the way I think about language, and more importantly, 
about art. 
 
QC: Modern critical theory uses the tenant of binary language in 
feminist, queer and post colonialist theory – with the lattermost 
spearheaded by theoreticians such as Fanon, Saïd or Spivak. Did you 
reflect on these thinkers when creating this show? 
 
ODO: I could say, in a trendy way, that’s so 1990’s! When I first moved to 
New York, I began writing for magazines like Okwui Enwezor’s magazine 
JOCAA (Journal of Contemporary African Art) and realized that the debate to 
have was identity politics. 
 
This was an exciting time. We were really living that moment of evolution 
towards political ideas of theory and post-colonialist, racial considerations. We 
would go to lectures by Henry Louis Gates Jr., Kwame Anthony Appiah, and 
bell hooks—running from one lecture to the next trying to communicate this 
idea of African contemporary art. It was a novel concept to people. The art 
world saw African art through a limited, traditional lens. A museum curator 
would present signs from a barber shop as contemporary African art because 
they really had no clue. It simply shows how even the most intellectual people 
work from what they know. To be informed is everything. 
 
QC: Having studied both art and art theory, how have you seen 
ideation and conceptuality in art evolve during your lifetime? 
 
ODO: I think art is always conceptual. What changes is the way in which we 
interpret a work’s concept and purpose. We have a different way of looking at 
art from people outside of our culture and timeframe, outside of Western 
ideation and reference. 
 
Otherwise, we are vulnerable to a certain plateau of understanding. We must 
consider the world around us critically and make a choice from what we have 
access to. If not, we are governed by what people tell us, by language itself. 
We must understand what is being told to us on all levels in order to discern 
the world around us from all perspectives. 
 
 



AR: So in the process of questioning social norms and discovering 
their ambiguity you reach a sense of enlightenment. It is a sort of 
“sine qua non” to unlocking the unknown and moving beyond your 
own context into a personal freedom. Is this what you mean? 
 
ODO: Considering language as an artist, I have evolved to understand the 
kind of domination that language has within our reality and I try to reflect that 
through my art. Although language is universal, its various definitions are as 
subjective as its dialects. The history thereof elucidates the charged 
consequences of linguistic foundation. How we are embedded with racism 
through our very tool of communication. It is liberating once you realize how 
the formation of language forms us. The nature of how we see how everything 
is subject to change and growth. There is a newfound freedom in our ideas. 
 
AR: This emphasis on change and freedom reminds me of the titles in 
your show. Concepts of change such as Chasm, Fissure, New World, 
Door to Revolution—they recall images of precisely this premise. How 
does the prospect of change tie in with your new work? 
 
ODO: This ties back to our notion of words and colors. One cannot define a 
form or color. It will always be in vain to say red is a certain, definable thing. 
The statement loses meaning in its declaration. But simply instating “red is,” 
and stopping there, gives rise to new meanings. Because then red can be 
whatever you want it to be.  You realize the creative potential of all things. 
Life does not end in words but actually preexists language and transcends 
ideas. 
 

 
“Chasm,” Odili Donald Odita Photo: Jack Shainman Gallery 



 
QC: A feeling exists before the idea. How are feelings conveyed 
through your materials? The laminate wood you use is striking against 
vibrant acrylic. What is the significance of this pairing?  
 
ODO: It evokes a kind of virtual reality, as I alluded to with Benjamin’s Art in 
the Age of Mechanical Production. I became fascinated by this idea when I 
was working with Plexiglas and paint and the synonymous relationship 
between the two. The quasi-futurist mirroring of Plexiglas heightens the colors 
in the paint and creates this virtual effect for the viewer. There arises this 
visual phenomenon of seeing oneself and then the paint or seeing oneself 
switch between presence and absence. 
 
With the laminate wood panels, a sense of rituality is important in the 
reference to wood and nature but also in the fact that there’s a certain artifice 
to it because it is laminate. Like the Plexiglas, it is like a veneer, a surface, 
and refers to illusion. Here I am playing again with this idea of paint as a 
material. Paint as illusion—the illusionary versus natural aspects of the wood. 
 

 
“First Light,” Odili Donald Odita Photo: Jack Shainman Gallery 

 
QC: How do you think your new work functions in your thematic 
timeline? Do you find it is a seamless evolution or a fluctuating 
process swayed by your context as an artist? 
 
ODO: I think it’s a little bit of all the above. Although it’s taking from what 
already exists from past work and presenting it in a new context of 
architecture, body, and space. 
 



My recent work with wall installations connects to the idea of installation itself 
and reconnects to its historic trend. Over the past century people have come 
to see a painting as an individual object. Instead I want the body to consider 
its space, where we are aware of every step or get totally lost in the routine 
of movements without consciously thinking about it. It’s all an experience, a 
situation for the body, and we can turn those experiences into art. Art helps 
us feel alert about our spaces and thus alert about experiences we have in the 
world. 
 
AR: Do you believe your Nigerian roots influence your art? 
 
ODO: Absolutely. It informs my art and the way I think. It is just as 
informative as my access to minimalist art while I was at graduate school. It 
is very grounding for me and it helps to consider my reality as an artist.  For 
instance, we can talk about the “death of painting” and I understand that as 
a Western notion. This gives me liberty. I’m more relaxed about painting 
because I can see it from many perspectives. From a modernist African point 
of reference, as with the notion of language, you must know the history and 
context of things in order to discern reality. Grasping the scope of history and 
context can help us understand the full space of action and agency we have. 
It gives us power. 
 
This week is your last chance to catch Odili Donald Odita’s exhibition The 
Velocity of Change at Jack Shainman Gallery, on view through January 30, 
2016.	
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Painted Colors in Conflicted Motion 
by Robert C. Morgan on January 21, 2016 
 

 
Installation view, ‘Odili Donald Odita: The Velocity of Change’ at Jack Shainman Gallery (all images © Odili Donald 
Odita, courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York) (click to enlarge) 

 
Sometime in late 1997, at the former site of the New Museum, I was introduced to a 
seemingly dejected young painter named Odili Donald Odita. I say “dejected” because he 
claimed his career was going nowhere. I said something to the effect that maybe he was 
placing too much emphasis on his career rather than giving himself credit for the quality 
present in the paintings. The conversation continued. In the years that followed, things 
for Odita slowly began to change. 
 
Since then I have had the occasion to view several exhibitions of his paintings in venues 
both domestic and foreign. In addition to four shows that Odita has had over the years at 
Jack Shainman Gallery, an early exhibition at the former Alexandre de Folin Gallery on 
West 20th Street stands out in my mind, as does his large site-specific wall installation at 
the entrance to the international exhibition at the 2007 Venice Biennale. 
 
In each case, Odita has focused on diagonal, hard-edge color combinations, emphasizing 
color values and varying hues. His intention is not to illustrate color theory in his work, but 



to harden the gesture in painting in a manner that gives it dynamic force. Color becomes 
the vehicle in his work, a prerequisite to form. In contrast to theory, Odita works from a 
more intuitive perspective in arranging colors without gradation, thus holding the surface 
flat while maintaining variable depths of spatial illusion. In doing so, his paintings — 
whether stretched on canvas, painted on pre-fab wood panels, or applied directly to the 
wall — suggest a kind of conflicted illusory motion intended to inflect emotion. 

 
Odita’s current show at Jack Shainman Gallery has several 
examples of this. In “Other World” (2015), Odita’s extended 
color triangles move radically in opposition to one another. 
In “Distant Relative” (2015), the upper and lower sections 
of acrylic latex on a pre-fab door or tabletop appear 
interrupted by the manufactured design of the vertical 
space between them. And finally, in the show’s namesake, 
“The Velocity of Change” (2015), which appears directly on 
the right wall as one enters the gallery, the intervals of white 
space between the clearly defined, occasionally fractured 
sets of colored wedges simultaneously pause and 
accentuate the rhythmic momentum within the mural. 
 
While attending Bennington College, Odita was exposed to 
Color Field painting, in which the issue of emotion was 
generally displaced in relation to the formal structure 
embedded in the painting’s surface. But his adaptation of 

sharp diagonals — an attribute of form mostly foreign to Color Field painters, other than 
Kenneth Noland’s Chevrons (1963–64) — offered Odita the potential to grapple with 
emotional content through formal conflict. In his paintings, emotion arises in the clashing, 
congregated, dynamic thrusts, often framing intervals of whiteness or natural surface left 
open. 
 
Odita’s careful compositions are fundamental to the unpredictable manner in which his 
colors either conflict or coalesce with one another. The diagonals so familiar in his work 
do not always move the eye in a particular direction now, as they did at the outset of his 
career. More often than not, he willfully subverts his own placement of color spires, as 
shown in the four paintings mounted in the rear gallery at Shainman’s 24th Street location. 
Each of these paintings is isolated on its own wall, contained within its own space. The 
spires are visually jarring, as if to perpetuate an element of anxiety. We don’t contemplate 
the paintings so much as attempt to grasp the conflicting elements that energize their 
clamoring internal spaces. Two of the works, “The Door to Revolution” and “Chasm” (both 
2015), possess a similar structure, in that they’re both diagonally situated tripartite 
compositions. But the manner in which we see the vertically placed “Door to Revolution” 
is different from the way we see “Chasm,” which is horizontal. The former offers a more 
typical urban reference, while the latter takes us into the crumbling, downgraded suburbs. 
 



 
Installation view, ‘Odili Donald Odita: The Velocity of Change’ at Jack Shainman Gallery, with “The Door to Revolution” 
(2015) at left and “Chasm” (2015) at right (click to enlarge) 
 
Each surface of the four paintings in the rear gallery is “cut” into three sections. By 
ordering the complexity of these distinct, intersecting color diagonals, the artist 
paradoxically unifies them. The optical ambiguities come to the surface and then recede 
again into chaos, shifting between order and disorder. Odita’s surfaces act as windows 
that imply content, prompting a kind of seeing that provokes thought. The synaptic charge 
between the retina and cerebral cortex provokes content in relation to form. In the wedge-
like spires of color that characterize Odita’s paintings, we see subjects, not only by way 
of association with what exists in the visible world, but by way of feelings emanating from 
an unknown source. 
 
From Odita’s perspective, the flat surface of his paintings further suggests a “ground of 
whiteness” that exists prior to the application of color. This paradigm points to the 
application of shapes and color as symbolic of identity. I have difficulty getting a 
perspective on this, but I am taken with Odita’s exploration of human consciousness and 
the manner in which we perceive variations of color and feeling in the angular complexities 
he has given us. 
 
Odili Donald Odita: The Velocity of Change continues at Jack Shainman Gallery (524 W 
24th Street, Chelsea, Manhattan) through January 30. 



 
 

Politics in Bursts of Color 
By Gabrielle Bruney — Dec 19 2015 
 

	
The Velocity of Change, 2015, acrylic latex wall paint, dimensions variable. ©Odili Donald Odita. Courtesy 

of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York 
 
It’s hard to be political and yet completely abstract. Without language or recognizable 
imagery, anyone would struggle to convey a specific message. Yet Nigerian-American 
painter Odili Donald Odita embraces that struggle, and the result—an exhibition called 
The Velocity of Change, now on display at Jack Shainman Gallery—is striking, 
aesthetically mesmerizing and still politically timely. 
 

	
Chasm, 2015, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 120 inches, ©Odili Donald Odita. Courtesy of the artist and Jack 

Shainman Gallery, New York 



 
Odita problematizes language. It's a tool, that while useful, has been historically key in 
the implementation of all manner of oppression. "Inadvertently and otherwise,” he writes, 
"we have also used language to terrorize, vilify, cannibalize, ostracize, persecute, and 
subjugate others who are not in the same space of authority—this done by those that hold 
power over language, through its force of command and condemnation.” This recalls 
Audre Lorde’s famous social justice dictum that "the master's tools will never dismantle 
the master's house." Since language—especially the Wester tongues—has too often 
been central in the master’s toolkit, Odita communicates in another way: through color. 
 

	
First Light, 2015, acrylic latex on panel, 96 x 48 inches and Distant Relative, 2015, acrylic latex on panel, 

96 x 48 inches, ©Odili Donald Odita.  Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York 
 
"It has always been my intention since the beginning to make paintings as a space that 
exists before language,” he continues.  "I want to conjure from a space that is free and 
construct-less, with the intention of possibility in mind. I want to resist the binary; the faulty 
thinking that defines the experience of the Other in opposition to the "ground of 
whiteness.” Odita tells The Creators Project that he "utilizes color as a challenge to 
perceived constructions in order to make way for new conditions of possibility in thought." 
"Color is physical," writes Odita, "and I want to engage it as I would the world—as real."	
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Nasher Mural Work Completed

DURHAM, NC  

Odili Donald Odita, Shadow and Light (for Julian Francis Abele), 2015. Acrylic latex paint on wall. Dimensions variable.

Commissioned by the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New

York

One mural is done, a second to be completed.

In celebration of its 10th anniversary, the Nasher Museum of Art commissioned two murals by
Odili Donald Odita to celebrate the connection between the museum and the Duke and
Durham communities.  The first mural has been completed on a wall inside the museum, and
the second one is being painted on an outside wall of the downtown YMCA. 

In imagining the murals, Odita said he was inspired by the work of architect Julian Abele, an
AfricanAmerican who is credited with designing much of Duke's original West Campus,
including its iconic Duke Chapel.

Both murals are made possible by the Office of the Vice Provost for the Arts and Council for
the Arts Visiting Artist Program of Duke University; the Winifred Johnson Clive Foundation;
and Elizabeth Hitchins Quigley and L. Matthew Quigley. Additional generous support is
provided by Nasher Annual Fund donors.

Below, a detail from the Nasher mural.

August 24, 2015
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The HeraldSun | Bernard Thomas Painting assistants Jenna Pirello (left) and Megan BartleyMatthews work on the mural designed
and supervised by artist Odili Donald Odita at the the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University.

Color as an agent of change
Nasher commissions two murals for 10th anniversary

Aug. 03, 2015 @ 04:48 PM
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DURHAM —Muralist and painter Odili Donald Odita writes about his work as a process of immersion. On his
website, in a statement about a mural titled “Flow” that he created for the lobby of an art museum in Cincinnati,
Odita tells how he observed the space at different times of day, observing the angles of outside buildings, the
movement of people and cars, with sketchbook in hand.

Odita is now applying his process of immersion, as well as his ideas about the power of color, to create two

murals that will mark the 10  anniversary of the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University. One will be on view
in the Mary D.B.T. Semans Great Hall at the Nasher Museum, the other painted on the Foster Street wall of the
downtown Durham YMCA on West Morgan Street.  Both exhibits will go on view Oct. 4.

“When I go to a site, I like to learn a lot about the history of the space, take in as much information as possible,
only because it helps me to generate work out of that, generate ideas of what could be possible in the space,”
Odita said in an interview while he and his assistants were working on the Nasher mural. That process of
historical immersion led to the title for the Nasher piece, “Shadow and Light (for Julian Francis Abele).”

While doing his research, Odita came across information about Abele, an AfricanAmerican architect who
designed most of Duke University. Abele was the first AfricanAmerican to graduate from the architectural
school at the University of Pennsylvania, and became chief designer for the Philadelphiabased Horace
Trumbauer firm. Abele’s work designing private residences for the Dukes led to his being chosen to design Duke
University, Odita said.

That connection between Abele and the university became known in 1986, when Susan Cook, Abele’s great
grandniece, was a student at Duke and wrote a letter to the student newspaper that Abele would have applauded
students’ support for divestment from South African because of its apartheid policies.  Abele was able to design
the buildings at Duke “but because of the relations of the time he was not even able to step on campus,” Odita
said. Despite the Jim Crow laws of the time, Cook realized “this is still a country where my greatgrand uncle
could build a campus like this. So stories like that… morally and spiritually, [were] influential for me when I was
thinking about” the mural design for the Nasher, Odita said.

For the downtown YMCA piece, Odita said he has noticed the interesting contrast between old and newer
architecture, and the change in the plant life in the area during his visits to Durham, all of which he will use in the
design and colors of that mural.

Born in 1966 in Nigeria, Odita grew up in Columbus, Ohio. His many murals include works for the New Orleans
Museum of Art and the Moss Arts Center at Virginia Tech, along with exhibits in Switzerland and South Africa.

In one of his artist statements, he says that color “can change minds.” He discussed how five people viewing
the color green “see that green as they understand it together,” as a community, but “in different ways. …  So
it’s this back and forth of being able to identify it but at the same time it escapes identification …. I’m very
interested in that openness and fluidity of what color is and how it can exist in that space,” he said.

When viewers approach these new murals, Odita wants them to bring their perspectives, but also consider “other

th

options that are occurring in the work.” He explains: “Let’s say you can see the color blue and you see another
blue and a third blue and then you have to say there are three blues, but they’re different. … That’s the first part
of investigating the work.” Viewers then see those colors in relation to other colors, and in context of the size of
the mural.

“If you can reflect those things you’ve considered to people or to society then you have, I believe, a really
interesting way of looking at your world, where instead of just judging something by the cover you look deeper
into what you’re looking at or interacting with and see how complicated something as simple as meeting another
person can be,” he said. 
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Odili Donald Odita, Homeland, 2015, Acrylic on canvas, 225 x 275cm, © Odili Donald Odita, Courtesy Stevenson, Cape Town/Johannesburg. Photo: Mario Todeschini

With a career that expands over two decades, Odili Donald Odita’s abstract paintings burst
with tension and colourful patterns. They convey messages dealing with the politics of
identity such as displacement and discrimination. From being an African in America to
police brutality in the US, the Nigerianborn, Philadelphiabased visual artist caught up with
our author Stefani Jason to talk about how these scenarios play out in his body of
work, Third Degree of Separation, currently on at Stevenson Gallery in Cape Town 

Stefanie Jason: Your work in the past and your current exhibition touches a lot
on identity. Would you mind exploring this with me?

Odili Donald Odita: I grew up understanding myself as an African through my parents. And
then I came to understand that there’s a certain sense of shame that the African has to carry
in the world. A shame that deals with technology, history and its connection to the slave
trade, and so on. And there’s the reality that if I’m coming from Africa, I might not
necessarily be a direct product of the slave experience, which is connected to the African
American experience. So there’s that division and contention. For me that’s part of the things
I’m thinking of now.

SJ: Third Degree of Separation is made up of intricately designed pieces of work.
How long did it take you to create the body of work?

ODO: That work probably took a year to make. If you date the work, you can see that the
pieces go from early 2014 through to March 2015.

SJ: During that time there was a lot of turmoil in America, from Ferguson
related protests to the Eric Garner incident, and more. Did any of this affect
your work?
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ODO: Absolutely. It’s important what has happened, and that people are able to stand up to
that type of police brutality. For too long there have been people who are accepting of this
police violence because the justification is that there is a reason for it. But in most cases it is
abuse of force or overuse of force; force that does not need to be used to that degree.

Odili Donald Odita, Surface Charge 4, 2014, Acrylic on canvas, 51.2 x 66.7cm © Odili Donald Odita. Courtesy
Stevenson, Cape Town/Johannesburg. Photo: Mario Todeschini

SJ: And how have your thoughts on these issues translated into abstract work
such as your own?

ODO: It’s funny because I always find that there’s an issue with defining the translation; as if
one is equal to one. It’s really bizarre to even think of that kind of translation because music is
not painting and snow is not water. Even if snow originally comes from water, there’s an
ingredient that transforms water into snow. So you have these situations, where bodies
become victims of fists, blood becomes the result of the strike, and then you have paint on
canvas. And I’m channelling these real situations and thinking in my terminology, which
deals with lines and colours and forms and shapes, issues of contrast, friction and tension
with these materials. And I try to create a space that conveys what I’m thinking. Usually
people want a simplistic representation of these situations for their satisfaction and one has
to put much greater effort into thinking them through, thinking about how these issues can
transform themselves.

SJ: Bomb magazine compares your paintings to modal jazz, and in a video
interview, you say that “music is a means to structure the [your] work
conceptually”. How does music shape your paintings and what kind of music
does?

ODO: I love music. I sometimes think of myself as a failed musician who became a painter.
For me, music is something that is not only intellectual but emotional. It’s something that I
respond to in that way. When I was a kid in college, I was really into punk rock. But I grew up
listening to all sorts of music; my mother would sometimes listen to country music and a lot of
classical music. And my father listened to a lot of highlife, early Afrobeat and juju. And I
listened to the radio quite a lot. It was how I got through living in the suburbs of Columbus,
Ohio, because it was really boring. I later grew into rap music, hip hop, new wave and punk
rock.

SJ: And how do you relate to music?

ODO: I have this relationship to music which is something like a freeing experience. It’s
helped me escape some of the doldrums of suburbia. And music, through punk rock, helped
motivate my sense of political agency and being able to use myself as an agent for change.

SJ: It’s strange that you speak of punk rock. Because, like your body of work,
punk rock gives off a sense of anarchy or chaos, despite its traces of harmony.

ODO: Absolutely. These relationships come through [in my painting], such as tension and
space, notions of being peripheral to centrality and so forth. Going back to music, I
understood that I could use it to understand cultural moments and specificities, and to
understand the notion of what an artist is and how artists try to make change in society. So
when it came to music, I would listen to the way the singer would sing, the phrasing of the
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song, the breaks, the musicality. From Miles Davis to Iggy Pop and King Sunny Adé, the
music I was listening to was very specific; it was from the 1960s and 70s, and it spread across
the world.

SJ: So when you were working on Third Degree of Separation, what were you
listening to?

ODO: Everything [laughs].

SJ: And was there any person or one thing that sparked the creation of Third
Degree of Separation?

ODO: I was on a panel at the Guild Hall Center for the Visual and Performing Arts in East
Hampton, New York, and I was there to give a lecture alongside other panelists. We were
speaking about our work and everything just dawned on me as I was talking about my
experience as an African in America. Despite having stressed my Africanness [on the panel],
I also wanted to concern myself with the Americanness in my life. My father is an art
historian and started the art history programme of African art at the Ohio State University.
He was one of the original Zaria Rebels [formerly known as the Zaria Art Society of Nigeria,
so I grew up with this strong connection to African and Nigerian art. But I was also educated
in the States – I had teachers outside of my father’s teaching at home. So with my painting, I
wanted to acknowledge all of this. Also, my wife is Swiss, so I have this European
consideration that I bring into my work.

SJ: So I guess you were faced with yourself at this time.

ODO: Yes. It was really interesting. Because I was asking myself things like, what position
does my voice have within an African American landscape? Is it taken as equal or as tertiary?
I was thinking a lot about my voice: is it a First World voice, a Second or a Third World voice?
And what voice do I connect to? Is my Nigerian voice relevant and how is it relevant in
America?

Odili Donald Odita, Accelerator, 2014, Acrylic on canvas, 127 x 152.5cm © Odili Donald Odita.
Courtesy Stevenson, Cape Town/Johannesburg. Photo: Mario Todeschini

SJ: Your use of patterns, space and colour in your art is bold and emits emotion.
Regarding your patterns, do you have a vocabulary for them? Do you repeat the
same kind of patterns? Or is each pattern unique?

ODO: The pattern for me really comes into play in the structuring of the painting. I’m taking
one pattern from one situation and I combine it with another from another situation to make
a third situation. I’d say that my patterns for my paintings began in 1998. I have several
books with hundreds of pages of patterns. I organise them all by date and the majority of
them have not been used. These patterns are the basis of food for thought for me. They
could’ve meant something when I originally made them but it often happens that I come back
to them years later and use them in my paintings, which might change their meaning.

SJ: You explore the theory of third spaces in this body of work and your artwork
evokes a mashup of SMPTE colour bars (TV stripes) and West African prints.
Would you consider incorporating digital spaces of art creation?

http://www.tate.org.uk/learn/online-resources/glossary/z/zaria-art-society


Stefanie Jason lives in Johannesburg and is an arts and culture writer for South African
publication Mail & Guardian. Her writing focus is on visual arts in the country and music.

ODO: I can’t escape the fact that my painting is made by my hand, and my body is part of that
experience as much as mind. And that’s the reality I want to maintain with my work. I know
that there’s a lot of my work online, but you really have to stand in front my paintings to feel
the physicality of them.

SJ: What are you currently working on?

ODO: I’m working on several wall installation projects. One for Yale University and two for
the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University.

Odili Donald Odita, Third Degree of Separation, March 5 – April 11, 2015,
STEVENSON, Cape Town.
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A New York Subway Line That Doubles as an
Art Gallery
OCT. 15, 2014

Building Blocks

By DAVID W. DUNLAP

For a picturesque ride, few railroads in New York rival Amtrak’s Empire line
along the Hudson River.

The West End line on the D train, between Sunset Park and Coney
Island in Brooklyn, would not seem to be among them.

What it lacks in scenery, however, it makes up in art. Twelve of the 14
stations between 36th Street and the Stillwell Avenue terminus now offer
some kind of visual delight: mosaic proletarians, cast bronze bees and a 20-
foot-long translucent hot dog. (You’ll never guess where.)

The works were commissioned by the Arts and Design program of the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority, which is typically allotted 0.5 to 1
percent of a rehabilitation budget for subway and commuter rail stations.

After an $88 million refurbishing of seven stations on the West End
line, completed in 2012, D trains in southwestern Brooklyn travel through
one of the greatest concentrations of public artwork in the subway system.

“I really, really liked the idea that they would be seen by people who do
not or cannot frequent art galleries and museums, or who can’t afford to buy
an expensive piece of art,” said the artist Portia Munson, whose brilliant
floral mandalas have transformed the Fort Hamilton Parkway station.
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The Arts and Design program has earned the right to call itself a
museum, but it’s a museum in which one gallery can be 15 minutes away
from the next. On the West End line, by contrast, you can hop on and off the
train, covering a lot of artistic ground in not much time.

And this is a good moment to take stock of Arts and Design (known
until recently as Arts for Transit), as it approaches its 30th anniversary.

For one thing, the largest single artwork ever commissioned under the
program, “Sky Reflector-Net,” by James Carpenter Design Associates,
Grimshaw Architects and Arup, is to go on view this fall when the new
Fulton Center opens in Lower Manhattan.

The net — a 79-foot-high tapering, truncated cone of reflective
aluminum diamonds set in a stainless-steel tracery — also appears on the
cover of “New York’s Underground Art Museum: M.T.A. Arts and Design,”
by Sandra Bloodworth and William Ayres, which is to be published this
month. The catalog updates “Along the Way: M.T.A. Arts for Transit,” from
2006, with many new projects.

Arts and Design has also reached the point of being established firmly
enough to provoke a parody. Last month, three illicit sculptures were added
to the “Life Underground” groupings by Tom Otterness in the 14th Street
station of the Eighth Avenue line. They imitated his style, a blend of whimsy
and biting commentary on corruption and greed.

The figures showed a man pointing a gun at a dog, and a distant
bystander. A freelance creative director who took credit for the installation,
Andrew Tider, said the reference was to Mr. Otterness having made a film in
the 1970s in which he shot a dog. Mr. Tider said Mr. Otterness should have
included himself in the “Life Underground” tableaux. (Mr. Otterness had
apologized years earlier for what he called an “indefensible act.”)

The figures were removed almost immediately.
No such controversy seems imaginable among the latest additions to

the West End line, a distant successor of the Brooklyn, Bath and West End
Railroad. On the platforms of six elevated stations, windscreen panels of
laminated glass display lovely translucent imagery.
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“These projects are like little jewels,” said Ms. Bloodworth, the director
of Arts and Design. Officials have taken something of a gamble using glass.
“We have to trust, as we have, that the higher nature of the citizenry will
come out when they see these beautiful works,” Ms. Bloodworth said.

In case your D train is delayed, these works repay study. Some, like
Odili Donald Odita’s “Kaleidoscope” at 20th Avenue and Amy Cheng’s
“Rediscovery” at 25th Avenue, are large-scale abstractions that can be
appreciated from a passing train.

At the other end of the spectrum is the intricacy of Daniel Zeller’s
“Internal Connectivity” at Bay 50th Street. His scaleless abstractions can be
read as topographic maps or as tissue samples under an electron
microscope.

Ms. Munson straddles the spectrum with “Gardens of Fort Hamilton
Parkway Station.” Her symmetrical arrangements of flowers, florets, petals
and weeds can be appreciated from inches away or from across the tracks. At
that distance, they look like stained glass, especially “July Mandala Garden,”
a rose window formed of a four-leaf clover, a sunflower, blue dayflowers, red
zinnia petals, yellow coreopsis, globe thistles and daisy petals.

Though she lives in the Catskills, Ms. Munson comes to the city with
some frequency. On one visit, she was describing the nature of her artwork
to an acquaintance who was pleased to tell her after a few minutes, “You
know, it sounds a lot like this amazing subway station in Brooklyn.”

© 2014 The New York Times Company
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“Donald Judd didn’t have to explain himself.
Why do I have to?” asks Jennie C. Jones, an African
American abstract painter who has grappled with
the issue of how her work can or should reflect her
race. “Fred Sandback can make this beautiful line
and not have to have it literally be a
metaphor for his cultural identity.” 
Jones, 45, sidestepped the debates

around multiculturalism that were
raging when she was in school in the
1980s and gravitated toward Mini-
malism. Yet over the last decade, she
has forged a conceptual link in her
work between the histories of ab-
straction and of modern jazz in
America—“black guys in the 1950s
taking jazz into the concert hall and
making it this bluesy hybrid with
Bach,” as she puts it.
In her recent show at Sikkema

Jenkins in New York, an atonal sound en-
vironment accompanied her monochromatic
paintings that had acoustic panels attached to the
canvases. Strips of fluorescent color painted on the
edges of the canvases bounced off the white walls
and created a sense of movement, rhythm, and vi-
bration. “This art and music juncture,” she says,
“gave me the permission to point to something in

the room that said, ‘I didn’t fall out of the sky.’”
The contributions of African American artists to

the inventions of abstract painting have historically
been overlooked, or else fraught with the kind of
questions faced by Jones. “Generations of black

abstract painters never seem to be cele-
brated,” says Valerie Cassel Oliver, senior

curator at the Contemporary Arts
Museum Houston, where she re-
cently organized “Black in the Ab-
stract,” a two-part exhibition that
focused on the history of African
American painters working in ab-
straction. She placed younger artists,
including Jones, Shinique Smith, and
Angel Otero, in dialogue with mem-
bers of the older generation, such as
Felrath Hines, Alma Thomas, and Ro-
mare Bearden, who were producing
seminal works in the 1960s. 

“You find these artists being marginal-
ized on both ends of the spectrum,” Cassel

Oliver continues. “There was this manifesto with the
Black Arts Movement that you did work that re-
flected the beauty of that community in no uncertain
terms,” she says, referring to a group that coalesced

Black
Abstraction:

Not a Contradiction
Long marginalized by their community

and overlooked by the art market,

African American abstractionists are

finally coming into the spotlight 

BY HILARIE M. SHEETS
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Hilarie M. Sheets is an ARTnews contributing editor.
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in the 1960s to promote social and political engage-
ment in art and literature. “Oftentimes abstract
painting is not as celebrated as more figurative work
by the black community. From the mainstream art
world, it’s just the sense of not being preoccupied

with what black artists are doing, period.”
The 1960 canvas Strange Land, included in the

Houston show, would be unrecognizable to most
viewers as a work by Bearden. It wasn’t until 1964,
when he started making collages inspired by the

OPPOSITE Al Loving, Untitled, 1969. The illusionary cube is the signature image in his early abstractions. ABOVE Odili Donald Odita,
Firewall, 2013. The Nigerian-born Odili’s zigzagging shards of vibrant color suggest colliding cultures and emotions.  
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rituals and rhythms of
African American life,
that he achieved ac-
claim. Bearden and his
contemporary Jacob
Lawrence, whose sub-
ject matter was similar,
were the most
renowned African
American artists of
their time. Their sensi-
tive portrayals of black
families were the kind
of works many thought
were needed and that
they expected from
black artists. Yet Bear-
den, in his 1946 essay
“The Negro Artist’s
Dilemma,” bristled at
the tendency to critique
work by blacks on “so-
ciological rather than
esthetic” merits. His ex-
tensive experimentation
with Abstract Expres-
sionism from 1952 to
1964 has gone virtually
unnoticed. The first ex-
hibition devoted to this
lost decade of his work
is being prepared by the
Neuberger Museum of
Art in Purchase, New York.
“It took a lot of integrity and a lot of courage for

an African American artist to be an abstractionist in
the 1950s, ’60s, ’70s even,” says Michael Rosenfeld,
who organized “Beyond the Spectrum: Abstraction
in African American Art, 1950–1975” at his Chelsea
gallery earlier this year. The show brought together
what Rosenfeld calls the first-generation African
American abstract artists—Charles Alston, Harold
Cousins, Beauford Delaney, Norman Lewis, Alma
Thomas, and Hale Woodruff—and the second gen-
eration, including Frank Bowling, Edward Clark,
Melvin Edwards, Sam Gilliam, Richard Hunt, Al Lov-
ing, Howardena Pindell, William T. Williams, and
Jack Whitten.
Rosenfeld points out that Norman Lewis

(1909–79) participated in the landmark symposium
organized in 1950 by Robert Motherwell and Lewis’s
friend Ad Reinhardt and held at Studio 35 in New
York, where the artists present debated what to call
the new art movement. (Abstract Exressionism was
the term that eventually prevailed.) Yet Lewis is rou-
tinely omitted from the narrative of this defining
moment in American art. The first comprehensive
overview of his career opens in November 2015 at
the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in
Philadelphia.

Alma Thomas was
picked up by the
Martha Jackson Gallery
in the 1960s and was
the first African Ameri-
can woman to have an
exhibition at the Whit-
ney Museum in 1972.
Yet she is not well
known today.
“The African Ameri-

can Abstract Expres-
sionists are part of the
same movement as
their white counter-
parts,” says Rosenfeld,
“delving within them-
selves and trying to
express something
universal.”
While all these artists

resisted the pressure to
paint images that told
stories of black experi-
ence, most were very
politically engaged.
“Witness: Art and Civil
Rights in the Sixties,”
on view at the Brook-
lyn Museum through
July 6, includes works
by several committed
abstractionists who

found ways to meld their art and activism.
The 80-year-old Sam Gilliam, known for his rav-

ishing color-field canvases that he sometimes drapes
sculpturally on the wall, painted a monumental can-
vas stained and splattered all over with hot pinks
and reds, titled Red April (1970), in direct response
to the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. on
April 4, 1968.
Lewis’s Untitled (Alabama) from 1967 shows a

crowd of abstracted angular figures in white packed
into a bladelike shape slicing through a black field.
The artist always disavowed overt narrative content
in his work, but the visual suggestion of hooded
Klansmen together with the title clearly alludes to
the civil rights movement.
“Lewis became a beacon for the next generation,

moving into an abstract space and saying, ‘I don’t
have to put that burden of representation on my
work,’” says Kellie Jones, cocurator of “Witness”
and associate professor of art history and archeol-
ogy at Columbia University. “Somebody like Jack
Whitten makes the same decision.”
The Brooklyn show includes Whitten’s Birming-

ham 1964, in which a newspaper photograph of a
confrontation in Birmingham is partially revealed
under layers of stocking mesh and black oil paint,
like a wound that can’t be covered over. The
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Angel Otero, Everything and Nothing, 2011. An innovator with 
materials, he collaged oil-paint skins on canvas for this work. 
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Strange Land, 1960, would be unrecognizable to most viewers as a painting by Romare Bearden.
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74-year-old artist, who grew up in Alabama and
moved to New York in 1960 as an art student,
revered the Abstract Expressionists, many of whom
he met at the Cedar Tavern. While Whitten said he
felt pressure to make work about the civil rights
movement in the 1960s—and wanted to do so—he
made a decisive leap into abstraction in 1970.
“If I was going to get around Bill de Kooning,

first of all I had to go faster than he, and second of
all I had to do something much larger than he,”
says Whitten, who created a 12-foot-wide tool he
called the “developer” to drag paint in a single ges-
ture across the entire picture plane. (This was a
decade before Gerhard Richter began his heralded
abstract paintings using a similar technique.) Whit-
ten, who shows at Alexander Gray Associates in
New York, will be the subject of a major retrospec-
tive at the Museum of Contemporary Art San
Diego in September.

As a graduate student at Yale in the mid-1960s
Howardena Pindell, 71, also found inspiration in
the work of the older generation of abstractionists
—namely Ad Reinhardt’s paintings of close-value
colors and Larry Poons’s Op art canvases of circles

66 June 2014 ARTnews
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TOP Howardena Pindell, Untitled #18 (detail), 1977. 
A memory of discrimination in childhood played a role in 
her work.  ABOVE Shinique Smith, Kaleidoscope, 2013.
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mented with color, surface, and texture. She cut
out hundreds of tiny paper dots with a standard
hole puncher, collaged them onto cut-and-quilted
canvases, and smothered them in layers of acrylic,
dye, sequins, glitter, and powder. One of them, the
pale, luminous Untitled #20: Dutch Wives, Circled
and Squared (1978), was included in “Black in the
Abstract.” 
“I remember going with my abstract work to the

Studio Museum in Harlem, and the director at the
time said to me, ‘Go downtown and show with the
white boys,’” says Pindell, adding that William T.
Williams and Al Loving met with the same kind of
response. “We were basically considered traitors be-
cause we didn’t do specifically didactic work.”
Pindell, who just had an exhibition at Garth

Greenan in New York, says her conscious intention
was to explore the esthetic possibilities of the circle
when she started on those works. Then she was

Alma Thomas, Untitled, 1968. She was the first black woman to exhibit at the Whitney Museum. 
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startled by a childhood memory that came back to
her. On a car ride through Kentucky in the 1950s,
she and her father, who lived in Philadelphia,
stopped at a root-beer stand and were served mugs
with red circles on the bottom.
“I asked my father, ‘What is this red circle?’” she

recalls. “He said, ‘That’s because we’re black and we
cannot use the same utensils as the whites.’ I real-
ized that’s really the origin of my being driven to try
to change the circle in my mind, trying to take the
sting out of that.”
Odili Donald Odita, 48, says that he feels in-

debted to the persistence of the older generation of
black abstract artists who asserted personal free-
dom in the face of an art market that rewarded cul-
tural and political stereotypes. In the early 1990s,
as a young artist out of graduate school at Ben-
nington College in Vermont, where he studied the
work of mainstream abstract painters such as
Helen Frankenthaler and Kenneth Noland, Odita
got a job at Kenkeleba House in New York, owned
by the painter Joe Overstreet, who collected and
showed work by African American artists. Stunned
that he had never heard of these artists, Odita
began a project to interview abstract painters from
the 1970s and 1980s, such as Pindell, Loving, Ed-
ward Clark, Frank Bowling, and Stanley Whitney.
Odita’s research grew into a series of talks he has
given at universities over the years.
“Any kind of formal invention in the work of

black artists was seen as, if not second rate, then
something done the second time around,” says
Odita, noting that Clark laid claim to making the
first shaped painting—before Frank Stella—and
that the king-making art critic Clement Greenberg
regularly visited Bowling’s studio but never took
the opportunity to write one word in support of his
work. “In the competition of the avant garde in
modern art, these older-generation African Ameri-
cans felt disenfranchised and marginalized in the
race to advance art.”  
Odita didn’t want his own work subsumed under

the standard narrative of Stella and Noland, and all
this information helped him navigate his path as an
abstract artist. Because his family fled the civil war
in Nigeria when he was a baby and settled in Ohio,
he grew up with the duality of African traditions at
home and American pop culture in school. In 1999,
he started making geometric paintings in which
shards of vibrant colors zigzag and abut in composi-
tions that suggest colliding cultures and emotions.
“I wanted people to identify the trope of Africa

with this structure and color and see the patterns of
one world and another world pushing into the space
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ABOVE LEFT Charles Alston, Troubadour, ca. 1955. 
LEFT Frank Bowling, Tony’s Anvil, 1975. They are

among the early black abstractionists now 
receiving attention after years of relative neglect.
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Jack Whitten, Chinese Sincerity, 1975. He made a leap from politically engaged work into abstraction.   
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of the painting,” Odita says. He draws on the palette
and designs of African textiles, TV test patterns, the
Nigerian landscape, and suburban wallpaper in his
work, which he shows at Jack Shainman in New
York. “If it’s successful, it doesn’t end in that trope.
Then people start engaging with other things that are
occurring—texture, color, the dynamic of the com-
position, light, what the space creates, how it relates
to your body and mind,” he says.

James Little, 60, also has an affinity for color,
design, and structure in his hard-edge abstract paint-
ings that are strongly influenced by jazz. “I’ve fig-
ured out ways of suggesting movement, rhythm,
speed, and how to shift color,” says Little, pointing
out that de Kooning and Piet Mondrian were also re-
sponding directly to jazz. “I felt that abstraction,
coming from my background, which was a very seg-
regated upbringing in Tennessee, reflected for me the
best expression of self-determination and optimism
and freedom. I’ve had to do an uphill battle in a lot
of ways in the art world on both sides, amongst the
blacks and whites, but I’ve just really stuck with
what I believe in.” His canvas Juju Boogie Woogie
(2013) was included in “Black in the Abstract.”

June Kelly, whose gallery represents Little, has no-
ticed a positive shift in the art world at large toward
black abstract painters. “There’s a wonderful group
of collectors who are more receptive to the work of
black abstract painters now,” says Kelly. “As they
read more and look, they see the need to open up
their collections. The writings and exhibitions of
black historians and curators such as David Driskell,
Kellie Jones, Richard J. Powell, Lowery Stokes Sims,
Judith Wilson, and Valerie Cassel Oliver are making a
difference.” 
Jennie C. Jones is thrilled by the large number of

black collectors who are now interested in her work.
She credits, in part, Studio Museum director Thelma
Golden, who has organized such shows as “Energy/
Experimentation: Black Artists and Abstraction
1964–1980” in 2006.
“Over the last 20 years, she has been really edu-

cating black collectors to step away from focusing
on the WPA era,” says Jones, who will have a solo
show at the Contemporary Arts Museum Houston
in October. “I have black collectors today who say,
‘I’ve always been in love with Russian Construc-
tivism, and now I feel I can have something close
to that but reframed in a new context.’”     �
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“My passion has really been in exhibi-
tions uncovering those things that are in
plain sight,” says Valerie Cassel Oliver,
who has been a curator at the Contem-
porary Arts Museum Houston (CAMH)
since 2000. 
In addition to her most recent exhibi-

tion, which looks at the neglected history
of African American painters working in
abstraction, she has established the lin-
eage of black artists marginalized in
other areas, with exhibitions such as
“Double Consciousness: Black Concep-
tual Art Since 1970” (2005), “Cinema
Remixed & Reloaded: Black Women
Artists and the Moving Image Since
1970” (2007), and “Radical Presence:
Black Performance in Contemporary
Art” (2012). She has also organized
broad thematic shows such as “Splat
Boom Pow! The Influence of Cartoons in
Contemporary Art” (2003) and
“Hand+Made: The Performative Impulse
in Art and Craft” (2010). 
For Cassel Oliver, who is 51 and a

native Houstonian, the Contemporary
Arts Museum was a formative place.
“The world was very small in Houston
when I was growing up and the CAMH

provided a worldview that was much
more expansive than what existed for
me at that time,” she says. She re-
members first coming to the museum
as a teenager and being exposed to
Andy Warhol and Joseph Beuys.
As an undergraduate at the Univer-

sity of Texas at Austin, Cassel Oliver
studied communications. She went on
to get her master’s degree in art his-
tory at Howard University in 1992.
Throughout graduate school and after,
she worked at the National Endow-
ment for the Arts, during the height of
the controversy over public funding for
the arts. In 1996, she became director
of the Visiting Artists Program at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
Cassel Oliver was a cocurator of the
2000 Whitney Biennial in New York
before taking the job in Houston. 
“Since the museum was very open

to my vision, here was a golden oppor-
tunity to expand the history and to talk
about the evolution of various genres
and where black artists fit within those
spectrums,” says Cassel Oliver, who in
2011 received the Driskell Prize for her
contribution to the field of African

American art and art history. “There are
more younger artists now in art schools,
trying to find their own legacies and not
seeing themselves reflected. They are
not the first ones doing this type of
work. It’s basically shedding light on
what is right in front of you.” — H.M.S.

Double-Consciousness Raising

Valerie Cassel Oliver’s aim is to 
expand the history of black artists.
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ODILI DONALD ODITA’S MESMERIZING PAINTINGS 

By Sola Agustsson | October 24, 2013 

Nigerian-born artist Odili Donald Odita’s third solo exhibition at the Jack 
Shainman Gallery is entirely stunning. The paintings at first appear abstract, perhaps 
referencing Picasso‟s early abstract paintings, but in reality are careful studies in color 
and light refraction. Sister Midnight is theoretically an interpretation of a veil falling. 
Plane Shifter articulates the refraction of sunlight through a stream. Many of his 
paintings are abstracted Nigerian landscapes, kaleidoscopic visions of remembered 
mountains and rivers obscured by time and space. 
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His color sensibility is akin to a mathematician‟s. The painter meticulously maps out 
each painting‟s angular design and chromatic scheme. Inspired by the vibrant textiles of 
his home country Nigeria, Odita fuses these patterns with elements of Western 
modernity. The splintering effect of his designs speaks to the idea of the “other” and 
parallels the displacement he felt growing up in Midwestern America. Odita‟s family fled 
Nigeria just before the start of the Biafran war in 1967. The fragmented nature of his 
paintings visually represents the postcolonial existence, which lacks a definite center. 

Says Odita: “Rather than work in institutionally grounded aesthetic systems where the 
containment of color occurs because of assumed and prejudiced notions of color as 
aberrant, abject and superficial, it has always been my intention to work without the 
„fear of color,‟ which is in itself a censoring, limiting and debilitating condition.” 

Each of his large-scale works, including a mural in the entrance of the gallery, is 
mesmerizing. Though the arrangement of the colors and shapes are exacting, they are 
sometimes intentionally irregular, making the patterns even more compelling. 

Odita has been commissioned to produce many murals, including one outside New 
York Presbyterian/Weill Cornell Medical Center in 2012. Previously a drab grey 
wall sat across from the patient‟s rooms (which was so oppressive that nurses avoided 
putting patients in that room), Odita‟s new mural now brightens visits. 

Odita also is interested in music and says he explores this medium to understand the 
human condition. He has had solo exhibitions at the Yerba Buena Center, The 
Studio Museum in Harlem, and the Institute of Contemporary Art in 
Philadelphia. He lives and works in Philadelphia. 

“This, That and the Other” is on view at the Jack Shainman Gallery through November 
16. 
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Odili Donald Odita 
BETA PICTORIS GALLERY / MAUS CONTEMPORARY 
2411 Second Avenue North 
March 15–April 19 
 

 

Odili Donald Odita, X-Ray, 2013, gouache on paper, collage, 14 3/4 x 12 1/2”. 

 

Odili Donald Odita is well known for large-scale, hardedge abstract paintings of syncopated shards of high-
volume color. But for two decades, a different, more intimate body of work has woven through this output 
like a contrapuntal melody. For “Grey,” his first solo show in this relatively new gallery—which is already 
carving out a niche with its smart program in an unlikely southern city—Odita debuts nineteen small works 
on paper that have been made over the past ten years. 
 
Several abstractions here evoke a Minimalist vocabulary that—unlike Odita’s sprawling paintings—mostly 
cleave to a modernist grid and employ a palette of primary colors. A single horizontal bar of saffron yellow 
against the white ground of Sword (all works cited, 2013) distills Mondrian into a meditative object. 
Meanwhile, the stacked black bars inDaylight invite the memory of Judd’s stacked boxes. But by altering the 
dimensions and color of the uppermost bar, Odita adds a directional vector and thus introduces the element 
of time. Some of the paintings are loose and expressionistic, such as X-Ray, with its central panel of rib-like 
marks over a solid red background. The rest of the show offers figurative works, many showing decorated 
faces naively drawn or clipped from news media. Emitting less vibratory energy than the abstract works, 
these latter pieces nevertheless touch on themes of cultural distance prevalent throughout Odita’s oeuvre. 
 
One of the most important aspects of these small works is the great light they shed on Odita’s major 
paintings (not on view). The figurative works inoculate against claims that his work aims for a bland 
universalism. What’s more, the abstract works demonstrate how a heightened perception can produce 
narrative associations and experiential depth from the simplest artistic gestures. 

— Cinqué Hicks 

http://artforum.com/archive/id=40090
http://artforum.com/guide/country=US&place=Birmingham%2C%20AL&jump=10990#location10990
http://artforum.com/search/search=%22Odili%20Donald%20Odita%22
http://artforum.com/contributors/name=cinque-hicks
http://artforum.com/picks/section=us
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Nobody Goes to the Hospital for the View, but… 
 RANDY LEONARD by

 

 
Librado Romero/The New York Times 

A wall outside New-York Presbyterian/Weill Cornell Medical Center in Manhattan was recently painted, much to the delight 
of patients and hospital workers who used to see a blank industrial wall outside their windows.  

 

Being a hospital patient is usually not a pleasant experience. For some patients at New-York 

Presbyterian/Weill Cornell Medical Center, stays were not enhanced by the view out the 

window: a bland white industrial wall. 

 

The drab barrier – erected in 2010 a stone’s throw from patient rooms on the fourth and fifth 

floors to hide newer mechanical systems – presented such a dismal sight that nurses would 

avoid putting patients in those rooms. Whenever space became available, they would move 

patients from the west side, with the view of the plain wall, to the coveted east side, where light 
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bounces off the waves of the East River and a steady stream of boat traffic passes Roosevelt 

Island. 

 

But much to the delight of patients and the hospital staff, workers recently removed scaffolding 

in front of the wall to reveal a mural of dazzling color. 

 

“I just think the lines are beautiful,” said Michelle Miller, a patient, as she sat in a chair with a 

view out her fifth-story window. “They were finishing it yesterday, when I was moved into the 

room. I thought it was gorgeous.” 

 

The 5,000-square-foot abstract painting is a vibrant series of vertical diamond and chevron 

shapes of blue, purple, green, and ocher – created byOdili Donald Odita, a well-known artist 

with a worldwide following. 

“I’m a huge modern art fan,” said Ms. Miller, 42. “I see a lot of different things in it.” 

 

The crenulated greens and blues are like earth and water, she said, adding that she saw people 

interacting and shapes that reminded her of a celestial being. 

 

“When you’re in the hospital you have work to do, I mean getting well is your work,” said Ms. 

Miller, who was being treated for alcohol withdrawal. She added that a positive environment 

“helps expedite your improvement.” 

 

Hospital workers agreed that having natural light and pleasing aesthetic surroundings was an 

important part of caring for patients. “It just makes such a difference,” said Caroline Olivetti, a 

nurse in the cardiac unit on the hospital’s fourth floor. 

 

She said she went around opening curtains to give patients a view of the hospital’s newest 

artwork. “We don’t mind putting people over here now,” she said. 

 

“I like it, and it’s beautiful,” said Alma Mercado, 79, a Brooklyn resident who was rushed to the 

hospital after having a heart attack. “It’s so bright.” 

 

Ms. Mercado is big on color, pointing out a patterned purple blouse hanging in the closet in her 

room on the cardiac unit. Her nails were freshly coated in a greenish blue. 

 

Ever since the wall went up, hospital officials had been wondering how to make it more 

appealing; they even considered projecting an image of the East River onto it. In the end, they 

settled on a painting and commissioned Mr. Odita to do the work. 

 

Mr. Odita said he was challenged by the responsibility of painting the mural, given its location. 

“It was almost daunting to think of doing something at that scale and at an institution of that 

importance,” said Mr. Odita, in a recent telephone interview from Cape Town, where he was 

setting up a gallery exhibition. “I knew the comparison would always be the East River. I wanted 

to have and include nature without illustrating it.” 

 

Mr. Odita, who was born in Nigeria and raised in Ohio, said his mural, “Time and Time,” took 

about two months to complete. His work has been featured in exhibitions in America, Africa and 

Europe. 

http://www.odilidonaldodita.com/
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Realizing that the mural would be visible by people from the infant nursery on the seventh floor 

to the elderly in the cardiac unit, Mr. Odita wanted it to represent the cycle of life, and give 

solace to viewers by helping them see their place in that cycle. 

 

He knew that unlike gallery browsers, patients would face his painting for hours and even days. 

He hoped someone staring at the complex shards might “allow the color to open up other ideas 

of possibilities or considerations of what might be going on in their life,” he said. 

 

Ms. Miller said gazing at the mural gave her encouragement. 

 

“It’s inspirational for me,” she said. “It makes me feel like I want to get out of these cream-

colored walls and go back to life.” 

 

 
Librado Romero/The New York Times 

The wall had been bare for years and some patients complained that staring at it was not good for their mood.  

A version of this article appears in print on 10/26/2012, on page A29 of the NewYork edition with the headline: At Hospital, 

Color Is Added To Patients’ View. 
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ODILI DONALD ODITA

INTERVIEWED BY ROBERT HOBBS

RH: Early on in your development you embraced 

conceptual art and such conceptually oriented practices 

as the one Félix Gonzalez-Torres originated. Traditionally 

colour has been regarded as antithetical to conceptual 

art and, in fact, was almost entirely abandoned by 

conceptual artists in the 1960s and 70s for sub-aesthetic 

propositions made with typing paper, printed words, 

typescript and grainy photographs, causing some critics 

to mistakenly believe that this art totally dispensed 

with so-called objects in favour of ideas. Given this 

circumstance, how do you explain endorsing colour in 

your conceptually oriented practice? What convinced 

you to return to painting in 1998 after rejecting it for 

explorations of identity through multi-media based 

installations, digitally manipulated images and photo-

based art, and after having moved away from painting by 

opting to work as a critic and curator?

ODO: Colour has become for me a way to explore 
perception while locating it as a construct within 
a social/cultural space. I am interested in looking 
at colour as a parallel to ‘peoples of colour’, for 
example, by basically taking the formal construct, 
colour, as a means for addressing this and other 
social circumstances. My return to painting was a ‘why 
not’ situation. Through my work as an independent 
curator and critic in the 1990s, I was able to visit 

studios around the world and in the process gain great 
insight into the working methods of many artists. 
Ultimately, it did not make sense not to paint. During 
the time when I did not paint, I was working with 
photo-based methods and employing the ideas and 
properties of painting anyway. I thought like a painter, 
even when making the photo-based work, so it made 
even more sense to go back to painting and confront 
its limitations as positive, rather than as negative.

Perhaps colour is the single most difficult aspect of art 

to describe. In your writings about your work and also in 

a number of your recorded conversations, you provide 

a schematic to your overall programme, consisting of 

a basic armature of black-and-white values, which you 

in turn nuance with colour. You equate both black and 

white as well as the many hues you employ in your work 

(numbering oftentimes in the dozens and sometimes 

even more than a hundred) with a range of social, 

historical and psychological ideas. My question to you 

is: even though you might have strong social, political, 

cultural and personal associations with certain colours, 

how can you be sure viewers will react in the same way? 

Or will your own personal resonances create special 

intensities capable of engaging viewers, but leaving 

them free to interpret the range of hues according to 

their own experiences?

Yes, I agree, and I do believe I work through your 
latter point. There is no way I can play music, let’s say, 
and expect everyone to dance. I have to believe I create 
enough of a situation for the viewer to enter the work 
through a particular and defined doorway. It might 
be in the colour schemata, or in the overall design of 
the patterns within the work. Essentially, I do think I 

Interview between Odili Donald Odita and Robert Hobbs.  Africa and Abstraction.  June 14-17, 2012: pp. 29-41, illustrated.
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play with some stereotypical aspects of what one might 
think of African patterning, place and authenticity, 
as well as address my own sense of origin and the 
foundations of my own intellectual inquiry. 

Does colour in your work function ideologically, 

universally and poetically, the latter taking the form 

of metaphor or metonymy, for example? 

I believe colour in my work does all the things you 
describe and possibly more. I do not think that colour 
can be ‘controlled’. Rather, I wish to play with its 
relativity, as I believe there is freedom in this for myself, 
as well as for the viewer in what can be imagined.

A related question regarding colour: can it function  

both as a transcendent element and contradictorily as 

a concrete device in your art?

Yes to both. It is not that I want to have my cake and 
eat it too, but I believe colour is a force of its own, 
which I try to direct through my vision of it.

In 2007 you completed the mural Equalizer for the 

Studio Museum in Harlem. When you described the 

completed work, you provided a specific allegory for it 

based on different sets of tonalities for each wall, thus 

transforming the work into a contemporary yet abstract 

history cycle connecting it to the African diaspora. Would 

you briefly recount the cycle you had in mind and would 

you please explain how colour works on a number of 

different and perhaps even contradictory levels in it?

This point you bring up is what I like about colour 
– its contradictory nature. As a colour can be cool

or warm, depending on its condition, this can also 
be said of a person. For example, does a person see a 
partially filled glass of water as half empty or half full? 
My ideas behind the Equalizer installation were specific 
to the venue where the work was installed (The Studio 
Museum in Harlem) and the understandings I have 
as a Nigerian about my relationship to race and 
history in America. I wanted to tell a story about my 
own personal journey to America, as much as one 
about the great crossing of people of African descent 
from Africa to America during the age of slave trade 
in America. The piece was formatted like a comic 
book or an illuminated manuscript on many levels 
for me. The title of the piece makes popular cultural 
references to 1970s ‘Blaxploitation’ films, as well as 
action-drama TV shows at that time. Each wall in the 
installation comprises a page in the story I wanted to 
convey. I also wanted the viewer to see the entire work 
from the centre of the room. The cycle starts with the 
red wall – the great explosion/exodus, then it moves 
to the ocean, treacherous waters, before advancing to 
a cold mountainous landscape juxtaposed against a 
more luscious one – home? – that sits beside it. The 
last wall suggests the contemporary world present in 
a continuous struggle to find an integration of figure 
and ground and a balancing of the figure within 
the space. I adjusted the colours in this last wall so 
that they could picture this dilemma and convey 
in addition the possibility of coexisting figurative 
elements (the brown tonalities within the ground). 
This same wall painting was partly inspired by Jackson 
Pollock’s Blue Poles, in as much as I believe that in  
his later work he was trying to interject figures, or 
figural elements, within his volcanic and frenzied 
painterly grounds.
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Ever since the French Orphist painter Robert Delaunay 

and the American Synchromists Morgan Russell and 

Stanton Macdonald-Wright attempted in the first decades 

of the 20th century to create a viable alternative art to 

Cubism by predicating painting on a structure comprised 

of colour, there have been a number of ongoing attempts 

to understand this most unwieldy artistic component. 

Subsequently, such artists as the Bauhaus professor 

Josef Albers and the mid-century American Colour 

Field painters Morris Louis, Helen Frankenthaler and 

Kenneth Noland took up this challenge and made 

important contributions to this tradition. As a painter 

coming into maturity in the late 20th and early 21st 

century, how have you picked up this tradition and 

what exact contributions do you feel you have made 

to the understanding of colour’s structuring capacity? 

In some of the notes you have shared with me, you 

included several references to your concise and poignant 

interrogative, ‘What holds colour?’ Perhaps this self-

directed inquiry provides a clue to the structural and 

formative role colour plays in your art.

What you are asking is interesting to me. I believe that 
colour can hold the condition of humanity within it, 
and not just describe things. For instance, [curator] 
Ann Temkin’s exhibition Color Chart [at the Museum 
of Modern Art, New York] was troubling to me at 
first because I felt it reduced colour to serving as only 
a materialist insertion or description after the fact, 
but after speaking with her about it, I learned that 
she was using this notion of colour as a starting place 
to exploring how color expands beyond this point. 
And yes, I understand the history and use of colour 
as a spiritual device and as a means for recalling or 
realising the sublime, all of which may now be worn 

out and devoid of meaning currently. But I also 
see colour, as Byron Kim and Glenn Ligon have 
seen it, as a means to address race through cultural 
and social relatedness. I am interested in colour’s 
specificity and its difference, that is, the situation 
where colours can appear close to one another and yet 
still remain distinct. In addition, I look at colour’s 
interaction with respect to the nature of people and 
things: I can say that colour’s ongoing and subtly 
metaphoric situation is a quality that continues to 
hold my intellectual interests. So I can answer this 
by saying that when I look at colour, I am utilising 
specific constructs or notions of social classifications 
and social identifications, as much as memory and 
experience, to guide my colour decisions. 

You often refer to the physicality of colour and the 

role of the black body signified in the work as well as 

the situation of a range of bodies becoming physically 

self-aware when standing before your paintings. Would 

you say this aspect of your art develops out of Robert 

Morris’ circa 1960s emphasis on Merleau-Pontian 

phenomenology and its capacity to project itself outward 

to viewers’ actual space, including that of their own 

“I also see colour, as Byron Kim and 
Glenn Ligon have seen it, as a means 
to address race through cultural and 
social relatedness. I am interested in 
colour’s specificity and its difference, 
that is, the situation where colours can 
appear close to one another and yet 
still remain distinct.”
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bodies, thereby replacing art’s traditional mimeticism 

and transcendence with a resolute objectivity and 

intransigent actuality? Does colour serve as a 

phenomenological tool in your work? 

I am not familiar with Robert Morris’ notions that 
come from Merleau-Pontian theories, but I do believe 
in colour that is working as a phenomenological tool. 
For me, colour does incorporate the ability to create 
awareness and catalyse memory on many different 
levels. Colour is not only a mental tool, but also 
exists as a physical one: colour can affect my body as a 
maker, as well as those observers of my work who are 
able to appreciate it.

Another phenomenologically related question: when 

discussing the ways colour operates in your art – a 

tremendously difficult task for any artist working 

primarily with hue – you invoke its ability to create 

distinct cultural frames, referencing, in your words, 

“particular histories and societal lines”. Your language 

makes me think of Martin Heidegger and his emphasis 

on the impossibility of knowing anything in itself, 

even simple tools like hammers, and the necessity of 

approaching all objects through the specific lenses of 

time and space, two terms often mentioned in your 

conversations and writing. While these references would 

place you and your work clearly in a Heideggerian 

perspective, you also have cited an alternative route 

for colour in the form of your prose poem, which I really 

like, the most relevant stanza being: “Colour does what 

it wants/ It misbehaves/ But most of all, / Colour can 

change our minds.” How do you reconcile this basic 

contradiction, and how do you think your work handles 

it? Would David Batchelor’s neologism ‘chromophobia’ 

pertain to your goal to awaken people to the potential 

danger inherent in a semiotics predicated on hue?

During the summer of 2009 I was in Williamstown, 
MA, and spent some time on a farm by a rolling 
stream watching the water undulate and move over 
a rock-bed beneath it. For me this rock-bed, like a 
drawing, was structure and armature. Additionally, 
the water was like colour, moving this way and that 
in a flow based not only on the structure of the 
rock-bed beneath it, but also on its own condition 
of what it was, as well as what it could become with 
other forces such as the wind and sun that beat down 
on it. Like this, colour can exist within a structural 
framework, which gives it a context and direction (as 
line does with colour), but what colour does and how 
it moves also has a lot to do with its own conditions 
and properties – its mass, space, chromatic intensity 
and its value, for example.

Batchelor’s theories are another way that I see 
colour working in the West, and this is an additionally 
important point for me to make in my colour 
investigations. I wish to investigate what we take for 
granted concerning colour, as much as its ability to 
design and define our lives and the world we live in.  

“Colour can exist within a structural 
framework, which gives it a context 
and direction (as line does with 
colour), but what colour does and 
how it moves also has a lot to do with 
its own conditions and properties – 
its mass, space, chromatic intensity 
and its value, for example.”
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As an example, what would people do if they 
encountered their doctor or dentist, ready to perform 
a life-threatening operation, wearing a harlequin-
coloured or tie-dyed outfit? If conscious, would you 
still remain on the operating table? How can a colour 
affect or change our minds about a profession or an 
action? The idea that colour can be alarming outside 
of a given context can make us question the essential 
nature of the context at hand. And then, what about 
‘persons of colour’? How do our concepts of colour 
enter into play here, and where do we stand in relation 
to these notions? It is only colour, yes, but our minds 
can be affected by what the colours are and in the ways 
we see these colours perform.

Colour is notoriously unruly, as you have noted, because 

one hue changes its character when seen next to others. 

Since you view yourself as a postmodern artist and your 

work as open to the world outside it, how do you think 

your work responds to the environments framing and 

housing it?

Colour has the potential for being distinct, in as 
much as it can mirror the complexities of the world we 
live in. It can be specific, and it can describe so much 
through itself. It does not have to be relegated to only 
one thing or another. It can be used in so many ways. 
I want to create situations through drawing for colour 
to move as it wishes, and to depict a world of potential 
in this way. 

Over the years, you have articulated your desire to be 

seen as an African artist and have contributed to the 

magazine Nka, which art historian and curator Okwui 

Enwezor primarily initiated in order to promote African 

art. Since you are the son of the expatriate Nigerian 

painter and art historian Okechukwu Emmanuel Odita, 

who was a member of the Zaria Society, focusing on 

images of Nigerian nationalism in the early 1960s, and 

a long-term faculty member at Ohio State University 

in Columbus where you were brought up, why do you 

insist on an African identity for yourself as opposed to 

a global one for example? Or even a Nigerian-American 

one? Or, more simply, a Nigerian one? What makes your 

work ‘African’ as opposed to these other identities? Is 

this a particularly empowering perspective based on an 

intellectual movement that has enabled you to create 

the challenging and beautiful works you have made? 

Can we consider the African identity inherently global in 

the sense of opposing internationalism by emphasising 

permeability in national and even geographic 

boundaries, thereby resulting in the paradoxical 

development of a heightened reliance on local and 

regional characteristics?

I see myself as an African in the way I was raised, 
and in the belief system I was brought up in through 
my parentage. I think of myself, specifically, as a 
Nigerian-American. I am also a human being in 
the world. I can locate myself within the world, but 
I do not want to lock myself down within it. I know 
my experiences can be the same or different from 
others, regardless of birthplace or cultural origin. 
I have experiences that are real to me, and I make 
a distinction toward Africanness based on how my 
experiences have been established.

I believe that African identity can also be 
experienced as a local and global phenomenon, 
whether as an African, a visitor to this continent, or 
someone well versed in the reality of Africa itself. 
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I see African identity as a construct that can be 
understood as much as lived through. There are many 
‘Africas’, which I believe is a positive notion, but it 
is interesting me to that it still exists as a contested 
zone, used in denoting the idea of authenticity as a 
power and a control. 

A related question: in the 1960s the American group of 

African-American artists known as AFRICOBRA wanted 

to essentialise and demarcate race in terms of specific 

sets of formal characteristics, most particularly colour. 

While some members of this small group, active even 

today, create representational work, others are abstract 

artists. How does your focus on colour differ from the 

AFRICOBRA approach?

There was a time where I thought I was making 
paintings with ‘African colours’ or with the colour 
of ‘Africa’. This is now for me the most ridiculous 
notion that I can think of because I have to ask 
myself, ‘What is African colour?’ I do not know what 
‘African colour’ is. I own neither Africa nor the idea 
of what it is. I know I can only try to recall and create 
a situation that makes my memory present, or that 
gives me a feeling of this place and space. Colour 
cannot constitute an exacting description; rather 
it exists for me as metaphor and allusion. I like the 
idea of making associations through implication, not 
literal depictions.

Often in conversation you mention the importance of 

African fabrics for your work as well as an African colour 

sense, but you have not specified exactly what kind of 

fabrics. Are you interested in only locally produced ones? 

Or have you also embraced the colours found on the 

many Dutch-wax printed cottons so popular in various 

West Coast African countries, textiles particularly 

important to the art of Yinka Shonibare, for example? 

I am most interested in Kuba cloth, as well as in 
Mbuti pygmy bark cloth, both from the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo. I also love Ewe cloth from 
Ghana, Bamileke Ndop cloth from Cameroon, 
and traditional strip-woven cloth from Nigeria. My 
interest in these textiles stems from the great systems 
of patterning and the many opportunities for chance 
variations that occur within the structuring of these 
designs. The same thing goes for caftans, as well as 
Persian and Afghan rugs. The patterning, the use of 
colour and the spaces created in these items are truly 
breathtaking, and the foundations of these creations 
are indeed wonders to ponder for intellectual inquiry 
as much as for aesthetic thought.

Finally, a very personal question: having taught a 

graduate art history seminar on colour, which was 

enormously frustrating because the subject seemed 

continuously to escape clear and precise definitions, 

even when I took the class through the basics of Albers’ 

famous colour course, I would like to know how you 

teach colour to painters. Do you subscribe to traditional 

colour theories such as Goethe’s, Wittgenstein’s or 

Albers’, or, since you yourself work intuitively, have 

you developed your own pedagogy and theory for 

conducting this course?

I like to introduce assignments at the beginning 
of my colour course that cover the basic, essential 
elements of colour. Early on, I also like to discuss 
colour in terms of the social as well as the historical. 
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After which, my primary text becomes Josef Albers’ 
Interaction of Colour. It is a simple yet complex book, 
and so beautifully done. It is something that cannot 
necessarily be read alone – you need to go through 
it with a group to be able to understand the many 
different perspectives that can arise from the ideas 
within it. It is a fascinating book for me, because of its 
simplicity and directness. The book is actually bluntly 
obvious, but also laden with subtleties that can take it 
to so many places conceptually. This can in turn make 
one read more into it than what it says, so this is why it 
is better to read it as a group – so that the individuals 
in the group can appreciate the variety of views that 
can exist concerning colour. Ultimately, my goal is for 
the class to learn to personalise colour for themselves, 
to give colour a home within one’s own personal 
history, since I believe this is the best way for anyone 
to handle colour qualitatively.

This interview via email was completed in May 2011.

Art historian, writer and curator Dr Robert Hobbs has  
held the Rhoda Thalhimer Endowed Chair at Virginia  
Commonwealth University since 1991 and has been a  
visiting professor at Yale University from 2004 to 2011,  
and an associate professor at Cornell University. 
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Flame On
2012
Acrylic on canvas
213.5 x 264.5cm
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Plane Shifter
2012
Acrylic on canvas
178 x 228.5cm
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4. Interview

Chromatic Symphony 

Interview with Odili Donald Odita

Missla Libsekal

Interviewed by Missla Libsekal (Another Africa) and 
Ilpo Jauhiainen

Following his recent solo exhibition entitled Body & 
Space this past Autumn in New York, I had the pleasure 
of interviewing Nigerian-born (b. 1966 Enugu) abstract 
painter and hard-edged, colour field enthusiast Odili 
Donald Odita. His oeuvres, architectonic creations 
on canvas, plexiglass and wall drawings explore the 
mysteries of colour, its infinite possibilities considering 
colour anew - as a conceptual space. The journey 
discovering his work and thoughts behind his practice 
has been both intellectually and visually stimulating. 
His rigorous practice, specificity yet instinctual 
abandon to chromatic freedom create visual vistas 
ocularly titillating. Viewing his paintings in the flesh, 
one can easily find themselves lost in time, gazing 
and seeing different perspectives shapes and forms 
ultimately experiencing a renewed faith and love of 
colour. 
During our recent telephone interview in December 
2010, Odita spoke candidly of his work, his thoughts 
on colour how it marks, codifies and shapes our 
world, influences our understanding and perceptions 
whether it be at loftier heights such as in relation to 
socio-political constructs or to the mundane yet rather 
logical extrapolation as to why stop signs are typically 
red.

MISSLA LIBSEKAL: What are the themes you 
have found yourself naturally gravitating towards 
through your paintings?

ODILI DONALD ODITA: Quite a lot of things actually 
that I’ve been wanting to push through with the work. 
I feel as if I have wanted to speak about painting 
primarily; it’s a very important thing for me to speak 
through. I want to speak to it in a specific way, from 
a cultured position, from one who is speaking from a 
certain place in the world, in a certain mindset from 
within this world. 

I want to speak clearly about painting as not only an 
African but as a human being. It is interesting for me 
to try to address certain things that I am concerning 
with, certain things dealing with power relations within 
cultures, certain ideas that have, that exist underlying 
in painting that are very in certain ways hegemonic 
let’s say and so there are a lot of different things that 
I am trying to do within painting. I want to expand 
the content of colour and the understanding and 
awareness of colour rather than for it to be assumed 
and dealt with in a superficial manner as it is in art and 
painting. As I look at colour, colour can become an 
enormous conceptual space that has only begun to 
be scratched in the realm of painting it’s always been 
looked at in a certain political, conceptual way rather 
than only a technical way.

ML: The understanding of colour in the West is 
said to be influenced by Chromophobia, Can you 
tell us what this is?

ODO: I am borrowing the term from David Batchelor 
whose great book titled Chromophobia goes into the 
whole notion of the fear of colour in Western culture 
and it’s a book that I use extensively with my students 
in colour class. It’s a book that is interesting because 
when American kids read this book and I am reading 
in class, they look at it as an attack against them, or 
a slight against them, and that is very, very important 
- that reaction and I highlight to students that he is 
speaking towards Western culture and they already 
are feeling attacked. What does this say about their 
awareness if not intuitive, their conscious awareness 
of their participation, their embodiment of the West - 
how they embody the West, how they are the West and 
how they are receiving this argument in this way, this 
particular way. It’s interesting, this book goes into some 
good scholarly, historical detail into how colour has 
been perceived, written in texts, philosophies, colour 
theories in a way that genderizes it, makes it a state 
of psychosis, puts it in the space of drugs, illicit drug 
use, talks about colour almost as a state of anarchy 
and all these sorts of things. This is all in documented, 
historical, academic official text. You said something 
really interesting to me about perception and colour, 
and again I think this is to speak about how we 
understand colour our perception meaning or being 
understanding, perception being the way we see, 
perception being the way we think, and how colours 
can affect when used well and used interestingly, can 
affect, modify and maybe change one’s perceptions 
and feelings, thoughts, considerations, a particular 
point of view. 

Interview
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So I think that there is a lot of power in colour, and there 
is a lot of distrust in the normal say Western sense of 
colour, there is a distrust of it because it is used as 
something that can’t be managed quite easily.

ML: Do you think that chromophobia is something 
that typically occurs only in North America?

ODO: I couldn’t say that either because I know the 
book, Chromophobia documents the West very 
thoroughly but again it’s also a book from the West.  
It’s an analysis of Western culture. If I was going to 
make an analysis say of Nigerian culture, I might get 
into aspects of chromophobia there too - I wouldn’t 
know where to begin in that sense but I think that 
that could be the case as well. There might be colour 
associations, symbolic associations, colour that is 
related to a symbol that one is to say do not trespass 
this space, because this colour represents this idea or 
this particular thing. So in that sense it’s about surviving 
and life is always all about this on one level - you know 
survival. I think that art is this other level, where it’s 
like how do we live and move beyond only wanting 
to survive. What is life beyond the mere necessity of 
survival - where is the beauty of life beyond that and 
that is when I think - you know wow plants with their 
colours, they are made to attract bugs so that they can 
pollinate let’s say, or plants with colour, bright colour 
that are meant to be a warning in nature, that is if you 
eat this plant you are going to die, drop dead and you 
know you can start to contemplate those things.  How 
does it happen that we have colours and we actually 
code things with colours and we identify from plant 
life to stop signs, colour to help us move through 
things. Certain colours kind of repeat as a certain 
understanding, commonalities let’s say that goes 
through certain colours identifies in a certain way, the 
feeling that we have for red then there is fire then there 
is blood, then there is a stop sign. It is interesting when 
you think of it in that sense but you have to think about 
it, you can’t just reduce it to only a stop sign, then I 
think that colour becomes inadequate and becomes 
only technical 

ML:  Living in the Digital Age where computers are 
a common part of many of our lives, how do you 
feel this is influencing our experience of colour? 

ODO: But always remember that you have the colour 
from the monitor, colour from an image, and then you 
have colour entering your eyes from a natural light, 
from being outside, from being in the sunlight - there 
are multiple experiences. I’m interesting in the quality 
of colour generated from machine light, from mechanic 
light, like a computer or a TV light and what that does. 

I am also interested in what happens with colour in 
nature under the sun, or in the atmosphere. Because 
I believe that when we experience colour, through our 
eyes, just through our eyes in the real world we are 
going to experience infinity - the infinite, the infinite 
potential - the infinite possibility. When we have man-
made, mechanical light we are going to have another 
kind of experience, it’s just going to be flatter, but it 
can be equally intense - different. Like an apple and an 
orange, it’s just different. It’s a different meaning and 
a different feeling. To be under a bright sun, outside 
on a brightly sunlit day or indoors in an intensely neon 
lit space or fluorescent space. It’s just a different kind 
of experience, and I think that those experiences are 
equally intense and valid, and specific and I love that 
specificity of one verses the other because it talks 
about condition, and it talks about stage and it talks 
about state of mind. 

ML: Your abstract paintings have been likened to 
the scrambled reception of a TV, unrecognizable 
imagery yet somehow familiar with the images 
penetrating the viewer like a slogan. What led you 
to isolate and define this particular attribute in 
your paintings?

ODO: Well it’s all about contrast for me, all about 
condition and contrast - what is the nature of the space, 
how can I bring the space to an alert consideration, to 
an alerted and alarm consideration, how might I deal 
with say the subtlety of say a whisper, how can one 
whisper and bring attention to what they need to say. 
How can one scream, shrill, and bring attention to 
what they say. So a lot of it is about being effective. 
Having a sense of effectiveness of force being able to 
modify, being able to render in colour, being able to 
hold in colour the nature of a given space. It’s really 
that I think that there can be so much clarity and at the 
same time so much openness when one uses colour 
and there is so much possibility with it and I think, and 
I know for sure that colour as much as I have talked 
about it specifically doesn’t exist by itself. It needs so 
much of everything else for it to be something at it’s 
most intense.

ML: The installation in Cincinnati, Flow, you 
juxtaposed the confederate flag colours with 
white and black skin colours. Is this one of those 
invisible penetrations?

ODO: The penetration again is in the mind’s eye. It’s 
about trying to change the mind or affect the way 
that somebody can engage the space. I wanted to 
be able to come from my consideration of that space 
you are talking about the one in Cincinnati. To me, my 
consideration of the space, the nature of the space 
with Zaha Hadid’s design in the space. 
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I am just trying to do many different things in this 
sense. I am just addressing some of the many layers, 
reality to colour. Good colour doesn’t exist. Space 
doesn’t exist without colour and drawing. You need 
line and form. Colour with edge to be able to help give 
one a definition of space, to give oneself a sense and 
a definition of space and I’m trying in my work to be 
able to understand all the different polarities that can 
possibly exist to get to this notion of space and in that 
sense having the body react to that space, react to 
that in new, different and varying ways. I am always 
interested in being able to come across some other 
situation or condition that I didn’t foresee because 
then it talks to me about the infinite, about infinity; 
positivity and infinity of space and the world around 
us you know, and on many levels, from the level of 
music, to the level of intellectual inquiry, to the notion 
of reality I am trying to investigate what colour can 
be and it’s not just wanting to use it to define form or 
wanting to use it to depict objects, but I want to use it 
also to help create an understanding of the world we 
live in and an engagement in that world too through a 
better understanding of colours, our sense of how we 
perceive colour. How we deal with it, how we handle 
it in our daily, our day-to-day experience and it’s just 
so interesting how from one place to the other with 
travels, literal travel as well as Internet travel, how one 
can see and experience these changes. If you were 
travelling, you’re going from one city to the next, if 
you are sensitive you are going to notice that light is 
different that daylight and the night-light is different 
and I think that’s an important thing to realise. What 
you are saying is I am here. I am in this world and I see 
and I can see.

ML: You’ve described your wall paintings as 
events, ephemeral, for a definitive period, to be 
experienced in person and then gone. What does 
this ephemerality bring to the work?

ODO:  As a student, I loved this artist On Kawara, 
a Japanese artist. He started out making postcards 
where he would say, he said I’m alive, I’m here and he 
would send them out to people, his friends and people 
he knew and later on he made these date paintings 
which were painted on the day, and the subject matter 
is the day that they’re painted. September 12, 1967 ... 
February 18, 1966 ... December 30, 2004. They carry 
the meaning from just the day that they were made. 
It becomes just a really beautiful experience as I see 
it - just existing. They have a sense of permanence 
because that is real, and they are temporary because 
the day passes and another thing about them is that 
they were painted out of a suitcase essentially. This 
guy doesn’t need a lab or studio with twenty assistants 
running around, it’s just a modest scale painting with 
this date on it, written on it, and that is it and I’ve 
always liked that idea. 

So for me, maybe I’m excited by this notion of the 
wall paintings because being essentially not literally 
but essentially something it’s like this , I go to the 
hardware store, buy my paints, I have a pattern and 
everything, I go in there and paint on the wall, give 
something to the public, give something to them you 
know, they can take part in it, enjoy it,  and then it 
comes down and the experience is heightened by the 
fact that somebody, that you the viewer where able to 
go see it you know.
  
ML: Mentioning Kawara he has been archiving the 
colours from his painting for many years which 
in turn became *an artwork unto itself. We heard 
that you too archive your colour palette. Your 
paintings sometimes use up to 100+ colours, it 
seems like the archiving process would be quite 
rigorous. What importance do you put on this 
process of documentation?

ODO:  Well yes I’ve documented since the very largest 
painting I made in ‘98. I document the colours that I’ve 
used in my paintings maybe part of it is just the fact of 
my father being an art historian. It is partly in my mind 
to want to, to have the desire to document and to 
make documentation of my actions.  It was something 
that I was taught from him but at the same instance 
it’s about being able to see just the experiences that 
I’ve been able to have with colour. On another level 
it’s being able to see how far I have gone with colour. 
I want to look to see if I am using the same kinds of 
colours, if I am using different ones, if I am reaching 
for different considerations or different positions or 
different spaces through colour. Colour creates space; 
colour is about space as much as it’s about paint. So I 
want to know that I am being able to challenge myself, 
challenge my considerations of what it can be, useful, 
appropriate, what could work with colour.

* Journals 1966 - 2000, On Kawara. Shown in Colour 
Chart: Reinventing Colour 1950 to Today, MoMA New 
York 2008. 

ML: In reflection where have you gone in 
your dialogue with colour for example in one 
instance?

ODO: For me right now, with the show that I have up*, 
I am very happy with the way that I have been able to 
create a dynamic that goes beyond just colour itself. 
The dynamic of the colour and the colour situation, 
and the composition of the colours created this light, 
created this type of energy in the space where light 
and colour and form came together in a way that blew 
the space apart, that really just pushed the space 
apart.
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I was interested in the physicality of light and the 
physicality of light being generated through colour 
and the physicality of light as it moved through the 
room because it was generated by the colour in the 
room. 

* Body & Space exhibited at Jack Shainman Gallery 
from November 18 to December 23, 2010 in New York

ML: It’s interesting your articulation of this 
intangible phenomenon; I was able to experience 
this at the show.  

 ODO: Art in the academy and discourse of the academy, 
we are trained to find ways to speak of things that there 
are no words for but you know, it’s the power of colour, 
it’s phenomena is beyond words. It’s about reality, it’s 
about being able to experience physical nature, how it 
shapes how it defines, it identifies. It is very important 
to be able to for me, to be able to experience those 
things and that is rewarding. It reminds me that colour 
is not just only an item to fill identification of a space 
but it is used to really make the world new and again, 
make the world new and again.  

ML: What role does the pursuit of innovation play 
in your practice; you’ve written that you hope to 
make a contribution to the intellectual future of 
painting? Where do you think you are?

ODO:  Well, I am still in the process of it. I had this 
show that I had a really good experience with. I almost 
killed myself doing the show cause it was so much 
work and so much preparation in such a short time but 
you know I appreciate the process, I appreciate what I 
learned. There’s an artists who once said, talked about 
coming out of your space, your studio to know what 
fear is and I think that strong work can be like this 
experience of coming to face one’s fears and learning 
to live beyond them, yah. 

This coming April, Odita will participate in a group 
exhibition at ARS 11, Kiasma, The Musem of 
Contemporary Art, Helsinki Finland where he will be 
exhibited a piece inspired by Africa.

 
About the artist

Odili Donal Odita was born in Enugu, Nigeria and 
lives and works in Philadelphia and New York. Odita 
is currently an Associate Professor of Painting at Tyler 
School of Art, Temple University in Philadelphia. His 
work has been exhibited around the globe in solo and 
group exhibitions. Of note, the 52nd Venice Biennale, 
The Contemporary Art Museum, Huston, The studio 
Museum in Harlem and the Yerba Buena Center for the 
Arts, San Francisco.

Odita is represented by Jack Shainman Gallery, New 
York and Michael Stevenson Gallery, Cape Town. 

http://www.odilidonaldodita.com/
http://www.jackshainman.com/
http://www.michaelstevenson.com/

Missla Libsekal
Founder of online magazine Another Africa, a 
platform to showcase a contemporary vision 
of Africana. She works as a design business 
consultant earning her degree in Business 
Administration with Honours in Management 
though recently made a foray into the world of 
publishing and journalism. (www.anotherafrica.
net) She is passionate about Africa and 
conveying stories that speak to the richness 
and cultural wealth from and inspired by this 
continent.

Ilpo Jauhiainen
He is a composer, sound artist and writer. 
Studied Sonic Arts at the Middlesex University, 
London, UK. 

Copyright for all images: 
Odili Donald Odita. Body & Space 2010. Image courtesy 
of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, NY.
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critics' picks 

“Wild Is the Wind” 
SAVANNAH COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN 
Gutstein Gallery, 201 E. Broughton St., Pei Ling Chan Gallery, 322 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. 
January 11–February 28 

 “Wild Is the Wind” brings together seven artists whose work shares a sensibility that the curator, 
Laurie Ann Farrell, connects to the mood and lyrics of the 1957 American song of the same title, 
a slow, melancholic ballad of longing, discovery, and love. To translate these emotions into a 
coherent visual exhibition, Farrell casts her net wide. MiddleSea, 2008, a hauntingly beautiful 
video by Zineb Sedira, follows a middle-aged man who is alternately lost in contemplation and 
pacing the deck as he travels as the lone passenger on a ferry. Ghada Amer’s equally compelling 
installation, Le Salon Courbé, 2007, explores the space between cultures and examines the 
definition of terrorism in English and Arabic. Kiluanji Kia Henda’s large-scale color prints reveal 
the beauty and dignity the Angolan photographer has found among Luanda’s poverty-struck 
inhabitants. His pictures provide an interesting contrast to Shish Kebab, 2004, Lara Baladi’s 
critical look at the culturally loaded media images that flood society. 

Less obvious but no less powerful are paintings by Odili Donald Odita, whose hard-edge 
abstractions speak of a desire to create harmony among elements that may be at odds with one 
another. Similarly, Nicholas Hlobo’s elegant sewn “drawings” made from leather, tire rubber, and 
ribbon offer personal meditations regarding his search for acceptance as a gay black man in post-
apartheid South Africa. Combined with Penny Siopis’s figurative paintings, which teeter between 
romanticism and fantasy, the exhibition becomes a thought-provoking meditation on the very 
basic human quest for understanding and acceptance. 

        — Rebecca Dimling Cochran 
 



 

Odili Donald Odita 
JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY 
513 West 20th Street 
November 18–December 23 
 

 
Odili Donald Odita, Point of Return, 2010, acrylic on canvas, 90 x 92”. 

 

For those not familiar with Philadelphia-based painter Odili Donald Odita’s vivid revitalization of 1960s and ’70s hard-

edged abstraction, this exhibition is a concise and elegant introduction. Since returning almost exclusively to painting 

in 1998, Odita has modulated his work between canvas, Plexiglas, and direct application of paint to gallery walls. 

Versions of each process are featured here, and all the resulting works are saturated with the rich acrylic tones hand-

mixed for each piece. 

In some ways, the show demonstrates the seemingly infinite variation of Odita’s tightly regulated visual economy. The 

squared Point of Return, 2010, for example, reorients the usual horizontality of his canvases, shifting the rays of color 

into a receding, radial abyss. The lush pastels simulate perspectival depth, even as a shard of black powerfully drives 

home the flatness of the work. Yet each of the works in this show, which is titled “Body and Space,” relentlessly 

references the gallery space and co-implicates the viewer. 

Some pieces play out the exhibition’s title quite literally: A smaller gallery is painted floor to ceiling with vertical bands 

of color that wrap around corners, imply sculptural volume, and seem to lean against the supports like an early 

Richard Serra. In contrast, the polyptych Television, 2009, evokes space-age static and solid-state silicon wafers. 

Absent the canvas and stretcher, paint and picture surface become hypnotically coterminous—even white appears 

here as luminous pigment. And in both cases, figure and ground relationships are left unnervingly indeterminate, 

embedding us in a sort of unsolvable optical puzzle. While its striking chromatic beauty is a delight, the show is also a 

powerful reminder of abstraction’s enduring versatility as an analytic and visual system. 

— Ian Bourland 



 

EDITOR’S PICK      
In New York: Gallery Openings This Week  

  
By Emma Allen, Andrew M. Goldstein 
Published: November 17, 2010 

Odili Donald Odita, "Body & Space" at Jack Shainman Gallery, 513 West 20 Street, through 
December 23, opening Thursday, November 18, 6-8 p.m., jackshainman.com  

The Nigerian-born artist Odili Donald Odita has used his colorful geometric abstractions to evoke stories 
from the African experience, from the slave trade to more recent patterns of willing emigration, using 
explosions of vibrant paint to suggest manners of movement. In his new show at Jack Shainman gallery, 
the artist — whose work once graced Barack Obama's White House — has again called upon his 
eloquent hues to address another improbable subject: the color black, which in theory is achromatic. Not 
in Odita's hands. "For myself, color is the way to become specific about black, i.e., black as skin, as a 
social construct, and as real experience," he says in the show's statement.  



 

Friday, February 26, 2010 

FRI 26 | 'Africa On My Mind' 

 
 
Odili Donald Odita/Michael Stevenson, Cape Town  

Along with live oaks, Savannah, Ga., is gaining an international reputation for nurturing 
African-American art, thanks largely to the Savannah College of Art and Design. This 
weekend, the college will oversee "Africa On My Mind: Contemporary Art, Home and 
Abroad," a series of gallery shows around town featuring major artists like painter Ghada 
Amer, born in Cairo, and Odili Donald Odita, a Nigerian artist known for his paintings 
of interlacing shards of color. The college's coinciding symposium includes a talk today 
by Simon Njami, curator of the first African pavilion in the 2007 Venice Biennale.  
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ODlli DONAlD ODITA 
PAINTING AND TH[ ABSTRACT TRUTH 

by Lara Taubman 

"For Guston, painting was not so much made as lived; it was a process of perpetual 
metamorphosis that revealed and transformed the identity of the artist as he confronted 

the mutable reality of his materials and of the world that surrounded him." 
ROBERT STORR, GUSTON. ABBEVILLE, MODERN MASTERS: NEIN YORK, 1986 

I
n a series of lectures at the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
in January 2009, Robert Storr discussed Odili Donald 
Odita's paintings in comparison to the older master 

abstractionists, Raoul De Keyser and Ellsworth Kelly. Storr 
is Dean of the Yale School of Art and was curator of painting 
and sculpture at the Museum of Modern Art from 1990 to 
2002. Through a discussion of narrative in visual art, 
Storr drew these artists together across a 40-year time 
period. Storr's significant monograph on Philip Guston 
in 1986 was not only the first in-depth examination of the 
artist but also the first art historical writing that defined 
narrative in painting as formed by the subject of identity 
or identity politics. 

Robert Storr has since championed artists who chase 
down their own narratives, melding or masking them with 
paint, unapologetic when using the narrative of their lives as 
metaphors from which they can present their own worlds. 
Nigerian-born American artist Odili Donald Odita is no 
exception. He engages the "push and pull" of formalism and 
abstract expressionism not just as a visual dynamic: he also 
pushes and pulls narrative in and out of his paintings. 

His ability to manipulate concepts in his work with ease 
is achieved through a rigorous process with materials. Odita's 
signature bands of color, masking tape and applied pigments 
are made through a practice that transforms materials into 
stories. 

Odita explained the "story" of some of his paintings 
during a conversation with Joost Bosland that was transcribed 
and published as the essay for the catalogue of his Double 
Edge exhibition at Michael Stevenson (October 16
November 22, 2008) in Cape Town, South Africa: 

(The Torch Song painting is) "a song of lament, of 
unrequited love. So I wanted the red to be a certain 
tone, to be a flame that gets extinguished as soon as it 
flares. That's why I brought the pink in and intensified 
the orange colors.... 

(Double Edge) has a blues narrative that permeates 
the work. On the one hand, there is color as the point 

before language, as some sort of pure state. But it's 
boring. If it stays there. Color can't stay in its own 
contained state; it has to breathe into other things. 
Color is not merely material, it's psychological. 
That's the double edge. 

The end result is a seamlessly integrated language of 
symbols and medium. Process has been a priority for Odita. 
And now, in mid-career, his ambitious world of paint, 
art history, identity and memory has reached a clarity in 
expression, as realized through his concentrated room-sized 
painting installations. 

In his 2007 painting installation at the Studio Museum 
in Harlem, Equalizer, Odita painted panels of broken lines, 
shards of green and pink and brown both in screaming and 
soft, whitened hues. Refracted shapes look as if they have 
been pieced together from a kaleidoscope that documents the 
world passing by. Equalizer is a gateway into two episodes of 
trans-Atlantic migration in the last five hundred years of the 
slave trade from Africa to the Western hemisphere and then, 
more currently, African migrations - many of which have 
ended tragically in death and despair. By contrast, panels of 
Equalizer powerfully evoke tranquil desert land or seascapes 
or dense urban crowds. And just as these panels approach 
the linear and literal, like a meditation, they run back to 
some formative, archetypal place in the mind (e.g., as in the 
Hebrew meditation of repeatedly turning away from the 
symbolic object of meditation to focus on the external world 
then returning to the symbol. It is believed that over time 
enough small moments of enlightenment accumulate 
to create true illumination). 

Odita proves through painting that abstraction does 
not have to be only metaphorical but can tell a linear story 
without becoming literal. His dynamic swaths of color emit 
fertile narratives of testimonials, experiences and ancient 
African myths that ignite the viewer's ability to imagine 
how the narrative title of the installation tells the story 
about the work. 
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Odili Donald Odita 
Night'sDoor 

2008
 
acrylic on canvas
 

84 x109" 
STEVENSON, CAPETOI'IN 



Odili Donald Odita 
Double Edge 

2008, acrylic on canvas,50x60" 
MICHAEl STEVENSON, CAPETOWN 

Drawin g upon influences such as Kente cloth, Philip 
Guston, Frank Stella, Bridget Riley, Cleme nt Greenberg, 
Harold Rosenb erg and Color Field painters (among others) , 
Odita shows how politi cs can becom e po te nt and relevant 
in a color, sha pe or pattern, as his edgy, hard lines are 
doorways that open int o stories, lives and cultu res. Odita 
perp etuates Gu ston 's legacy to dare say th at it is all right to 
imbue serious abst ractio n with a regional sto ry abo ut cu lt ural 
identi ty, ancien t myth or a sen tim ent like love. Equalizer, as ' 
well as othe r paintin g install ations of recen t years - Flow at 
th e Cincinnat i Art Museum, Give Me Shelter in th e It alian 
Pavilion at the Venice Biennial, Fusion at the Jack Shai nman 
Gallery and Double Edge - are proo f of th is, as th ey are 
forceful interventions in visual and narrative space and time. 

Odita's un abashed introduction of a linear story 
subme rged within a static painting shimmers dangerously on 
a literal int erpretation. But like Guston, Odita's poetry and 
images co-ex ist witho ut wo rd for wo rd descript ion. They 
abide in each othe r's company, crea ting new possibi lities, 
much as objects do in an exhibi t . Throughout his career, 
O dita has consiste ntly curate d shows as pa rt of his workin g 
process and th ey have taught him how to create the virt ual 
spa ce uniq ue to his canvases. He curates inside th e jagged 
infra st ruc ture of his own device, carefully placing a metaphor, 
a color narrative, or an ancie nt African myth in imaginary 
spaces. The strength of the concept of his pa int ings allows 
him to share wi th the viewer a fu ll hand s-on experience of 
his wo rld, not just a birds-eye view. He shapes th e future of 
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Oditawith his 
Give Me Shelter 
installation 
52nd Ven ice 8iennaleIntemational 
Art Exhibition, 2007 

OdiliDonaldocna 
Here and There 

2008. acrylic oncanvas, 90x 70" 
MICHAEL STEVENSON. CAPETOWN 

his work by understanding visual art as more 
th an a veh icle for metaph or or only as a visual 
historical landscape. He understands it as a space, 
virt ual or three-dimensional, whe re work and 
ideas are tested . 

O dit a makes eac h paint ing a visual reference 
to a place th at exists beh ind th e su rface of the 
pa inting and beyond what is perceived with 
the hu man eye. Guston's world was tight , dark 
and concentrated; it is the warmth, humor and 
knowledge th at give his paintings oxyge n and 
light. Odita 's wo rk is the opposite - light , 
airy, vib rat ing and equa lly as inte nse. His is an 
expression of th e personal and sp irit ual in a 
subtle, evoca t ive virtual wo rld th at is formed, 
ironically, by the human hand and paint . 

Lara Taubman is an art critic and independent curator 
who is based in New York City. 
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GlOBAl CONNfCTIONS
 

Happily co-existing among Odili Donald Odua's influmces, likes and loves are artists such as Steven Parrino, 
Lu c Tymans, Sol Lewitt and Julian Schnabel, musicians such as Nirvana, Guthast, Gilberta Gil , Os Mutantes 
and Tropicalia, African textiles and his Nigerian father who taught him that tradi tion does not bind the artist to 
the pas t; it also can "bring a culture's sensibility into the present." 

Internati onal artist Senam Okudzeto lives and works in London, UK; Basel, Switzerland and A ccra, G hana 
and spends a great deal of time traveling to other places. 

Painti ngs by Odili Donald Odita and Senam Okudzeto were in the Distant Relatives/Relative D istance 
exhibition in Sou th Africa that exa mined the globalization and hybridi zation of African identity through the work 
of contemporary artists with African connections who live mainly in Europe or the United Sta tes. The show 's other 
"Airopotuan " artis ts were Julie Mehretu, Wangechi M utu, Barthelemy Toguo and Owusu-Ankomah , all of whom 
have exhibited extensiuely around the world. Curated by Michael Stevenson Contemporary in Capetown, the 
exhibition was on view in December 2006 at the Standard Bank Gallery in Johannesburg. 

H aving been "tasked to forge a sense of self from wildly disparate sources," Taiye Tuakli-Wosornu know s the 
"Ajropoluan" world from inside out. Her father is from Ghana and lives in Al-Khobar; Sau di Arabia. Her Scottish 

and N igerian mother lives in A ccra, Ghana . Her insider's look inside this world, the catalogue essay for the Distant 
Relatives/R elative Di stance show} is reprinted here with her permission. 

DJ is an ethnic fusion : Nigerian and Rom anian; fair, fearless BH-BYL BABAR 
leader; bobbing his head as the crowd reacts to a sample of (OR: WHAT IS AN AfROPOlITAN() Sweet Mother. 

Were you to ask any of t hese beautiful, brown- skinn ed 
It 's moments to midnight on Thursday night at Medi cine people th at basic qu estion "where are you from ?" - you 'd 

Bar in London. Zak, boy-genius DJ, is spinning a Fela Kuti	 get no single answe r from a single smili ng dan cer. This one 
remix. Th e little downstairs dan ce floo r swe lls with smiling,	 lives in Lond on but was raised in Toronto and born in Accra; 
sweat ing men and women fusin g hip-hop dance moves with	 th at one works in Lagos but grew up in Houston, Texa s. 
a funky sort of djembe. The women show off enormous afros,	 "Home" for them is many th ings: wh ere their parents are 
tin y t-shirts, gaps in teeth; the men th ose incredible torsos	 from; whe re th ey spend th eir vacations; whe re th ey we nt 
unique to and common on Afri can coast lines. The who le	 to school; whe re th ey meet old friend s; where th ey live (or 
scene speaks of the Cultural Hybrid: kente cloth worn over	 live this year) . Like so many African young people working 
low-waisted jeans; "African Lady" over Lud acris bass lines;	 and living in cit ies around th e globe, they belon g to no single 
Lond on meets Lagos meets Durban me ets D akar. Even th e	 geography, but feel at home in many. They (read: we) are 

Afropolitans - the new est gene rat ion of African emigrants 
coming soon, or collected already}at a law firm /chem -lab/ 
jazz lounge near you. You'll know us when you see us by our 
fun ny blend of London fashion, New York jargon, African 
eth ics, and acade mic successes. Some of us are ethn ic mixes} 
e.g. Ghanaian/Jama ican, Nigerian/Swiss; others are merely 
cu lt ural mutts: Am er ican accen t}Eur op ean affect}African 
ethos. Most of us are multilingual: in addit ion to English and 
a Romantic langua ge or two}we understand som e indi genous 
language(s) and speak a few urb an vernaculars. Th ere is at 
least one place on the Continent to wh ich we tie our sense 
of self: be it a nation-state (Ethiopia), a city (Ibadan), or 
simply an Auntie 's kitchen . Then th ere 's the G 8 city or two 

SenamOkudzeto	 (or three) tha t we know like th e backs of our hands} and the 
Untitled (Large Reclining Nude) institutions (corporate, acad emi c) th at know us for our famed 

2002/ 3 work ethic. We are Afropo lita ns - not cit izens, but Africans, 
al)'liconsomerset paper 

of th e wo rld. 160 x208cm 
COURTESYOFTHEARTI STAND MICHAEL STEVENSON, CAPETOWN 
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It isn't hard to trac e ou r genea logy. Starti ng in the 
1960 's, th e young, gifted and broke left Africa in pu rsuit of 
higher ed ucation and happi ness abroad . A st udy done in I999 
est imated that between I9 60 and I9 75 about 27 ,00 0 highly 
skilled Afric ans left the Continent for t he West . Between 
I975 and I984 , th e number shot to 40,000 and then 
doubl ed again by I987, rep resenting about 30 % of Africa's 
highly skilled ma npower. The most popular destinations for 
these em igrants included Canada, Britain, and the United 
Sta tes; bu t Cold War politi cs pr oduced unlikely scholarship 
opportunit ies in countries like Poland and Germany, as well. 

Some th ree decades later th is scattered t ribe of 
pharma cists, ph ysicists, physicians (and th e odd polygamist) 
has set up camp around th e globe. Th e caricat ures are 
familiar.The re 's th e Nigerian ph ysics professor with faux
Coog i sweater; t he Kenyan ma rathonist wit h long legs and 
rolled r's; the heavyset Ga mbian bra iding hair in a hou se th at 
sme lls of burnt Kaneka lon. Even th ose unacq uainted wi th 
synt hetic extensions can conju re an image of the Afr ican 
immigrant with on ly th e slightest of pop cultu ral promptings: 
Edd ie Murp hy's "Hello, Babar" (in th e mov ie, "Com ing 
to Am erica"). 

But somewhere between th e I988 release of "Comi ng 
to America" and th e 2001 crowning of a Nigerian Miss 
World, th e general image of young Africans in the West 
t ransmo rp hed from goofy to gorgeous. Leaving off the painful 
que stion of cultural cond esce nsion in th at beloved film, one 
wo nders what happened in the years between Prince Akee m 
and Q uee n Agbani? 

O ne answe r is: adolesc ence. Th e Africans that left Africa 
between I960 and I975 had chi ldren, and most ove rseas. 
Some of us we re bred on Afric an shores then shipped to 
th e West for higher educ atio n; ot hers bo rn in m uch colder 
climates and sent hom e for cultural re-indoctrination. Eith er 
way, we spe nt the 1980s ch asing afte r accolad es, eating fuf u 
at family parti es and listeni ng to ad ults argue poli tics. By 
the tu rn of th e cen tu ry (the rece nt one), we we re matching 
o ur parents in number of degrees and/or achieving things 
our "peop le" in th e grand sense only dream ed of. This 
new demograp hic - dispersed across places like Brixto n, 
Bethesda, Boston, Berlin - has come of age in th e 21st 
cent ury, redefin ing what it means to be African. Where ou r 
pa rents sought safety in tr adit ion al pro fessions like doctori ng, 
lawyerin g, bankin g, enginee ring, we are branching into fields 
like me dia, politic s, mu sic, ventu re cap ital, design. 

No r are we shy about expressing our African influences 
(such as th ey are) in our wo rk. Artists like Keziah Jones, 
Trace fou nder/ editor Claud e Cruzint sky, architect Dav id 
Adjaye, and novelist Chimam anda Achidie exem plify 
what Gr uzintsky calls th e "2 Ist cent ury African." What 
distinguishes thi s lot and its like (in the West and at hom e) 
is a Willingness to complicate Africa name ly, to engage 
With, critiq ue, and celebra te the parts of Africa th at mean 
most to the m . Perhaps what most typ ifies th e Afrop olitan 
consciousness is thi s refusa l to oversimplify: the effort to 
unders tan d wha t is ailing in Africa alongside the desi re 
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climates and sent hom e for cultural re-indoctrination. Eith er 
way, we spe nt the 1980s ch asing afte r accolad es, eating fuf u 
at family parti es and listeni ng to ad ults argue poli tics. By 
the tu rn of th e cen tu ry (the rece nt one), we we re matching 
o ur pare nts in number of degrees and/or achieving things 

to ho nor what is uniqu e. Rath er th an essentializing the 
geographical entity, we see k to comprehen d its cultura l 
complexity; to honor its inte llectua l and spiritual legacies; to 
sustai n our parents' values. 

For us, being African mu st mean something. Th e 
med ia's portrayals (wa r, hunger) wo n' t do. Ne ither will the 
New World tro pe of th e bumbling, blue-bl ack doc tor. Most 
of us grew up we ll aware of "com ing from " a blighted place, 
of having last nam es linked to countri es linked, in t urn , to 
corruption . Few of us escaped th ose nasty "booty-scratcher" 
ep ithets , and fewer still th at sense of shame when Visiting 
pa te rna l villages. Whethe r we were ashamed of ou rselves 
for not bei ng more famili ar with our parents' cult ure, or 
ashamed of th at culture for not being more "advanced," 
can be unclear. Wh at is ma nifest is th e extent to which the 
mo dern adolescent Afri can is tasked to forge a sense of self 
from wildly disparate sources. You'd neve r know it looking 
at th ose dapper lawyers in global firms, but most were once 
supreme ly self-co nscious of being so "in between." Brown
skinn ed without a bedroc k sense of blackness on th e one 
hand and chided by family members for acting white on th e 
ot he r, young immigrants can get what I call "lost 
in transnation ." 

Ultima te ly, th e Afropo lita n m ust form an identity along 
three dime nsions: nat ion al, racial, cultu ral - with subtle 
tensions in bet wee n. While our parents can claim single 
countries as home, we m ust define ou r relationsh ip to the 
p laces we live: how British or American we are (or act) is in 
part a matter of affect. Often unconsciously, and ove r t ime, 
we choose which bits of a nat iona l identi ty (from passport to 
pronu nciat ion) we internalize as central to our pe rsonalities . 
So, to o, th e way we see our race - whether black or biracial 
or none of t he above - is a quest ion of politics, rath er than 
pigment; not all of us claim to be black. Often thi s relates to 
th e way we were raised, wh eth er proxima te to other brown 
peo ple (e.g. black Americans) or removed . Finally, how we 
co nce ive of race will accord with-where we locate ourselves 
in th e histo ry tha t p roduc ed "blackness" - and th e polit ical 
processes t hat conti nue to sha pe it. 

Then th ere is that deep abyss of culture, ill-defined at 
best. One must decide what comp rises "African cu lture" 
beyond filial piety and pe pper soup. The proj ect can be 
utterly baffling - whether one lives in an African coun try 
or not. But the process is dee ply enriching, in tha t it expa nds 
one 's b asic pe rspe ctive on nation and selfhood. If nothin g 
else, th e Afropolitan knows that noth ing is neatly black or 
white; tha t "to be " anything (w hite, black, American, Afric an) 
is largely to act th e part. Identity itself becomes stable and 
meani ngfu l whe re it informs grou p attachme nts, individually 
defined. 

So th en , to "be Nigeria n" is to belon g to a passion ate 
nat ion; to "be Yoruba ," to be hei r to a spiritual depth; to "be 
American," to ascr ibe to a cultura l breadth ; to "be British ," to 
hold the passpo rt. At least, that is wh at th e mo nikers me an 
to me - and that is th e Afropol itan privilege. The acceptance 
of com plexity common to m ost African cultu res is not lost 
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on her prodigals. Without th at intrinsically multi-dimensional 
thinking, we could not mak e sense of ourselves. 

And if it all sounds a little self-congratulatory, a little 
"aren't-we-the-coolest-da mn people-on-earth?" - I say: yes 
it is, necessarily. It is high tim e the African sto od up . Th ere is 
nothing perfect in thi s formul ation; for all our Adja yes and 
Achidies, there is a brain drain back home. Most Afropolitans 
could serve Afric a better in Afri ca th an at Medicin e Bar on 
Thursdays. To be fair, a fair number of Afr ican professionals 
are returning; and th ere is consciousness among the ones 
who remain, an acute aware ness among this brood of too
cool-for-schools that th ere 's work to be done. There are those 
among us who wonder to th e point of weeping: whe re next , 
Africa) When will the scatte red tribes return) When will the 
tal ent repatriate) What lifestyles awa it young profession als at 
home) How to invest in Afri ca 's future? The prospects can 
seem grim at times. The answe rs aren't forthcoming. But if 
th ere was ever a group who could figure it out, it is this one, 
un afraid of the questi ons. 

Taiye Tuakli-Wosornu, completed graduate study at Oxford 
and is writing her first novel in New York with the support of 
Toni Morrison. She also is working as a television consul tant 
and freelance photographer. 

lONDON SUN 

Black Panther: Emory Douglas and the Art of Revolution at 
Urbis, Manchester, UK, O ctober 30, 2008- April 19,2009 . 

When candidate Barack Obama visited London in Jul y 
of 2008 , he was warmly welc omed. Obarna's subseq uent 
election was perceived in England , as elsewh ere, as th e 
fruition of the Civil Rights Mov ement. 'When th e form er 
Black Panther mini ster of culture Emory Douglas visite d 
th e city of Manchester in January 2009, he also received a 
warm welcome. In an int erview at Urbis where an exhibition 
of his work was on view, he was asked his feelings about 
Obarna's election. 

Th e question reflects a consolidat ion of a range of 
st ruggles th at tod ay inform communities worldwid e. Th e 
Urbi s exh ibit ion Black Panther: Emory Douglas and the 
A rt of Revolution recognized Douglas as "an un sun g hero 
of th e modern civil right s mov ement." Curator Pollyanna 
Clayton Stamm focu sed the Black Panther history against 
a backdrop of late I960s politi cal events. The exhibition 
displayed pages of The Black Panther newspaper, posters, 
period photographs of th e Black Panthers by Stephen Shames 
and from the personal collection of Pirkle Jones, along with 
rece nt paintings by Douglas. This differed from Sam Durant 's 
presentation of Dou glas' wo rk "Within the Black Power 
Mov ement" in an earlier exhibit ion at Los Angeles MOCA 
and associated monograph, Black Panther: The Revolutionary 
A rt of Emory Douglas (New York: Rizzoli, 2007). In th e 
monograph, Kathleen Cleaver,Amiri Baraka, Col ette G aiter, 

and othe rs discuss Douglas' activ ities in relation to their own , 
conv eying th e distinct philosophies informing the various 
organizations at the time. Both proj ects highlighted Douglas's 
work and influence as the graphic edito r of the Party 's 
newspaper, The Black Panther, published from 1967 
until 1979. 

As the mini ster of culture, Douglas was responsible 
for putting Panther ideas and goals into visible form. His 
transformation of the common rhetoric of "pigs" - first as 
swin e hung up after slaughter then as uniformed, upright 
porcine figur es - encapsulates his ability to create cartoons 
expressing bitin g contempt for corrupt ion and abuse. His 
illustrations of th e oppressed were just as provocat ive for 
portraying Afri can American s as proud co mbata nts. Dou glas 
stopped depicting arme d US. citizens after 1971 to co mply 
wit h the Panther Party 's position to "work within the law." 
He portrayed individuals goin g abou t th eir business, often ' 
wearing a button with a slogan or image. 

His reverential portraits of Panther leaders incorporated 
religious iconography while tapping th e models of Che 
Gueva ra and Mao. As Colette Gaiter ex plains, Douglas' use 
of limited co lors and bold outlines addressed the challenges 
of th e inexpensive printing technology used to produce The 
Black Panther. Incorporating patterning and photograph ic 
collage, he nev ertheless created recognizable designs of 

Emory Douglas,"We want decent housing fit fo r sheller of hum an beings." 
From The BlackPanther, July 25, 1970 
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The work of Odili Donald Odita exists between two 

worlds: that of western modernism and traditional 

African textile design. A Nigerian émigré brought up 

in the United States, Odita adheres to a reductive 

aesthetic in form and style and is, broadly speaking, 

a post-minimalist. He is an artist who straddles 

distinctive ideological zones, but insists he is 

uninterested in identity politics. In conversation, 

Odita, born in Enugu in 1966, concedes that the 

issue of cultural power and its place in the art 

market nonetheless intrigues him. His paintings are 

an attempt to place his art firmly within the western 

canon while retaining a visual language of vivid 

colours and rhythmic energies that draws inspiration 

from African art. 

Odita received his Masters in Fine Art from 

Bennington College, Vermont in 1990. A stronghold 

of modernist activity from the 1950s through to 

the 70s, Odita’s education encompassed intimate 

knowledge of Clement Greenberg’s assessments of 

abstraction produced in the 1960s following Abstract 

Expressionism. In his essay for the 1964 exhibit Post 
Painterly Abstraction, which Greenberg organised, the 

influential critic argues that art following on the heels 

of painterly abstraction was not a reaction to it but 

a continuum. The qualities of clarity and openness in 

the works of the 31 artists he selected for his show at 

the Los Angeles County Museum of Art constituted 

a freshness in which geometric regularity called 

less attention to drawing and stressed lucidity of 

The  
seduction  
of order 
Odili Donald Odita’s distinctive paintings, notable 
for their vivid colours and rhythmic energies, 
present the viewer with a distillation of African 
tradition, modernity and a transnational visual 
aesthetic, writes A.M. Weaver 

A.M. Weaver
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colour. This background marked Odita’s initial brush 

with colour-field painting, in particular the works 

of Kenneth Noland, Jules Olitski and Morris Louis; 

however, he cites the work of Frank Stella, Peter 

Halley and Josef Albers as being the most influential. 

Exposed to the activities of various conceptualists 

active in New York, he initially ventured into photo-

based installations, but eventually settled on painting. 

Asked to crystallise his thoughts on this medium, 

Odita says: “Painting is something that advances 

its own form and can advance possibilities of 

consideration and of existence… it is my means of 

[articulating] my own purpose, my own sense of 

intellectual purpose and drive.” In many senses, 

Odita’s painterly oeuvre, which ranges from small 

canvases to large site-specific installations, describes 

a dialogue between self and reality.  Dominant as 

a force in these paintings is Odita’s striking use of 

colour, especially in his large installation works. 

His arresting palette is derived in part from his 

upbringing in suburban America. During the 1960s 

and 70s, homes were painted in pastel colours in 

order to personalise the generic architecture. An 

avid fan of television and comic books, Odita was 

influenced by the chromatic colours that appeared at 

the end of a broadcasting day on television. He uses 

a myriad of acrylic paints and chooses his colours 

carefully for each painting.

His enormous canvas work, Pulse (2006) – it 

measures 152.4 x 203.2cm – functions as a large 

echocardiograph: the horizontal movement of 

angulated marks and shapes conveys the energy 

of a recorded life force in rose, mauve and muted 

crimson. Latent and active force fields converge in 

Odita’s use of vibrant and subdued tertiary colours, 

combined within angular clusters. Allen Leepa, in 

a critical anthology on minimalist art published in 

1968, describes the ‘reality’ of minimalism as existing 

at the meeting point of the inner and outer worlds 

in the painting and not in the mind’s eye of the 

observer. He further explains that the objective of 

the minimalist artist is to provide clarity and consider 

the essential aspects of perception. “Minimal art is 

seen as an effort to deal as directly as possible with 

the nature of experience and its perception through 

visual reactions,” adds Leepa. 

Odita’s work is hard to place categorically. However, 

he does follow some minimalist doctrines in that his 

marks are based on geometric forms and the flat 

application of paint is vigilantly measured within 

taped areas across the canvas. He uses clusters of 

angulated shapes to construct his canvases. A recent 

work, Night’s Door, has the appearance of analytical 

cubism; he fragments and breaks down his shapes 

so that sections overlap forming trapezoids and 

quadrilateral planes. Influenced by his environment 

and systems of design and pattern, Odita distils his 

perception within two dimensions that often extend 

outward, defining an architectonic space.

In recent years, Odita has produced a number of 

site-specific installations, notably his installation at 

the entrance to curator Robert Storr’s exhibition, 

Think with the Senses, Feel with the Mind, at last 

year’s Venice Biennale. I want to discuss two of 

these architecturally orientated interventions, both 

exhibited in the United States last year: Equalizer, 
staged in the Project Room of Harlem’s Studio 

Museum, and Flow, presented in the CAC Kaplan 

Hall of Cincinnati’s Contemporary Art Center. Both 

bring to mind public works by Gene Davis and, 

more recently, Jim Lambie, a contemporary of 

Odita. All three artists share a singular, distinctive 

affinity: colour. Lambie traces rooms in his floor 

installations and is concerned with the optical plays 

of colour. While optics is a concern for Odita, he 

vacillates between using subdued tones and colours 

in conjunction with dynamic applications of colour 

that vibrate and shift position in relationship to each 

other. The interplay of his angular shapes further 

impacts an overall sense of place. Rather than going 

for a psychedelic effect, his compositions subtly 

alter the experience of a room;  colour, shape and 

the direction of Odita’s marks determine spatial 

relationships. Picture windows enhance the unique 

qualities of Flow, which can be viewed internally and 

externally. In developing plans for this installation, 

Odita spent time in Kaplan Hall at different times 

of the day, taking notes on the bustling activity 

and traffic around the structure; his observations, 

rendered in sketch form, are reflected in the 

subsequent installation, which draws on a palette of 

more than 100 colours.

I visited Odita’s studio in Philadelphia, not only to 

meet the artist in person but also gain insight into 

the polemical positions and aesthetic attitudes that 

define contemporary African art. His studio is orderly 

with shelves full of acrylic paints. While his assistant 

aggressively taped areas of his canvas in preparation 

for adding additional colours, we discussed the 

position of the presumed marginality of the African 

artist and his/her journey toward being part of a 

global art movement. Odita feels that as an African 

raised in the American mid-west he has taken the 

entire complex of being black in America and created 

a cultural product.

Odita came of age as an artist when the work of 

African American conceptual artists Glenn Ligon, 

Fred Wilson and Leonardo Drew were gaining 

widespread attention. At this time, Odita joined 

forces with two fellow Nigerian expatriates, the 

painter and scholar Olu Oguibe and curator Okwui 

Enwezor, helping to establish Nka, a magazine 

focused on art from Africa and the African Diaspora. 

Along with artist Coco Fusco, New York gallerist 

Skoto, artist and writer Ike Ude, curator Octavio 

Zaya, and scholar Salah Hassan, Odita engaged in 

dialogues that shaped the scope of the magazine. 

“The imperative was to give contemporary African 

art a currency, an urgency that made it be seen as 

serious as the most cutting-edge art forms being 

produced in the art world,” says Odita. 

Before settling into his current medium, for a period 

of about five years starting in1993, Odita produced 

photo-based installations. However, he always 

painted and by 1998 began to devote all of his 

energy to a mode of painting that some view as 

steeped in twentieth century modernism, a history 

that has roots based, in part, on work from African 

antiquity. “My work, in a way, deals with a certain 

revisionist critique without necessarily being only 

about that,” he says.

Odita’s work evidences elements of traditional 

African aesthetic: the chevron designs of the Kuba, 

the colour palette of Kente clothe. In conversation, 

he cites linear and design orientated Uli body art 

and painting as a reference, which the Nsukka 

School of thought used as a foundation for its 

radical practice of artmaking. The actions of Nigeria’s 

Zaria Society predate the activities of the Nsukka 

School by a decade. In the 1950s, vanguard artists 

such as Uche Okeke, Bruce Onobrakpeya, Yusuf 

Grillo and Demas Nwoko began to experiment with 

abstracted elements, shifting from the prevalent 

naturalistic style that, up until then, had followed a 

European mode. (Of note, Odita’s father, Okechukwu 

Emanuel Odita, was a member of the Zaria Society.) 

During the 1970s, the advent of the Nsukka School 

eventually became the official art of the nation. It 

has been the recent thrust of Nsukka to promulgate 

a postmodern agenda. Odita’s work parallels that 

of recent adherents to Nsukka, who are concerned 
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two dimensions that often 
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with how contemporary African art transports itself 

in the world. His works are philosophically grounded 

in interpretations that range from direct observation 

of the interplay between light and colour to the 

pictorial allegory of migration from Africa to America, 

as in Equalizer. Although not formally tied to Uli, 

there are indeed political overtones to the underlying 

explanations of his imagery.

In his 1999 essay, ‘Between Worlds: Postmodernism 

and African Artists in the Western Metropolis’, Okwui 

Enwezor proposes paradigms that have shaped 

discussions on the challenges confronted by African 

artists working in, and informed by their presence 

in western cultural capitals. In this essay Enwezor 

analyses how identity is mediated through the quest 

to embrace a “new politics of difference”. The cultural 

world of the African artist in the west, Enwezor 

states, “represents a plural universe built from the 

multiplicity of frames that aspire towards the creation 

of new territories”. He uses the term postmodern 

throughout the text to imply the flux and ambiguity 

that surrounds the present moment in history. At 

best this term encompasses an inclusive aesthetic 

operating from a de-centred core with ample room 

for the multivalent explorations of artists once 

considered other or marginalised. Odita operates 

within this context.

Odita pursues an idea of artistic freedom through 

abstraction, and his work attempts to push the 

viewer’s vision beyond the formal categories of 

pure colour and form. “I have been able to find an 

understanding of freedom and all that this can entail 

through the notion of possibilities, an aspect inherent 

and intrinsic [to my] process of painting,” he says. 

His work appeals to the intellectually tenacious 

viewer who is willing to look deeply for its essence in 

African tradition, modernity and a transnational visual 

aesthetic.

A.M. Weaver is a curator and writer based in Philadelphia
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